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Cont ~butors to This Quarterly
RALPH DOUGLASS is actin ~ head of the Department of Art of the University of New
Mexico. From 1922 . 1925 he studied art "at the Art Institute of Chicago and
Julian's Academy in ~aris' Before coming to New Mexico, he taught in the American University at Ca ro, Egypt;. and at the Chicago'Academy of Fine Arts.
JESSE STUART il! at prese t the most widely acclaimed short story writer in the United
States. His stories a pear monthly in Esquire, and almost monthly in such magazines as ScribneTtl.
d the American MeTcury. His first book was a collection
of 702 sonnets c
The Man With the Bull-Tongue Plow. Stuart is now in
Scotland on a litera
fellowship. In Edward J. O'Brien's book Th'6 Best SIuYrt
Stories of 1.987, Stua •has seven stories on tbe Roll of Honor: more than anyone
else in the book. He ives and teaches school in the mountains of Kentucky.
HANIEL LONG is well kno
to readers of -the QUARTERLY and is one of New Mexico'll
most widely acclaidl poets. He livls in Santa Fe.
W. S. W ABNITZ teacbes im'tbe School of Applied Arts in the University of Cincinnati.
His h,obby is tbe findBtg and helping of aspiring young writers of talent. He has
long Deen a student
ancient and contemporary literature.
JOHN DILLON HUSBAND fntes poetry for Voices, Versecraft, Kaleiilogr4ph and other
magazines, the QUAR'l'EBLY among them.
CUR.TIS MARTIN is a yount novelist and short story writer, who was born an~ educated
in New Mexico. Her~ at present at the University of New Mexico. Three of his
stories are double-stai;red, for distinction, in the 1937 O'Brien Anthology.

dr

"

JOH~

ROOD is the far-fa~ editor of the now defunct magazine Manuscript. As editor
of that magazine he discovered and advanced many writers who have now won
literary fame. Rood Js himself a writer. His first book, ThiB, My Brother appeared last winter.
e~ also a painter, a musician and a sculptor of note. He
held a very successf showing of his wood sculpting at tbe Argent Galleries in
New York City duri) g the past spring. He discusses in this issue wbat, as an
editor, he looked for n literary short stories.
IRENE FISHER. has writte many poems and stories for the QUARTERLY. She is a reporter for and cond s a column in the Albuquerque Tribunfl.
GEORGE AMBERG is our dis overy. His story in this issue is his' first publisbed work. He
was born and raised in the Bronx of New York. He is twenty years old and has
worked in many Ne'f' York otpces. He attended school at the University of New
Mexico during the p~st summer. We believe that you will be hearing of Amberg
in a big way before lbng.

ALFRED CARTER is in the FngJiSh department of The New Mexico Military Institute at
Roswell. He is a
eat admirer and studentoC Paul Horgan's writing and bas
made a study of hisork and philosophy, whicb he presents in his anicle•.
GEORGE DIXON SNELL liv in Salt Lake City, Utah. He has published books under the
imprint of the Caxto House of Idaho. One of his stories is starred in the current
O'Brien Anthology.,. •
KATHERINE POWERS GA
has written stories and poems for the QUARTERLY. Her
poem this August i~Printed just after the interment of Mary Austin's ashes it:t a
rocky cript on Moun Pichaco in the Sangre de Cristo range near Santa Fe.
MARINA WISTER is readi g proof on her third book of poetry, Fant481/ 4M Fugne, soon
.
to be published by Macmillan. "Desert" is one of the poems in this volume. She
is the wife of Andrcf.'Dasburgh of Taos.
•
.
FAY SLOBOD GREENFIELD has published poems in BO%4rt, Poetry Journal and Wing3.
She is a graduate of orthwestern and lives in Chicago.
KA.THLEEN SUTTON lives n Anniston. Alabama. though her youth was spent in Massa- .
ehusetts. Her poet has appeared in Sahtrday Evening Post. New York Time3.
Voices, and Poetry aga,zine. She is contri:buting editor ·of Shards.
,~
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Zeke Hammertight
By

JESSE'STUART

o YOU be!ieve there .are sassafras

sprou~s on the Ken-

D, tucky hills? . Do you believe there are eternal rocks

and tough-butted shaggy-branched white-oaks growing
among Kentucky's eternal rocks? Do you believe there is
the whisper of winds in the wild-rose bushes and the wildgooseperry sprouts in these Kentucky hills where skies immeasurable fl~at above like a flock of buzzards in the sky?
Do you believe there is a hill-Kentucky with her boney acres
where the lizards crawl on the burnt-black logs and the
snails leave silvery traces on old moss-infested stumps? If
you believe these things ~re here and that there are buzzards, lizards, black-snakes, copperheads and crows-then
you can believe we have the Hammertights here-plentiful.
as the crows and the buzzards ; all the time slipping through
" the woods with shot-guns across their shoulders, sly as the
wind in the brush and curious as a hound-dog on a cold
trail.
"I'll tell you what is the matter with this hill country,"
says CousIn Milt, "It's overrun with sassafras sprouts and
the Hammertights. Every way you turn here you run into
a Hammertight. They are thiCKer than sassafras sprouts.
They are thicker than pawpaw sprouts and they are harder
to get rid of than persimmon sprouts in a pasture where the
cattle won't eat them. W'y they have beeu here, I guess,
long as the rocks have been here. You know a Hammertight
is tough as a hickory withe you burn and twist to. tie up
bundles of fodder." When a body walks doWn a path here
he is liable to meet a Hammertight. He might be carrying
·a gun across his shoulder just by chance he sees a squirrel.
"I'll tell you," says Cousin .Milt, "if some kind of a plague
don't come and sweep out the Hammertigh~ this country
is not going to have any' squirrels, groundhogs, possums,
[ 161]
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foxes, rabbits lef~F'to tell the! tale. W'y I wa~ out on thQhilI
this morning anlsaw old Zeke Hammertight dig a old she- .
groundhog out 0 a hole an~ took off four suckling young
groundhoggabo the size of kittens-knocked the old shegroundhog in th head wit~ a mattock handle. Put her in
his sack. Guess e's cooked her in the pot by now with green
beans and tate ./'1 guess he's et her by now. Shame the way
the Hammertigh and the ~assafras sprouts have took to
KentuckY. Can" get rid of: 'em anymore than you can get"
rid"of the rocks \ the Kentbcky hills-or the tough-butted
white-oaks that }'ow· like blackberry briars on the KentuckY claybanks.'
Old Zeke ~ammertight-you ought to see him.. Six"- feet four with a ~upped-in face-a face pent-in like·a half
moon with a lo~~ . chin and a handful of dead looking white
beard, wind-sca~red and falling over his shirt-unbuttoned
hairy chest. White beard with the stain of bright amberthe color of red-o.k leaf-stain-mixed with the white bridle- .
tassel of corn-sil~. You ought to see his long dangling arms
with the big blue Iveins running like little mountain _str~ms
of water on the, 'nter flank of a mountain. You ought ~o
see his steady bl e eyes that the years cannot dim anymore
than they' can e eternal Kentucky rocks-wear a little,
tear a litt~e-jus a' little py the wind, the sun, the rain, the"
sleet and the sno . Freeze a little, thaw a little and fade a
little as the year roll by. No wonder the Hammertights
keep coming like the young sassafras sprouts on the Kentucky hills-the assafras sprouts are rooted in the Kentucky earth and e cattle can't kill them; the 'winter can't
kill them; the d~uth can't kill them; and fire that burns
,over the earth a d kills their bodies can't kill them. They
,come again in th ~spring; ten young sassafras sprouts for
the old one that d,es. That's the way of the Hammertights.
The wars can't kill-them; the drouths can't starve them out;
the earth can be cIuel to them or kind . t o them-the high hill
earth-and peopl~ can fight them-but they keep on coming.

"

~l
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They grow like the timber· here; and there is something in
their blood that makes them tough asa hickory-withe or a
tough-butted white oak. Cousin Milt says:
.Old Zeke Hammert~ght
The daddy 0' 'em all,
Fed 'em on groundhog
, Before they coul~ crawl.

.

"Well," says Cousin Milt to me, "guess you've heard the
latest. Old Zeke Hammertight's not nigh all there. He's
losing his. mind. Body's as good as it ever was- but he's
got something. wrong on the inside of his head." "It can't
be," I says to Cousin Milt. '" "W'y it can be too. Guess'r know
what I saw with my OWll eyes ~his morning." "Saw what?"
I says to Cousin. Milt.
"You know where my garden is," Cousin Milt answers.
"I was working there early this morning;" Zeke comes up
the road with that old shotgun across his shoulder that he
always carries around where ever he goes. He comes up to
the pal~ngs where I was cutting crabgrass out 'n the polebeans. .He says to me: 'Say, you know that young nephew of
mine, Young Zeke Hammertight.' And I says: 'Which one
of the Zeke Hammertights? I know a whole slew 0' 'em.'
And he says: 'Brother Zeke's Zeke.' And I says: 'W'y sure
I know him.' Then he comes right up to the palings and he
says: 'Come over here. I got something to tell you.' He
laid his gun. down there among the milkweeds-that old
scarred-barrel, columbia single-barrel he carries everyplace
he goes. I was glad he laid it down. Didn't know what he
might be up to. He says: 'W'y that young Zeke-my brother
Zeke's Zeke has been trying to pizen my cattle.' And I says:
~You don't mean it.' He says: 'W'y it's the gospel truth.'
He cupped his hands up beside his mouth and iwhispered
it to me thro~gh his cupped hands 'and there wasn't anybody in a mile to hear.' And he says: 'I met him awhile ago
.and told him he was tryi~g to pizen my cattle. He got mad

1
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and said he'd pou the hot lead to me. W'y I know he's trying to pizen· my ttle. I saw him across the meadow last
night-walk righ through that little patch of white-oaks by
the barn. Walke. right up among my cattle and he had rat
pizen spread on fried
. Irish taters and tried to give it to my
milk cows. That' the kind of pizen you give to fox hounds.
So I takes out af r him. He gets away. I know he ']was
there-I know th. way he come and the way he left-down
among the milkw eds and the sassafras sprouts by that little
patch of.sprouts. Yes---my own brother's boy trying to pizen
my cattle.' W'y the man is crazy. He's dangerous, .too.
Too much inbreed ng there-heads no bigger than drinkinggourds. Cousins· ~marryin first cousins, and uncles' marrying nieces, .and ephews a-marrying aunts. . W'y it's· the
awfulest mixup i that family of Hammertights you ever
saw. You know at, Quinn."
And I says; .'';Yes, it's a terrible mixup. It's just
sassafras sprouts mixing .with sassafras sprouts though."
"That's it," says ousin Milt. "Ought to mix the sassafras
sprouts with the pawpaw sprouts and that mixture with
the persimmon s routs. Then we would have one of the
dad-durnqest mix ps you~ever heard tell of. W'y old Zeke .
went on up the r ad from the garden this morning. Went
up past my barn. I h~ard a shot blast out 'n my barn like a
bolt of thunder"JI turned and saw old Zeke in the road
. kicking and CUSS~g-hOllering he was shot in the heart.
I saw young Zeke running right around the pint over there
back of my barn· ith his .gun on his shoulder-just a flying
off the eaz:1;h. 0 Zeke down in the road a kicking and
hollering he was ~hot
iIi the heart. I left
my work in the
I
'
garden. .I run ~ .ipt fast as I could get there. I didn't see
any blood. He s
'Look at my heart, Milt.' I tore his
shirt open and 10 ked and I couldn't see a mark. And I
says: 'W'y Z'eke, you ain't shot in no heart.' And he says:
'Look at both pels 0' my ribs.' So I too~ his shirt off
and unbuttoned h s undershirt. Wasn't a mark there. And

e

s:
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I says: 'You ain't shot there, Zeke.' And he started cussing
and hollering and crying and says: 'Look at.,my legs then.
I'm shot some plaee.' So I pulled- his over~lls down and
looked at his legs. "Not a mark there," I says to Zeke.
Well, he jumped -up and never took time to put his overall
gallises over his shoulders. He run right out'n his overalls
-just in that old heavy long underwear hEt' wears of a
summertime. Took time to put that old shotgun across his
shoulder-just in his underwear, hat, and shoes, and he
took around that hill the way young Zeke went-just _a
hollering and a cussing and crying. He made better time
than any mule _could a made that I got on this place. Big'
and tall as he is and in that white underwear w'y he skeered
every horse to death on the road. .Had 'em a raring up and
breaking out wagon tongues~nd'; express shafts. - I never
saw a old man run like he run a~ound that hill. It's just
'been a hour or two since he run ~round' there."
"We'd better go over the hill and cut 'em off next to the
Post Office and see what has happene~~~ I says to Cousin
Milt. "Might go over there and kill -one another or kill
somebody." "No such good luck," says Cousin Milt,. "as
for a Hammertight
to kill a Hammertight. 'One sassafras
,sprout won't kill another. It might draw some stuff from
the ground that the other sprout wanted where they are
so thick on a bank-but even at that, one sprout can't starve
out another sassafras sprout. That's the way of the Hammertights. Look how he missed old Zeke' back there.
Missed him, with that old cock-eyed rifle he carries around
here across his shoulder."
Cousin Milt Zorns is big at the middle and little on
each end. He is like a calf that was weaned, too soon and
gluttoned on grass. Just wobbles as he walks and when he
talks he, wiggles his ears like a rabbit wiggles its ears.
Cousin Milt never cared much about me: Only he gets good
when the Hammertights give him trouble. Uses me then
, for a cousin. He needs my help. We walk up the path Ify
¥

J/

[
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}he barn~ousi Milt is' iIi front and he says: "Whee!
God, it's hot.as a asted tater out here under these treesno air a'stirring nd this uphill pull." . Cousin Milt walks
in front, swingin his arms. He has his thirty-two in his
hip~pocket. "Ma not be able," says Cousin Milt, fingering
it, "to kill a rna with this the first crack-but 1 know
I'can stOp him." We walk right on up the hill-right up
the cow-path und r the trees whose leaves hang down like
~ilted pepper-po s.
"Young Zek ' and .old Zeke went around the horseshoe road," 1 says to Cousin Milt, "and when we walk across
this backbone rid here and drop down the other side we'll
jbst about be at t e oth~r cork of the horse shoe where the
Post Office is~ Tie other side of the horse shoe runs right
along up beside'., andy River. They're right over there
now. "
We walk up he hill. The buzzards sail in circles over
;. the ridge-<>ver t e wilted leaves and the lean cattle. They
sail in circles QVe us. They swoop and swerve in the high,
hot air-over the lean cattle and over us. They can't get·
Cousin Milt aJld e. We'll feed 'em the hot lead until .
they'll be buzza.r meat for the ants. It is easy walking
'down hill--easy ~r me. Cousin Milt says: "My knees
rattle like the_ wh els of our old buggy. And it ain't had
no axle grease on it for years." We walk down the hillunder the trees a d the buzzards and the hot wind and the
mare-tailed sky.
"I see them,' says Cousin Milt, "w'ylook yander.
They're not fightiIf. Coming up the road. Look yander. Each
on 0' 'em's got a sf-ck 0' meal on his shoulder." And I look
around the edge the brush by the path. There they come
~oming up the path toward us-talking.
Old Zeke is
talking with the oint of his shotgun that he is, carrYing
in his left hand.
e is holding a sack of meal, or a sack of
flour on his shoul er with his right hand. Young Zeke is
carrying a sack of meal or flour on his right shoulder, hold- ~
ing it with his ri ht hand and trying to talk with his left

e

I

01

1
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hand where he holds the long-barreled rifle. '''Are we going
to meet them?" I says to Cousin Milt. And he says: "Hell
yes..Why not? The crazy damned Hamniertights and the
sassafras sprouts are taking th!s country. They are taking.
Kentucky."
!
.
The wind lap-laps the poplar leaves about our heads.
It is a lazy wind. The sun is hot and the lizards are sleepy on
the rocks. They lift their heads when a green fly. passes
over ~~d swallow the green flies like a' ~oa.:d ~rog c~tch~rig
yellow-Jackets. The ground sparrows twit~r In the seedIng.
crabgrass. The 'voices of the men are lazy as thJ wind.
We can understand their words now just about the same
as we can understand words of the wind. They are coming
..
up the path from the Post Office.
"I didn't say it was you .Young Zeke," says old Zeke,
"trying to pizen my milk cows. I didn't say it at all. You
just thought t said it. l' know'l you wouldn't pizen my
stock." "W'y you diq say it," say~ young Zeke. "Yo~ told
Milt Zorns I was trying to pizen your milk cows. You've
, told it every place and got people afraid of me. No wonder
we can't marry women in other families. We have to
marry one of our kind-we have to marrY a Hammertight.
No wonder O\l:r heads are getting to be simpling heads. Our
hands are getting small. We are losing ou;r minds. No
wonder. We are all going to seed like these,straw: ~ats go'
to seed. Get big at the bottom and little at the toP. W'y
we have to m~rry one of our kind. We are Hammertights.
You go around and put out all this talk about me-your
brother's boy-about me pize:qing' your stock." "W'y,"
says old Zeke, "I'll tell you who is pizening my stock. I'll
tell you who is right after my milk cows. Oh, I lmow he is
the one. He's not a Hammertight. I'll tell you Young
Zeke who he is. :Hold over here and I will tell you." And
they stop over the hill-down below us in the middle of the
path.. Old Zeke drops "his shotgun-lets it drop on "the
ground by the wild ferns and the crabgrass. Above them
on the rugged ,slope is the cro~king rain crow. Above them

if
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are the eternal K!entucky rocks, the toug4.butted oaks, the

saw-briars·, the.~p.eenbrfars and' the blackberry briars.
Above. them in t~e air the buzzards are watching, a~d the
crows are watchimg-the lizard is watching too, and Cousin
Milt and" I are ~ atching. We are all out on the hill
together. The la y wind is listening as' old Zeke cups his
left hand and pu , it up beside his mouth so as to keep his
words from getti g away when he whispers his secret loud
enough for all t~e hills to hear. He .says: "W'y young.
Zeke, I never sa d you was trying to pizen my stock. I
never said it at U. I can tell you who it was though. I
know, for I seen hem going right across that little bottom
-right up throu I h the' milkweeds to my milk cows. 'Oh,
I know who it w s. I know who it was. And I am going
to get him. '- I am ~oing to get him at the pint ?f this gun."
Cousin Milt nudges me iIi the ribs. He whispers:
"Wonder who it raw this time trying to kill the old fool's
cattle? Going atound here and putting that out every
day. Somebody hat don't know he's crazy. as a bed-bug
might believe hi . Listen-let's see if we can hear what
he says." And w listen as he cups his hand a little closer
--draws in his bi fingers and makes them tight as a rail
pen so the words can't get out. They stand there iN the
path and the hill listen-the rocks listen and the lizards.
And the wind ,.sl s through the green wilted leaves and
listens. "Oh, it's' the Zornses that's pizening everybody's
over the country and, killing them in
cattle. Just goi
heaps. Shooting them between the eyes wh~n the pizen
won't take. Shoo ing them! Going right 'over the country
and giving them rat pizen on fried taters. It's the God
Almighty's truth, Young Zeke. It is that- Milt Zorns the
leader of it all. ..\dn't I see him cross that little bottom of .
mine-come righ up through the milkweeds-he had on
a white apron an -he had it filled with fried taters. Had
them soaked in t pizen. He went right up where my
cows was.; And e says: 'Swooke Gypsy. Swooke Star.'
And they come u to him-licked out their tongues and he

1

>

~

Q
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polluted their tongues with rat pizen on them old taters and
they spit it out. 1 hollered at him and of all tearing out of
there-you never seen the liRe in your life.. God, he took
off that pasture like a racer snake and I told him! that I'd
see himJn the courthouse for trYing to pizen my milk cows.",
Cousin Milt pulls out his thirty-two. ,He steadieS his
quivering hands by putting the pistol across' a stump. ~ He
takes aim. 'He wants to be sure and, get old Zeke. "The
old lying crazy son-of-a-bitch," says Cousin Milt, "I'll make
him think I pizened his cattle. I'll give him a surer dose '
of rat-pizeR. I'll give him a dose he can't carry-a dose of
hot lead." And Cousin Milt holds the pistol ,teady. "Pow."
The smoke puffs up before our eyes. The lazy wind will
not take the smoke out so we can see~ "Did I get him ?"
says Cousin Milt. "You sure didn't," I says, "by all the
cussing I hear. Just listen t9 -that, won't you." And of
all the cussing any manevel" heard, we heard it. The smoke
thins and we see them running~ld Zeke with his sack of
meal or flour-and a white
stream pouring from it. "Put
. . '
a hole through the sack," says Cousin Milt. "Never got
him." And young Zeke is running with
sack ,On his
shoulder and a'i'rifle in his hand. They are r,unning and
cussing. Cousin Milt holds the pistol up and aims: '~Pow."
They
just run faster. Cousin "Milt·takes aim again: "Pow."
.
And a stream of meal or flour pOjlrs out of t1)e sack on
young Zeke's shoulder. "We can track them," says Cousin
Milt. "We can track them by the flour and meal. I'm sorry
I didn't kill that old crazy deviL' When a man goes crazy
he ain't any mo~e for the hills. Ain't no use to send him
to the asylum. Just work him to death "down there to get
his mind off worry. Just .as well, kill him here and give
him to the ants, crows and buzzards. W'y a crazy man is
dangerous. Sheriff Watkins has been told and told about
this man Zeke Hammertight and he's afraid to arrest him.
He's afraid of him. We don't want a sberiff like Watkins
anymore. He's going to get us all killed by Zeke Hammertight. The man going around here crazy as a bed-bug.
.....

a
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Come on and I'll t him. He'll not charge another Zorns of
pizening his cattl ."
We take ov t: the hill-down the path~across the
rocks, the stump , the fallen treeso-Cousin Milt in front
with the pistol in is hand. The sweat is pouring off him like
clear warm water'. ousin Milt's middle is too big for him
to do much runnin , and he is too small on both ends. Maybe
the lizard is watc iug us, maybe the rocks that have seen
men kill before a' d men go crazy. Rocks that have seen
stories they've ~o ~ngues to tell.
... .
"Here's the ~'eal'" says Cousin Milt, "might a knowed . .
nwhile ago a Ham ertight never buys flour. He don't know
what good biscuit taste like. Have cornbread for dinner,
I
breakfast, and su~per. 'Come on now-we got a hot track
an.d I'll bet you it II tak-e us to Greenbriar. There's where
they went. Went 0 get the sheriff." So we run the meal
track-a white st~eak over the dusty road. Rocks looking
down on us from t e high hill whence we came-down in the
pleasant valley no where the post office is-down where the
waters of the Li tIe Sandy moan. "A warm track we
got," I say. "Yes,la damn hot track," says Cousin Milt. We
run down th~ rQad.. "Better watch one of them old Indian
tricks old ZeKe mi~t.pull," I says to Cousin Milt. "He's not
going to hide in te brush and bush-whack nobody," says
Cousin Milt. "He' too afraid now. He's·going after the
sheriff ..." Cousi .Milt has his pistol in his hand. People
pass us on horseba I, in buggy, express, jolt-wagon, and old
T-models. They d n't pay much attention though-only at
the stream of mea~ poured along the road.. It ~s bread from
the high hills spilt flon g the valley-bread from the high hill
earth, for the Ha mertights live among the hills and they
raise their own co n and have it ground at the mill by the
post office.
.
"Here's the en of the meal," I says to Cousin Milt. And
it does end by the lIs of Little Sandy-the place where the
wagons ford the rIver only when we have had a big rain.
"No meal up the 0 her side," says Cousin Milt, "guess the
-ll
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meal all run out on 'em. And they've just throwed their meal
sacks in the rjver. Either this or they caught a ride into .
Greenbriar."
We. wade the rivet, the muddy water not up to, our
knees. Now we walk on the main road that leads us to Greenbriar. They will beat us to Sheriff Watkins~ But anybody
.knows a Hammertight here. Anybody can tell you old Z1ke
is crazy as a bed-bug and our word will go furtheJ;" w th
th~ law. "Who ever heard of a crazy .Zorns?" says Cou, in
Milt. ' "W'y if I go crazy I hope somebody gets me. I don't
want to be crazy. Somebody get me out here and work me
for ten cents a day like a lot of crazy people that are hired
out. W'y old Zeke would be better off dead." And we take
down the dusty road beneath the sun. Our clothes are wet
with sweat. Walking over the :hills in the July hot sun is
work where you have a lot to carry like Cousin Milt.
w~heY'ye just been here," says Sheriff Wa~kins, "just.
been here. Yes-two of the Hammertight boys~ Old Zeke
and young Zeke. Young Zeke said you scalped his shoulder
with a ball-showed methe mark. You just cut a trench
in the skin and .his meal sack with the same ball. Getting
mighty close. And you broke, one of old Zeke's slats-bul· let just grazed his side and br~ke a slat for him. He said
· you shot through his sack of meal too and tried to kill him.
. . Said he left his gun out on the Runyan Hill." "W'y," says
Cousin Milt, "he's crazy as a bed-bug and putting out all
over the country that I'm pizening his cattle. I can just tell
you the whol~ story, Sheriff." Anc;l Cousin "Milt tells Sheriff
Watkins the whole story. Sheriff Watkins just sits here and
he says: "Huh and u-huh. That's right." His jaws are fat
and rosy as a pink morning-glory in the sun. He is bigger in
the middle than Cousin Milt. 'He has little stubby han{is and
fingers like a groundmole's fingers. He bites off his finger· nails. He has a blue 'eye ~hat has a twinkle in it-and he has
'a row of gold teeth. "And that's th~ way .it was?" says Sheriff Watkins. And Cousin Milt says: "That's exactly the, way
it was. I thought Sheriff if I got to come in here and explain
it to you w'y you'd understand."
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"But he'll ki l~ me if I undertake to arrest him by myself," says Sheri Watkins. "Too many of them Hammertights. You can'~ tell what they'll do. Might bunch on me
and kill me. Justlbecause I'm a sheriff they'll think that is a
big thing to do. § on't like to take any chances on that Hammertight bunch."
"W'y we'll ~ Ip you, Sheriff.: We'll help you clean out
the whole Hamm rtight bunch," ~Y8 Cousin Milt. "I'lltell
you it is dange~tis to live among the Hammertights. I
wouldn't have o~e' of my blood to marry among them for '
nothing in this>v,v·de .world. All losing. their mi!1ds and going
·crazy. Just bec se they marry their kinfolks. Don't the
Bible say that yo spall not marry the second cousin? W'y
they marry their first cousins, their uncles and aunts-W'y
it's a sight the ay they carry on. They are just taking
Kentucky, too.' ust the Hammertights and the sassafras
sprouts. You 1m w, Sheriff-before you come to this office
you used to be a f rm boy. You kliow you couldn't whop the
sassafras sprouts -out." ,
"Good God mighty no," says Sheriff Watkins. "Them
sassafras sprouts I go up in smoke when I think about the
way I used to fi· t them. Pap fit them before he died. W'y
they took our fa . Got a start on us and we couldn't whop
'em out."
"That's wha I am trying to tell you, Sheriff," says
Cousin Milt, "t , sassafras sprouts and the Hammertights
are taking Kentu kyo Old Zeke, the daddy 0' 'em all is crazy.
We got to get hi in jail. Get him to the asylum. Or get rid
of him one."
You wO,uld
laughed to have seen Sheriff Watkins
when he came
to Cousin Milt's house. Here he was
sitting up there n a'sorrel-horse with a.,blazed face'" and a
nice tied-up tail I ittirig there big and fat in the middle as
he was, his starn+end just filling one of these cow-boy saddles and his sho t legs restin' in the stirrups, a big Winchester in his rig t hand resting across the saddle-horn, two
blood hounds th booed-booed all the time, raring to go,

!
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chained to the pommel of the saddle with a bright, strong
chain. "Well,'~ says Sheriff Watkins, "I've come, Milt, to
take back the bacon. If he runs I've got the dogs that'll put
him up a sapling quick as a hound-dog will tree a squirrel.
I've just thought it over~amnfool crazy as he is-w'y he's
. dangerous ,to the people here in the hills." ,
"I've told you that," says Cousin Milt, "all the time. I've
"
.
told you that the man was dangerous."
."Well," "says Sheriff Watkins, his blue eyes twinkling
under his brassy eyebrows and above his pink morningglory cheeks, "I'U tell you the ~ruth, Milt. Come a little
closer so I won't h~ve to speak too loud." "What about them
bloodhounds," says Cousin Milt. "I' believe they are after
man meat" And the bloodhounds snap and growl and rare
against the chain. "Be still, Queen. Be quiet, Lope." And
Sheriff Watkins jerks on the chain. The hound,s keep quiet
now. "They won't bite you," says Sheriff Watkins. "They
are just like .old quiet rabbit hounds. They want to take a
track and jump their meat. They'll never bother you. These
are smart dogs. They just about'know who is innocent and
'who is guilty. Just come over here, I want to tell you something." And Sheriff Watkins whispers to Cousin Milt so the
trees 'will hear, and the r~cks will hear and the:lizards. He
cups his hand by the side Qf his mouth and he whispers to the
world: "W'y MiIt-I bought that Hammertight vote. I
bought it from 'old Zeke. You know what old Zeke does
they all do. It was what elected me. I give forty dollars for
all their votes. I have just hated to come out here and chase
~Id Zeke like he was a rabbit. But I have to. He's a dan~r09s man. A sheriff can't take any chances on a man dangerous as he'is and a man crazy as a bed-bug. W'y he won't
ha~ sense' enough anymore to sell the family vote. So it
. doesn't matter much. I've got to run him down like a rabbit .
or get him."
~
"Just 'exactly what you'll have to do, Sheriff," says
Cousin Milt. "We've just got to go Hammertight hunting.
'Got my gun all greased up here and I brought "alObg a couple
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of the Raymond ys here. He's been going around and saying that old man aymond has been pizening his· cattle too.
So, we jusMnWp to clean u~ these hills and make them a
decent place ~i e. Got to get rid of the Hammertights and
the sassafras sprputs."
"We got t6t~atch in this hunt," says Sheriff Watkins,
. sitting high on t~e sorrel ho!se, "and keep ourselves in the
;. clear. Let the dO&f strike up a cold trail. Do you know where
old Zeke has bee~ in the past three days or th~ past three _
hours till we can'give these dogs the scent? They'll feteh
him around like a rabbit. Can't help it if he is crazy."
"Yes," says qousin Milt, "let's go down to his own milkgap. There's wh,.e he hangs out of a morning. Just about
ten after nine now. They've just milked their cows a little
while ago. I believe the dogs can get a fresh track."
"W'y they tell me," says Sheriff Watkins, "that old Zeke
lost his mind on cattle and horses. You know when a man
loses his mind it i ,always on some one thing. A woman come
in. to my office on last night and said she saw old Zeke out
there by a patch f bushes trying to ride a horse and there
wasn't any horse, here., Said he'd get up like he was getting
on a stump so he could jump on the horse's back. Then he
would act like he was a hold 01 the bridle reins. He would
heave on the rei and holler: 'Get up there hossy. Get up I
Cob. Whoa back Cob, pet! Whoa back boy! Good old Cob.'
Just a cutting all ends of crazy didoes right there and there
wasn't a sign of 'horse. She said it was right laughable to
see him riding th wind."
We follow heriff Watkins toward Zeke's milk-gap.
It is right up by t e edge of the river and a hill. Sheriff Wat.:
kins leads thew ,Cousin Milt walks behind him with his
rifle and I walk b ,hind Cousin Milt. The Raymond boy,s.., are
behind me with jcouPle of little twenty-twos that woffltln't
stop a blue-jay,l t alone a big man like Zeke Hammertight.'
Old Queen ~ndl L pe boo-boo and charge against the<chain.
"They're a rarinto go," says Sheriff Watkins. "Turn 'em
loose right here' oys. I believe they'll get the old Pup's
J
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.track. He ain't gone from this! milk-gap more than thirty
minutes. I can still smell him. Don't be afraid, Milt. They
, won't hurt you. Just unsnap the chain. They are after fresh
Hammertight meat."
,
Boo-boo - boo-boo ough-ough-ough - boo-boo.
Around the milk-gap they circle-sniffing the Hammertight
scent. I just wonder how they can trail that scent when
. there are piles of smelly droppings from the cattle-little,
black heaps among the rag-weeds and the sand-J:)ri~rs at the
milk-gap. I wonder how they ~ow what we want-why
they chase man and don't go out in the weed fields and jump
. a rabbit. They' have hit a traek..L.boo-boo-boo:.boo-ough
, ough, ough-andaround the hill. ""They have him. They've
got his scent," says Sheriff War'·ns, "got him a going sure
as God made little apples. No boys you fellows have all
rabbit hunted. You know just what it is. You know how to
watch for the rabbit. Just place yourself so you won't shoot
one another. You know a rabbit always comes back where
you jump it from. Or, it goes to its den. Now old Zeke might
go to his den. He might circle back here. And you know
, what to do when you see a rabbit coming, don't you?"
"Boy, listen to them hounds, won't you," says Cousin '\
Milt, "just pliaro-blank like rabbit hounds. Ain't they
bringing that old boy through the bushes. Going right to
the house. Come on, Sheriff, up there at the top 'of the hill if
we want to get a shot. They're making for the Hammertight house. Hurry up, Sheriff." And we take up the hill,
Sheriff Watkins up there on a horse's back, his starn-end
covering one of them little cow.;.boy saddles, his belly going
up and down as the horse lopes through the wind, over the
grassy hill, the' wind blowing fresh over the saw-briars on
the pasture'ltill. And lord, the chase is on, the, boo-boo and
the ough-ough of the blood-hounds-the bellering of the
pasture bull andlhe moo of the cows-the cracking of our
'feet against the earth as we follow the chase. "
"Take care," says Sheriff Watkins, "yander he goes.
Yander. he goes..There goes t~e rabbit we ~ant." Sheriff
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_Watkins brings h~S horse to a quick stop. His fore-feet skive
up the earth. fSheriff Watkins takes a quivering aim.
"Pow." And th~ blue-smoke spits from the long tongUe of
his Winchester.. ~l].e m~n keeps running. It is old Zeke all
right-,g'un iIJ. his,hand-QInning for the barn. "Pow." The
smoke is iii little' louds in the bright air. Zeke dives in at a
the barn. "Pow." "Pow." "Pow." And
hole in the side
our bullets splin r the planks on the barn. "Got in a hOI,e
on us," says She iff Watkins. "The old rabbit is in his hole.
Got him in his h Ie." Sheriff rides and we run toward the
barn. The blood~punds go up the hill-it looks like the tips
of their four fe are tied together under them-the way
they-are running up the hill.
"Youp-you
youp,"· and the bloodhound falls back
•. i
from the hole were it is trying to get in after Zeke. "Hit
my dog with hi,S gun-barrel,".says Sheriff Watkins-"Booboo-boooooo." . 'nd the other bloodhound tumbles in a.
half dozen fits 0 gr the hill. "God, he's hurt my dogs. Come
here, Lope. COll'l here, Queeny girl. I guess we'd better fire
that barn and br ng him out of there. W'y he's dangerous.
He's a dangerou criminaL"
"What did YCl>U say, Slieriff?" says Cousin Milt.
"I says," sa s Sheriff Watkins, "that he is a dangerous
criminal. That t e best way to get a rabbit from a brushpile
is to set fire to it Let's fire the barn."
"What abou the livestock?" says Cousin Milt. "You
don't want to b rn a lot of innocent cows and mules and
maybe little pigs with a crazy man!" "
"Right," sa s Sheriff Watkins, "right ·you are."
Whinnnnnn nnn.
"BUllet thro gh my horse's ear from that barn," says
Sheriff Watkins. ~'Look how it tore it open. Put the shots
to the side of the barn. Maybe one will go through a poplar
plank and get tliJ.at old polecat between the eyes. "Pow."
"Pow." "Pow." t';pow." "Pow." And the blue smoke swirls
on the fr~h mor ing wind. "Got him in a hole," says Sheriff Watkins.
'
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"He's down ilj1 behind the manger," says Cousin Milt,
"two-plank deep. That's .why the bullets can't reach him."
Whinnnnnnnn. Right above our heads. Whinnnnnnnn.
J l.!st a little closer. The bloodhounds come to us.. One with
a broken nose. One with a broken jaw. When they started
through the hol~ in the barn into the manger after old Zeke
he raps their noses with his gun-barrel. The bloodllounds
are breathing through their mouths. They wallow on the
grass and whine.
.
. "Tie them to the chain," says Sheriff Watkins to one of
the Raymond boys-shooting around with a little twentytwo-worth about as much as a good sandrock to throw in
this hunting game. Raymond snaps the chain. Sheriff Watkins ride~ back across the field. "Say," says Sheriff Watkins,
"come away from that barn. We are all going to get killed.
If we cou'id just fire that barn. If"we could just smoke him
out of the hole like you do a rabbit or a possum." Sheriff
Watkins rides out across the field. His belly goes up and
down like a leaf in the wind. The Raymond boys are behin<L,
the horse. Cousin Milt and I are-behind the horse. We are
breathing hard. CQusin Milt looks back. He says: uLook
yander won't y,e around that barn." And we stop and look
back. If you could only see the Hammertights around that
barn. More than a ,acre of sassafras sprouts on a Kentucky
yellow-clay- bank. A whole .army of Hammertights armed
with goose-neck hoes, briar-scythes, double-bitted axes,
broad-axes, apple-butter stirs,'clubs, four-year-old clubs,
and two-year-old clubs-rocks-sand rocks and flint rocksjust a whole army of them swarming around the barn. I
tell you the Hammertights and the sassafras sprout are
going to get K~ntucky in the end.
,
uSay," says Sheriff Watkins, "this fighting is getting
. right forme. Just the kind of fighting I like to fool with.
I'll conduct this battle like the Father of o.ur Country,
George Washington, when he crosseq the Delaware. I'll
do it like Teddy did when he charged up the hill of San
Juan. We'll call this the battle of the bresh. We'll go right
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up there among them Hammertights and send 'em back to
the bresh. We'l .send them back to the sassafras sprouts.
I'll stay right he and shoot once in a while and Milt Zorns
you go to Gree riar and by this order of Sheriff Watkins
you deputize e' 'r man between the years of sixteen and
sixty-five able to take bead on a rifle and bring him. out here.
Also, see Jim C dill and have him to gear up his mules and
, pring that big c ate out here they hauled that big boar hog
with them long ushes to All Corn in. We're going to need
, that crate.. Ifh ld a ~ld b.oar and it.will h.. old a craz'f'~ !fl.an~"
__ .
"All rIght, SherIff," says COUSIn MIlt. And i e ~runs
down the path, ast the willows toward the ford. Sh~rtff
Watkins holds
u . 'his Winchester and shoots. He rIdes out
.
across the field i front of the Hammertights. He rides fafst '
through the pur Ie iron weeds. He shows., them he is still
here and acts lik he is just a little afraid to make the attack.
He is like the f ;her of our country. He has the Hammertights fooled. ~en he gets re-enforceme.nts he will charg.e
the hill like TedfY Roosevelt. Sheriff Watkins is a fighter.
He might have ~ink morning-glory cheeks and a belly that
goes up and do, like the wind, but our sheriff is a fighter.
"We can hold o~ a :few minutes longer," says Sheriff, "I am
just praying tha, Milt hurries with new men. We need them .
right now to cn rge *that hill." And Sheriff Watkins rides
around and the norse prances in front of" the army of Hammertights gathe ed around the barn where old Zeke is. "I
tell yout says . heriff Watkins, "when the Hammertights
want to gather
their men and women to take up arms,
they tell me the, ( ring a big dinnerbell down ther.e at old
Zeke's place. So . ething strange it don't take 'em a~l day to
get ready."
"Whooppee. Whooppee 1" they holler. It is our men-'
if you could onl see. The road is filled with them-shot
guns across thei shoulders, twenty-two rifles, a few with'
clubs-al·l the ns in Greenbriar have been mustered out
to fight the Ha mertights. "I tell you',"" says one of the
Raymond boys, 'we ought not only to run 'em to the bresh
0
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but we ought to leave 'em there. W'y long as .we leave a
Hammertight in these hills for seed we won't be able to find
a wild walnut, a butternut, a hazelnut, nor a chestnut. They
even take all the wild blackberries, the raspberries, the dew'berries-they find all the wild ho~ey in the w~ods and keep
the groundhogs killed out till you can't get a mess. I'm telling you this country will be better off witho ~ Hammertight left-Sheriff-of course, you can
as you please
.J
about it."
"Do you think," says Sheriff atkins, "that Teddy
Roosevelt would have ldlled the innocent women and children? Do you think the father of our country -yvould have
killed the innocent women and children ? Well, do you
think Sheriff Watkins is going to do it? If you do you are
badly mistaken. Listen to me,· fellow citizens' and soldiers
for the state. Don't you harm a woman or a child. Get ready
for the charge. Make it a charge now I"
'~Sheriff, what if a woman comes at you with a club?
Must I let her brain me? 'You know the Hammertight
women are tough as the men. Hunt with them. Shoot with
them. Ride with them. They are fighters.'"
. "Make them disperse the clubs," says Sheriff Watkins,
umake them disperse the clubs !"
,
We have an army big as the Hammertights. We are
better armed. We are getting ready for. the charge. The
Hammertights can see us. They· shake their hoes, pitchforks, and rakes, and axes at us. They shake their fists". But
that does not matter. We are going after them. We are in
lines that crook like red worms crawling on the ground in
April just before a good time to fish. All of our men are
armed better than the Hammertights.. You know a doublebarrel shotgun shooting number three shots with black. powder, is better than fifteen clubs, five pitchforks, and ten
garden hoes-five briar scythes and a half dozen double-bitted axes.
"Boys, when I blow between my fingers that is the
signal to cparge the hill," says Sheriff Watkins. "Jim Cau-
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dill, you be righ behind with the mules and the wagon!"
We are all waiti K for the charge. The poor crying bloodhounds are with s. Maybe they are waiting for the charge.
They sniff with t eir broken noses. 'They are waiting for the
charge.
"Lord," say _ Isaac Sneed, "I didn't know Sheriff Watkins was getting ,- e in a battle big as the Battle 0' Bunker
Hill."
"Wheeeee-:-t ooo~looooo--:.dooooo." . We ch~rge uithe hill-8heriff Watkins in the lead-the
. bloodhounds at h heels. It looks like all their feet are tied
together-their I rs are spread to the wind. The hill is
black with men. Ee start up the hill hollering--"-Oneright
after the other-s .reaming-no wonder the crow flying over
changes its cour~ .j. N 0 ~onder the bloodhounds bark and
Sheriff Watkin's\Lnorse snickers. We are charging up the
hill-grass under sprouts under-our feet-up, ,up, up, up
the hill and th screams-the screams of the menwhooppee! Whoo pee! Whoooooooooooopppppeeeeeeeeeeee.
We are right afte the Hammertights.
"Don't shoot ·et, boys," says Sheriff Watkins, way up
in the lead, his be Iy going \lP and down with the wind. His
fat little hand hoI ing the bridle rein and his fat little hand
holding a Winche ter. The boo-boo of the hounds and the
ough-ough-ough. tight up the hill toward the barn. Wagon
corning right beh d us with a crate on it and the mules
loping in the har ess and the mules cutting up in the har..
ness scared to dea~il. Boy what a time going up the hill !
Hammertightk .start to run-right out through the
sprodts. Just we~ ,east, west, and crooked. Never saw as'
many Hammertig' ts in one congregation in my life. Just
jumped out 'n the 'sassafras sprouts like cottontails. Girls
flew out'n the ra~eeds like grasshoppers on a hot day.
Took to the woods like wild quails. Rakes flew ever such
way. Threw the ,I right! and left. Garden hoes a flying
through the sass\ iras sprouts. Broad-axes and doublebitted axes, briar- cythes and clubs agoing .ever such a way.
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Never saw 'anything like it in my'life. And the Hammer':'
tights on the run-right back to the bushes like rabbits. It
suits them there. They are used to the brush and they, like
the brush.
"Come on to the barn, boys," says Sheriff Watkins,
"come right on to the barn. Got him here in the hole-rab- .
bit in the hole. Bring that wagon right on, Jim Caudill."
And the wagon rolls over the rough p~sture earth-the
mules have their tongues out-snorting and the foam is
flying f·rom their thick gummy mule lips. "Get in there,
Milt Zorns-you and the Raymond boys. and drag tpat rabbif
from the hole. Get you a pole and twist in the seat of,his
pants and twist him out like you'd twist out, a rabbit. If
you can't twist him out-get a bee-smoker and some rags
and smoke, him out. That'll fetch him. It'll fetch out any,
varmint-even a polecat."
Cousin Milt jumps in the hole right after Zeke and the
bloodhounds right after Cousin Milt. You ought'to have seen
them working around the hole, just like dogs hot after a
polecat. Men rushed on up the hill and waited ~round to see"
old ZeIre. Some of our men wa~ch the sassafras sprouts to
keep the Hammertights scared out. "Not a man killed so
far," says Sheriff Watkins, "be careful Milt a;nd bring old
Zeke out alive. 'We got to take him to Greenbriar in that hog
crate. Make people think we all been hunting and got a
bear." . Of all the fussing back under that manger and ~he
hollering and cussing-jUst like a young hound dog going
back in a hole and getting a ground hog. Just a spitting and
biting and fighting-hounds backed out of the hole first and
here come Cousin Milt with old Zeke's leg. OldZeke with
dirt in his whiskers and his long white hair-cussing and
spitting and saying to Milt: "You did pizen ~ my milkcows.
You know you did. I saw you coming right up across that
little bottom out'n that milkweed patch. Oh, you did pizen my
milkcows." And four of our men grab old Zeke and put him
in the crate. We twist the old gun from his hand-the old
Zeke-the daddy of 'em all, in' a crate and we start to town.

.

.

.

I
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The wagon goes i front with Sheriff Watkins riding beside
the wagon and all he men in Greenbriar- between the ages .of
sixteen and sixty- ve right behind the wagon with guns on
their back. Old Z~ke just clawed at the planks on the crate
and hollered andrfPssed. He'd say: "Let me go back to the
woods. You did (Pl~n my cows. You know you did. Let me
go back to the hill~. I'll, show you where a den of groundhogs is. I'll sho f you where you can find the good wild
raspberries. I'll s ow you where you can find the walnuts
and the butternut if you'll let me out'n this chicken coop.
Where you taking me-going to kill me and hang me up on
a gambling pen lije a butchered hog? You going to butcher
me for meat?"
"He's not sa e among civilized people," says Sheriff
Watkins. "He'll *ow where he is when he wakes up in the
asylum. H~'s IucJry to get there. All this expense on the
county taking hini over there. W'y he's not anymore good.
He ought to be l' out there among the sassafras sprouts.
Out there-·for the rows and the buzzards. Making us fight
the Battle 0' Bunk rHill over again to get him." You ought
to see us going to' reenbriar. Like a big bunch of men been'
to the hills and· ca ght a bear. Just that away'-a long line
of men behind the Wagon and Sheriff Watkins up front-·
just riding as big with the bloodhounds with broken noses
strapped to the s 'dIe.
Maybe the h' Is I know we got old Zeke Hammertight.
Maybe the eternal rocks of Kentucky know it and the lizard
knows about it. The sassafras sprouts know that we got
him. Like the bu ard, the .crow, the lizard, and the snake,
old Zeke would 1 e to get out of that hog-crate and run
.wild over his Ke ucky hills again-iun ,wild forever over
. the hills that have reduced him and his generations thick as
the hair on a dog' back, thick as the sassafras sprouts on a
Kentucky poor-clay bank and under the Kentucky wind, and
sun, an~ moon and stars.
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Jesse Stuart and The Old and New
in Short Stories
By W. S. WABNITZ

is young, spirited, stockily built, hair
rumpled, hands strong, well-shaped, and large; although
himself one of the mountain people of Kentucky, in manner
and appearance he has nothing of the grotesqueness that he.
so often makes us see in his mountain characters. Make
allowance for attire and he· looks like Robert Burns' with
whose poetry his has been compared; praise which Jesse
. Stuart disclaims in one of the sonnets in Man With a Bull,Tongue flow, a sonnet which he likes well enough to use
again in 'his credo at the end of his volume of short stories,
. Head 0' W-Hollow.~
ESSE STUART

J

I cannot sing tunes that great men have sung,
I cannot follow roads great men have gone.
lam" not here to sing the songs they've sung,
I think I'm here to lIJ.ake a road my own.
I shall go forth not knowing where I go.
I shall go forth and I sllall not go alone.
The road I'll travel on is mud, I know,
But it's a road that I can call my own.
.
The sun and stars and moon will give me light.
The winds will whisper songs I love to hear;
Oak leaves will make for me a bed at night
And dawn will break to-find me lying here.
The winey sunlight of another day
.Will fina me plodding on my muddy way.
He speaks and reads with a natural purity of accent,
giving a 'heightened value to words and syllables slurred
over in the speech of the mountain people; he has rendered
-his native dialect into poetry and prose that retains its
savor, yet by'its rhythms escapes the effect of slovenliness.
Enough of raillery and irony tinge Stuart's exuberance to give his "biography" a story flavor. His mother's
family felt disgraced when she married because the Stuarts
[ 183] .
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were Republicansl (He h~s dramatized this theme in the"'
story, entitled "Ope of the Lost Tribe.") His gra.ndfather
Stuart from over1on the Big Sandy was shot three times
during the Civil far. The Stuarts work a little farm in
W-Hollow, which gets its name from its shape. His mother
; can hQe ~oi-n faster than her husband or any of her sons.
~e liked sch~ol, was glad to walk four miles to get
there; every hour in school was free of ;farm-chores. The
teacher gave him a book .of oBurns' poetry. He wanted to
goo to high school. His father said: "I'd like to see you go.
I'd like to see you et through. No Stuart ever got through
high school."
streets ,of Greenup, Kentucky, were
One summer I:
dug up for pavin~ Jesse Stuart was water boy. When the
sun got too hot for the man who was running the concrete
mixer, J.esse Studrt_ got that job. It was his first "big"
money, five dolla s a day. Later he worked on a ferriswheel and was fir . for giving free rides to the children. He
was strong and h 'sky and a fighter. In the steel mills he
took a beating fr m a millworker and wrote--on the back
of a Hershey-barivrapper-the sonnet Batter me down, you
.
who are strong, I plead.
He set out fo Vanderbilt college with twenty-nine dollars, registered an was put to work in a hayfield. The other
boys wanted him ,not to rake so fast. One of them, they
said, got fainting spells if he had to rake too hard in the
heat. Jesse Stu ... prodded'him in the stomach with a fork
handle and the f ·ntness never came back. The boy, later
his roommate,' he ped him to become editor of the college
paper, in which esse Stuart printed his first' poem and
thereby satisfied he desire to see h.is name in print. At
Vanderbilt he .ann unced that he would earn his way writing
term papers. Dr. Mirns said: "Young man, you'll be lucky
if you pass yours If." He worked first as a janitor. ' His
papers had as any red marks, he says, as there are
blades of grass in a lawn. Toward the end of the year his
chance came: an signment to write an eighteen-page paper
A
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on an original 'subject ; his philosophy of life, for instance.
He wrote three hundr~d pages which his professor liked
well enough to send to a contest sponsored by The AtlanticMonthly. Frances Winwar's Poor Splendid Wings won the
prize, which was five thousand dollars, and Jesse Stuart's
manuscript was second. Now after five 'years it. will be
published as his third book Beyond Dark Hills, but then the
sting of defaatwas bitter. His disappointment led him to
Man With a
complete th'e&set of 700 sonnets which make up
Bull-Tongue Plow. The first section of this book was written at the ends of corn-rows, while plowing; the second
during:the winter, when he was a County Superintendent of
Schools with little money and thirty law suits; the last 'section in a graveyard during vacation. "There was never
word changed. I - slappe~ them down 'like this from the \
start. But I might not write them like that now," he says.

a

II

With about forty stories published since his first, Battle
Keaton Dies, appeared in Story two years ago, Jesse Stuart_
is outstanding-among the newer writers. He is 'less spectacular than William Saroyan whose "Daring Ybung Man on the
Flying Trapeze", ends in an inspired outbJlrst not quite
equalled in any of Stuart's stories. The latter's less subjective output is richer and more varied in theme than Saroyan's which 'is inclined to sound too thinly
. . a single note; that
of the vague dissatisfactions of a restless young man.
Certainly the one -quality more than any. other that
makes a story is the feeling that here is an actor ~triving
for a goal. Opposition, or the threat of it, gives the s~ory its
dramatic texture. - By infinite and subtle variations the actor's success or failure is made to satisfy the reader or to
impress him with a sense ot the irony of life. But there is
Tarely ever -an outstanding story unless a struggle is present. Thus for more than a century, during which the short
story may be said to have existed as a recognized form (although in reality it has existed as long as mankind), it has
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been well-grounded n the Rousseauistic ideal of self-realization. Every short tory has been in some measure an exhibition of the dotcri e of individualism, rugged or not, and
suspense has been 0 e of its valued elements; suspense manifesting itself in the reader as a strong partisan interest in
the actor's struggle
"
Lately we hear about a new type of story in which suspense is not import t. Outwardly, of course, stories have
been cbJl,nIP.·n..g. ~. leisurely, abstract, commentarial style
of Natha~ ~~orne, already giving way to a ter~er
realism in the daW -of Maupassant and O'llenry, ,becomes
the.clipped Objectiv~reCOrding of behaviour in Hemingway,
or the packed ima .sm of Kat~ne Mansfield. On the
other hand, comme tary rather than action, as· pursued to
its extreme in Pro*st. has not been without its elfect. for
example'in Williani Faulkner or Conrad Aiken. Gertrude
Stein toying with lords, in patterns of repetition has directly influenced H mingwayand through him newer writers. Jesse'Stuart, with a natural tendency for repetition,
indulges in it more than he would if it were not in the air.
Closely allied to re etrtion bas been a kind of rhapsody, also
repetitious, that is trong in Thomas Wolfe, often noticeable
in Saroyan, and ac Qmpanied in Jesse Stuart by a nervous
but sometimes eft ·ve use of the present tense.
The greatest ecent development in the technique of
story telling has b, ~n that -labeled stream-of-consciousness.
The author, instea 'of analyzing or commenting upon the
thoughts and feelin s of the actor in the struggle, endeavors
to give the reader he illusion of floating in the stream of
the actor's consci~ sness of events, and seeks to have the
reader identify hiiliself with the actor in thought and feel-.
ing; become the ac or, as it were, for the t~me being. This
technique of which Proust and James Joyce seem the fountainheads and Vir ·nia Woolf the exemplar may be seeri
at its clearest i~ ~ ~tory called "The New Dress" from VirOne of~he sparing
and subtle
ginia Woolf's
Mrs. tJalloway.
.
I
' .
users of the device as Katharine }1ansfield.
.
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With the aboved velopm~nts has come-also the plea for
sincerity in story telli g voiced by the editors of Story magazine, Whit Burnett and his wife, Martha Foley, and by
Edward J. -'O'Brien, ditor of the Yearbook 'of the Short
Story~ This pl~ has had good results. It has also had bad
results; too often int rpreted by writers, who have nothing
'worth saying, as a' ommand to record and publish their
run-of-the';mill perso al and especially sexual experiences,
I the demand for since ity has help~d bring about a peculiar
. lack of reticence in tories, which was at _ first _novel and
exciting, then bores me, proving nothing' except that sincerity alone. does not make an. artist.. With this wealt~ of ne~ ?eyices an ~uthor like Kath- .
anne Mansfield, a super-sensltIve'soul, was able to produce
brief masterpieces of fiction illusively formless and fragile
as puffs of wind. No central actor, no striving against an
. obstacle, just a delicate recording of impressions, says the
h~ty imitator, and asp~rants, tryi~g Katharine Ma~sfield's
wings, fall. flat. --True In her storIes the suspense IS .often
hard to define and the struggle deeply conceal~d or esoteric
as in her fuial story "The Fly," which her husband inteprets
.as her own struggle against death.
Memorable new stories have this in common with the
old: they still present a hero in struggle, with drama rising
out of the opposition, and suspense as one of the delights for
"
the reader.,
What then is to be said for the story without suspe~se?
If it is pureJy rhapsody, or if it depends for its interest upon
sensationalism or lack of reticence, it is beside, the point.
But if it is a story which represents a new spirit of the
times, it must be considered. Obviously three elements determine the course that stories will take; the writers, the
readers, and the spirit of the age: The spirit of 'the' last
century, though gt'owing more and more realistic through
the kngwledge of science, has never lost its. romantic interest
in the aspirations of the individual. Now, however, with
one-sixth of the world's population Soviet and presumably
I

- .q
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communistic, and kazi and Fascist presenting another aspect of ~ollectivistfand regimentation, we may stop to ask:
Does the old spect cle of an individual winning ~ struggle
(or .losing' if he b a villain) cease to be of interest? It
would hardly see ", so yet. The portion of the public most
collect~vistic in its tate of mind still seems to be the portion
that b11Ys its ficti n from the drug store' rack, ,where the ,
"pulps" contain othing but stories of the old pattern.
Nevertheless the niatter bears watching.
.
One of Jesse ~tuart's acquaintances says: "Jesse can
go into a r.oom in His boarding house or aI;lywhere and come
out after a little !hile with a long story written, and he
doesn't know ho~~e does it." This spontaneity is one of
his engaging trait, bursting as it often does into hyperbole,
travesty, burlesqu. So~etimes his actors· are distasteful,
yet they exert a f cination struggling in the maze of their
own imperfectnes He usually achieves suspense. The ex- L
ception which pro es the'rule is a story 'in August, 1937,
Esquire, called "II ey the Engineer." Read it. and.you will
find that iIi spite, f the wealth of mountain lore that it has
to offer, it is dull' nd will hardly keep you awake because
the central actor is engaged in no struggle. It does not stand
up beside the sam author's "Snake Teeth," or "Red Jacket:
The Knocking Spi it," or "Governor of Kentucky."
J esse Stuart· s an honest new writer; people like him.
If his work may be taken as a token, short stories, for a while
at least, will not' l fundamentally diff~rent from those in
the past.
'

OJ!
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The Sexes
By HANIEL LONG
Nevertheless, it is true
that you must live for me
and I must live for my God:
I for God only, you for God in me.,'
Yes, it is true.
And nevertheless, it 'is true
that I Imust live for you
and you must live for your God.
What matter what. happens,
you for God only, I for God in you--:
it will have to be true.

• • • • •
.

Into Delphiniums
(Garden of
I

Ci~lo

Alegre)

By 'HANIEL LONG

Into delphiniums
music sometimes rises: a phrase lifts
into the full stalk,
on toward another drifts
and then is lost.
At times, it almost re-emerges;
at times, one well-nigh sees'
where the tall flQwer surges.
Then fpliage comes back,
leaves thick and green,
weaving and woven out of
the unfelt, unrecognized, unseen.

,

\

(

,
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Desert
By MARINA WISTER
~pace

for the swift eye's
lVildest flight
Lost and free
the land of light,

r

~f heat and silence,

the empty land
1Nhere life goes over
Like blown sand;

. kan uprooted
~wings.in air
,fo shrivel between
lidless stare

+

I

Ple

hf earth and Sky,

~nd he ~ay crawl

'ithin his being's
.usty stall

r give himself
n yearning awe
o the cruel beauty
ose will and law
\'

\

re none of hist does not matter,
is dreams. are dust
or the wind to scatter.

[ 190]
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Strange Spring
By

I

CURTIS, MARTIN

T WAS LIKE something that didn't happen, like something

you feel after you wake up after sleeping in the day when
you are used to sleeping only at night, like the taste that is in
your mouth after you sleep in the.daytime.
.
I wasn~t very old, thinking about it now, and then I
used to hJ.lk about the many things that had happened and
you would tpink. that I was many years old' then, and now
not so old because the things that have happ~ned are old and
long forgotten, almost, and not new and I aon't talk about
them because they were long ago; now I dOh't' talk because
nothing new has happened, and you would thilJk me younger,
to hear me talk, than you would have thought Jn~ then.
When I think about. Norma it seems t t it wa~ in the
future, because 1 was old and now I am you ger 'and still it
'was so long ago that it happened and I was so old that I do
not remember it very well, and yet if I thin about it a little
more it is as fre~h as tomorrow and new.
Norma came when I needed, or perhaps"just wanted,
some one to listen while [ talked and pay attention and believe me and smile and not say or even think,\"How silly the
kid is." There are times when a young man wants to talk
, and say very' wild and very silly things and still have the
woman who hears them take them seriou,slyand Jiot think,
"How silly and young he is with his wild notions."
Norma cam~_then, when I needed, or wanted her, and
she listened and smiled and believed me. I know she did. It
was like being ~wake in the night and knowing that the
sun was shini~ although you knew that the sun was not
shining. It wa~ very much like that. Nol"DlW was. And I
did not love he1-. I only needed her. Or wanted her. Maybe
60th. I do not know. It was in the ~spring when she came. But ,a spring not
like other' spri·ngs. Even the weather was not like other
[ 191]
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springs.
came late and stayed on the sidewalks,
melting; but it h ng on the trees like cotton and not like
snow at all, and .he bare branches shoved up through t~e
cotton that was s bw. And me by my window looking out at
the snow and thi ·ng. How like cotton. Inside it was 'Yarm
anclliKe real spri g, but outside wet and not spring. Yet not
winter or summ'r" or autumn. Then too the coming of
Norma.
She came wh n I was thinking, how not like spring it is
and how not like anything at all it is apd how some things
in the world are like that, like nothing ~t all. Not really like
nothing that exi,~s but just like nothing. Nothing" ~t all
that was real, th~ could be felt or touched, that just ,went
,
through the brain' and was gone and was nothing.
The 'Snow wJs coming down that day too, floating and
lazy like the flak~ were ,being lowered by unseen strings;
the strings stoppihg as soon as the flakes touched things that
were real and CO~ld be touched, and me wondering if they'
would stop on tou ing the things that were in my brain that
seemed real but t at I did not know were real.
Norma ca~{ up the walk with her head down a little
from the flakes and her collar high and the flakes settling on
her, oh, so gentl~, melting as they touched her as if the
warmth of her bP.rly moved out and smothered them from"
something into n~thing.
She came alqng the.walk and I sat behind the curtains
watching her and'she looked up as she passed my window,
feeling my eyes p her, but not seeing me, and looking at her
lips I knew that \ anted her, and that she was the one~ and
that no one like h r had passed my window before; I mean no
one·like her for e. There' were others like her for some one
else but only he~ for me, and I knew it, and watched her
as she turned in~the big house next to mine and me knowing all of the ti . that she had rented it and was going to
live there, and I o~Id see her that same day in the snow
that was not rea, and many days after in the spring that
was not spring 0 anything, but was nothing, so many years
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ago when I was so old that it was lik~ ten years from now
will be to you. Like 1947.
'
Norma'~ eyes,had little flecks in them near the pupil
and you would think they were flecks of blood, they were so
like blood, and they moved as the pupil dilated. Many times
I have seen them at night, the flecks, bigger than all the
world and-in the day small and hard and like solid blood, not
liquid blood. I have seen them swimllling like a drop of dew
twirli;ng on a blade of grass, and I have seen them motionless
as the eye is motionless in death..
cotton snow and we
I saw Norma that afternoon, in the
I
did not talk or need to talk because she knew and I knew as
we all know when me do not need to talk, and I went many
nights into the long house, with the lights that never shone
directly into your eyes but were alwayS' shaded and hushed
and holding, not like real light, and I would say, "Nerma,
I'm glad to be here." And she would smile and say, "I'm
happy too." It was like that and 'we did marr things together and it was alllike'that; everything. .:
:Norma was so old that she was young as I am now, and
I was so young I was old then, and 11 talked like a youth who
was old and that is very foolish. Bu~ it did not seem so to me
then, and- N'Orma was wise enough that she understood me
being so old and experienced at eighteen, and smiled at me
and believed me and felt as I felt and did not say or think,
"How silly." And that was the way we were.
I never did love her. But we were one and the same so
much that we wanted the same things as one. As a boy I
wanted a woman for the first time and Norm~ as an old girl
gave herself to me and we were one and we understood, she
with the youngness of age and me with the oldness of youth,
and afterwards we went our ways not thinking of the things
I hav~ thought about since, and it then seeming as it has
never seemed since, not real, but only in the mind and
greater, but still very unreal and like"all else in that spring
with .Norma.
'
I
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We saw many things together and it did not seem that it
was we who were eeing them but that someone else like us
was seeing them , nd that we were having their feelings
about them, and n t our feelings, and when we walked it was
like that, and I r member a park where we sat one night
with the lights bri ht·through the trees, shining; something.
beneath us, I do n t know if it was a bench or the earth, or
. what, and we saw the dark twigs of the trees, darker in the
light, and the cold ,wind sharp and our' hands together, and
I do not even kno what park it was. In the same city I have
tried many times find that park but I cannot be sure that I
have located the ri ht one. Sometimes it seems that-the park
. west of the Lincolm building is the one, but I cannot be sure.
Perhaps one day,
night, I can go there again and know
that I am'standin where Norma and, I stood and· feel the
same.
It was after t e snows of that spring had gone and the
sun WaB more real nd like the sun of spring that Norma and
I stood in the gard n behind her house and the wind came in
softly, not really oftly but softly for Norma and me, as
those things are, d I nudged the earth with the toe of my
shoe and saw a gr n bulb springing there. It was like something telling me t at another world was coming for us a~d
between us. and· t at soon she must go and that with her.
going the world w uld change and I would come back to the
world I had .left in that ~trange spring. I looked at the bulb,
whitish-green in e sunlight, and said, "I'll kill it." And
~ before Norma pul ed me aside I crushed it to juice beneath
'. my toe, tving to ~eep the world as it had been by crushing
,. out the new thing 1fuat
was coming into the world• and chang..
I
ing it. Norma smi ed as with th~ wisdom tllat seemed so far
beyond her smoot . fair skin and lovely hair, she explained
that my crushing ht the thing had changed nothing since
after all it had b. en there and nothihg that God or man
could do would ch nge that, and I knew that-she meant·that
.
what had happen to her and to me was ours, although now
it was gOne as , the green bulb was gone, not really gone but
-

J

r.

.

.
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changed into.:another form, and that we had been together
and understood and that now returning to our world, changing what had been, we were not changing the realness of.
what, to us, had seemed unreal. As unreal as that there had
been, for a moment, before our eyes the form of a growing
bulb.
We both knew that she was going. Neither of us knew
why. We only knew that ,our li~es together had come to the
parting and that beyond there was nothing for, us, together,
and that behind there was everYthing, and to keep that beautiful we were to part and take things less beautiful. We did
not linger over the cooling beauty of things together but
went suddenly and quietly our ways: she to her age and me
. to my youth, without thou~ of parting, of sadness, or
)onging, nor thoughts of thlngs past or in the future, not.
wondering if anything was real or unreal er was or was not.
We went to life, and the next day the sun was bright and it
'. was spring as other springs had always been.

~
or-

Sonnet V
By IRENE FISHER

Now you are gone from me. No moon, no stars
Are in the sky; there is no sky up----cthere.
All I can see are black and heavy bars:No color, light or motion. The leaden air
Of ,prison closes in upon me, taut
In pain, until I'ni stretched about to break:
Too dear were those bright hours of wonder bought
Too dear the cost of~ea:rtbreak for your sake..
The bitter peace to which I am returned
Is thick with ghosts whose lot it is to lose,
Whose days serene"by now were hardly earned
But freely chosen, even as these I choose~
For one can learn to ~ar a constant pain,
And ir.on-willed from pleasure to refrain.

~
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JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

Now in a m ment the petals are blown
To the nort . Even this breath has flown
Like the IJi.~ken flower, the bright-winged fly,
Leaving no ore he might live by
Than a fall n roof and empty halls
And a flOa~g feather no throat calls.
The stars 'h ve drifted past his sight;
~he old fa ·liar friendly light
Is a smokink wick, a red-eyed ember
Left at the }vhite end of December.
Nothing is left from autumn's weather
But the fra I .ing end of a broken tether.

-,

Watch a lea where sunlight lingers;
. Spill the w ite sand through your fingers.
. Everywher , the shadows pass
Before his ot has touched the grass.
His was~a.iip.oment from the hour;
From all th~ field a single flower.

Once he.lOOLed and saw the hili.
And the gr+ road curling still.
One step past the edge he went;
One step to he vision spent.
This is the ind that curls the leaf;
This is his 'reath that cools my grief.

[ 196]
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What Makes a Literary Short ~tory?

\

By JOHN ROOD
obviously, is the author. This may sound
flippant because it- is so 'obvious, but I assure you that
no flippancy is intended; For, even though the author is
supposed-by all the rules-to keep out of the story, he is
there all the time; in every sentence. We know he is there
by what he says and how he says it'
.
Content and form? What is said and how it is said. But
naturally these are here. Something, has to be said and it
has to be said in·a certain way. Both of them are the author
at work. So, we always come back to'the author: what he is
saying and how he.is saying it.•
Like any artist, the author must be sensitive in special
ways. It is not enough to be sensitive merely to things; the
artist must also be sensitive to ideas. One might say that
"things" are the furniture, and "ideas" the motive force to
move that {urniture about. Artistry does n~t end with sensitivity; it begins there. There ar.e many people who aJ;e
sensitive to things and to ideas but who have no compulsion
to do anything about it. They just are sensit~ve, receptive,
,and they naturally are, the audience of the artist.
We might liken the artist to an electric light bulb! He
receives into.himself certain stimuli and gives off, because
of the stimuli, a radiance. This radiance, or glow, that permeates the work of an artist, be he writer, masician, painter,
is the thing that decides whether his work is "good" or
whether it is merely mediocre. All of us give off a' certain
glow but in most of us, it is· a very dim glow indeed.. '
To leave this rather precious atmosphere of "sensitivity," "glow," etC., let us be more specific. In my own experience as an editor, I read hundreds of so-called stories that
were not even good reporting, th.ough they were too obviously, in a strict sense, reporting: ~he author h~s seen something or heard of something and he describes it as best he

T

HE ANSWER,

[ 197]
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can. Perhaps the majority of stories written by would-be
authors are of thi sort. ,And woe'to the editor who tells the
author that the S~ry lacks reality! The immediate answer
.would ~e" !'But it actually happened." .That always makes
the author feel th ~ he is one up on the editor,who must be a
very stupid pers~' ! It is almost impossible to make these
"writers" unders nd that,there is a reality beyond what the
writer knows to "true." The editor of a literary magazine
.. is looking for the
lity that is the individual.creation of the
one writer. He is .looking for that writer's "idow," which
is unlike ~he glow, of any other writer. If the writer hasn't
any individual or ersonal !adiance, he just isn't a writer.
It comes do
to this : We are not interested in a story
because of what i tells, nor are we interested in how it is
told. But we are iIb.terested in what is told and how it is told
if throughout the}whole fabric of the story shines .a. rich
personality-the ~riter.
,
Let us illustr~te this by going into another field-painting. Take the Bridge at Arles by Van Gogh. The artist
paints a bridge.. .AIn right, we have seen bridges before. We
are not interested~ The paint is put on in small rectangular

patches. Sorry, . e have already seen that done. by others.

Then what is it i .the picture that holds us, that makes us
want to look~t it again and again, that fills us with emotion
and pleasuref a~d r. e desire to own the pic~u~e? Would t?at
not be the artIst Imself, and what he put Into the sayIng
and doing?
This brirgs
again to the writer. What can we who
wish to be Vrrite~, do to make ourselves rich inside ourselves? Obv~ouslYlthe desire is not enough and it is also obvious that we cannot set out in cold blood to make artists of .
ourselves ! rll1lE~re are no rules that we as individuals can
follow. If "te ha: e the emotional, mental, physical capacities, we are at I t equipped for the journey. But' even
so, it is no ~y ro d. And -there is no pot 9f gold at the end,'
barring an accide t or chance happening. We must forget

the dream oflVast tealth.for the writer if we have any desire
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to acComplish literary distinction. The money may come to

".

us, bu~ as I said above, that will be accidental and wi,ll have
no bearing on the judgment as to whether our work isP'good
or bad.
.
,,'
'I
.
Our time is one of the richest as well as one of the most
difficult times for the writer. There is so much to be known,
felt, organized, and wri~n. We are living in a time of violent social changes, and woe be to the writer who is oblivious
to these changes. Perhaps you will say, how can a writer
be blind to what.is going on about
him? My answer would be
,
that there are many people who are so busy looking back
that they see nothing about tpem. The young writer especially tries so hard. to see "how Hemingway did it" or how
Anderson or Cather or Mansfield did it, that he is receiving nothing into himself at all. It would be far better for
the literature of our time if all would-be writers forgot the
masters of yesterday and listened and looked hard at what
is going on about them now. There .is no necessity to spend ,
time trying to find "how" to say something if you are not
, going to have anything to say! And' if we are sensitive to
our time, we are going to have plenty to say-and'the way
to say it need not worry us, for that will come easily enough.
<i-

oil;

Grief
By

IRENE FISHER

There is a rhythm in the waves of grief
Spreading in circles' wide and wider still
From the stone drQPped
Within the depths of anguish.
The waves recede; farther and farther away,
Smaller and smaller as they go
And sorrow, heart close.
Is nothingness. It is not there 'at all.
I
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, Earth Horizon
(To Mary Austin)

By
As

'THERINE POWERS GALLEGOS

Ion sought the Middle Place,
Seen d-lmly through life's joy and pain,
And foun,t'still in your own heart,
In yo own. work of hand and brainyOl!l

,.

So in this I,nd of drought and sun
Two 10; Iy races struggled long,
Bent to an· .lien heritage,
Losing' Id art, and faith and song;-

.

Till you, w~o' saw our bitter need,
Retrac,d the path from which we strayed,
Gave us ag -in our ancient faith
. Insim}1l heauties humbly mad'e.
That 'faith' ' en be your monument!,
The lif you lived was not in vain
While, azur -circling, distant, clear,
Our E rth Horizons round again.
I'

t
I

[200 ]
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Why Not Die Now?
•

By GEORGE AMBERG
•
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happened ~o suddeny that I, can ~ardly believe it
myself. Last week I was just.a secorid-rate copy-writer
making thirty dollars a 'week; now J'm a full-tledged vicepresident Df the Shumley Casket Company with a salary
of forty' thousand dollars a year, two private secretaries, a
private office of my own and a whole lot of buttons to push.
And all this happened because I went ~ work one
morning half-tight and angry with the world because I had
fought the night before with Louise. Louise is my fi~ncee
now-last week she was just my girl. Tl].at's how things
happen to me.
I walked into the office of ,Schuster, Schuster & Mc-.
Gunthrie last Thursday morning as sore as a freslJ,man's
posterior after· a fraternity initiation.
I sat down at my desk and started to work on the copy
for a casket company. 'I knew what I was supposed to
write. It was an old routine that went something like this:

I

I~

i
~,

"

~

"

'T AIJ.

i

'

r

To everyone there comes a time in life when
he or she loses a dearly beloved one. 'These times
are particularly difficult, for in the depth of sorrow
a person may unavoidably err in his duty to his
beloved c;leparted.
It is in these times that thoughtful, sympathetic help is needed. And the Shumley Casket
,Compa-ny supplies that help for a sum that is not"
pnly reasonable but, is almost so negligible as not
to be considered at all.
.
For a slight down payment ·the Shumley
Casket Company supplies not only a modern, upholstered casket but the advice of one of the specially appointed Shumley' Funeral Directors. The
whole service is arranged on such a small installment plan that the money is never missed.'
[201 ]
I
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Shu~~~ Caskets areiScientifically designed to

withstand .t ~ rigors of all elements. They are
specially lin d with a weather-proof textile that is.
placed bene 'th the regular satin lining. Shumley
Caskets co e in three. grades: Silver Shumley,
a very mod
casket trimmed with silver; Angel
Shumley, al .a modern casket, differing only from'
Silver Shumaey in the trimming; Super Shumley,
a beautifulfy modern creation trimmed with
.
14-carat gol~.
Sbumlel Caskets may be purchased for as low
as one hundred dollars: easy payment plan.
SbOUld~OU be suffering from the loss of a
dearly belo d one, won't you drop in to your
nearest Shu ley Casket dealer and ask him about
our Shumle ·Funeral Plan?
It will ~y!
I had writteJ. at least four of tltese ads for the ShumIey
people, but toda I felt sore at the world and, obeying
a crazy impulse, rote the following:
The life of :plan is short. At .most, a man can
live but a hundred years or so. And those years
are filled w!.ly rigors of life that he can easily .
escape.
. """
Death s ~uld hold no fear for you, for the
ShumlelY Ca~ket Company can· bury you with the
pomp and cer-emony that is accorded a king. Our
specially de~igned Shumley Caskets are artists'
creations-l-smooth satiny linings for the empty
shell, tl\lat II be your corpse, to repose upon, a
beautifully-c rved exterior, silver and gold trimmings.-.-they have beauty-a thing that must be
paid for dea ly in life but which is given to you at
no extra cos through the generosity of the Shum,ley Casket C mpany. And for a cost so small that
even a poor man can be buried like a prince.
Since d~lath is inevitable, why prolong the
agony? Ju t make arrangements with the
Shumley Cas et Company for their specially conceived funer~l service and escape the. trials and
tribulationso~ a life that is, at bes.t, inconsequential.
Whywa ?

I"
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Why not die now?

I read over what I had written. It startled me-I
started to.tear it up. Then I thought, what,the hell, I don't
care about this job-I'lljoin the Bengal Lancers and forget
Louis'e and this whole business.
So instead of sending it into V. R. McGunthrie, who
bkeyed all copy written by the "drudges, I got a picture of a
corpse beautifully laid out in an ornate casket. I scribbled
an ill~gible V. R. MeG. on the bottom of the copy and put
the picture and' the copy into an envelope addressed to a

~

rnagazine~

" Then I went downstairs and mailed the envelope myself.
Mter I put it into the mail _box I was frightened. But it
was too late., The ad would be printed as it stood-MeGunthrie's inithl.ls were on it.
,
I went back upstairs and without saying a word to·
anybody, I got my hat ana ,left the office.
I went over to Joe's place.
Going over to the bar I s~arched my pockets. I had
$7.28. Besides this I had my;' fraternity pin and a gold
wrist watch.
I walked into Joe's and threw the seven bucks and the
junk on the bar.
"Take these, Joe," I said. "I'm going on a bender.
Don't throw me out until I've used up all this."
I don't remember anything that happened after the
fifth quick one I took. I guess it is just 'as well.
When I woke up I found myself in Jpe's back room.
I walked unsteadily out. J ge .was cleaning the bar with a
rag. He looked up.
"Oho! So y.ou finally woke up. Boy that was a
bender !"
"Give me a drink quick, Joe," I said.
After I had the drink I felt a ~ittle better but my head
~till felt like the Graf Zeppelin about to take 'off, and the,
burnt rubber taste was still in my mouth. Except for that
I' was all right.
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"What day 1s it?" I asked.
.
"Monday
I whisltled. Monday, 'and the magazine I had written
the copy for ca e out on 'Tuesday.
"Thanks Jo ," I said, walking away. "See you again."
"Wait a m nute, Mr. McCarthy," Joe said. "Your
boss was around here looking for you. What you do now?"
"Nothing, J e. Nothing at all."
I walked to ard the door. Then I remembered that
'"
I didn't have an money
with me.
"Gimme a . ck, will you Joe, so that I can get something to eat?"
Joe looked s though he wasn't going to give it to me
but I just stood there an<! finally he fished one out of the'
cash-drawer. "hat's six bucks you owe me," he said.
U!You ran up a . e buck bill on the cuff. You were buying
drinks for the c owd and running around yelling 'why nat
die now' or sotething like that. Whatsa matter, you
crazy?"·
,
I didn't ans er. Just took thrJluck and had something
"
to eat and went ome to bed.
Sometime Iter"the telephone awakened me. I got up
and took tie re eiver off the hook and drowsily said hello.
It was McGunt ~. e and the way he talked to me! Why I
never dreamed t at he even knew such words!
Finally I g sick of listening to his spiel and hung up
on him. But I as no sooner in bed than the telephone rang
again. This ti e it was Louise and she went to work on
me. She didn't mention anything about the ad, just kept
asking me why quit my job.
So I Just sa d :
"Got no rea on, Toots. I was just sick o~ it. Now hang
up and let me go to sleep."
I heard a b' ng on the other end so I went back to bed,
carefully leavin' the recei.ver off the h~ok.
And that w s the way it went for the ,next couple of
days. I skulke in and out of the house on trips to' the

-"j

''''
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pawn-shop and the liquor store and the coffee-pot on the
other side of block. I kept the receiver of my phone off the
hook and tore up my mail without reading it.· I smoked a
carton of cigarettes and drank two quarts of rye in two days.
My landlady brought up the papers to me every night.,
Two hundred people had committed suicide within twentyfour hours' after the publication of the Shumley Casket
Company ad\1ertisement. Editqrials were beipg written.'
Each night th'e papers printed indignant letters from public-minded citizens demanding the identity of the writer of
the ad. I was scared stiff but I knew that things could not
go on as they were-there would be a time when I would
have to face things.
So on the third morning I made up my mind to face
the music. I placed the re~eiver back on the hook and
waited. I did no,t have to wait long. In a minute the phone
rang. I picked up the receiver, illY pulse jumping ten beats.
"Hello," I said.
'~Hello,',' said a feminine voice on the other end, "is this
Mr. McCarthy? ... M'r. Terence McCarthy? ... Mr. Shumey~ president of the Shumley ,£asket Company would like "
to speak to you. .Will you hold on?"
I held the receiver a little less close to my ear, waiting
anxiously for the verbal blast that would be Mr. Shumley.
Instead of a blast I heard a genial voice saying:
. "Mr. McCarthy? I'm so glad we located you. I've
learned from Mr. McGunthrie that you are the man that
wrote that fine ad for us."
I could hardly answer. Why all the kindn~s?
"But Mr. Shumley," I finally said. "Monday ~ight Mr.
McGunthrie called and gave ma hell for writing that ad.
He claimed that you saw the ad. in an advance copy of the
magazine and told him that your account was closed with
him. He told me t'hat I was fired and that he never wanted
to see me again and that if I were so much as to put my nose
int9 his office that I'd. be finding .use for one of your coffins.",
\
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"Ali, my b~! That was before we discovered that the
ad produced such great results. It's sensational! Why in ,_
the past two da~ we've sold more coffins than ,we'd sold for _.
weeks! And we have more advance orders than we can
I
handle. Furth~.ore, Mr. McCarthy, I'm glad' to learn
that you have evered your connections with Schuster,
Schuster & Mc nthrie because I'm sure that we can find
a place for you i 'our orga~ization. Our organization needs
a man with the. initiative, the spunk, the nerve that you
have shown.....'
That is ho . I became vice-president of the Shumley
Casket Compan .

..
She Is Lost
,

,

y JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

·slarch for her, wind.

r

,

Under and over;
I the misty sky
And the clean white clover.

J

all for her, win,d,
The whole night long,
ith a keening voice
Half sob, lilalf song.

-J'

eep for her, wind,
For she must' know
hat she is mourned
Above... below.

."..
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On the Fiction of Paul Horgan
By ALFRED CARTER

venture in the world to essay
an opinion of the work of ,a living author and say, "It
meallS thus:" for as surely as there is hope of a tomorrow
the creator of a fait accompli will contradict himself unless
he is living in a realm of stagnant thinking and cold, impotent performance. Conceive, for instance, the frightful
error of judging Shakespeare's "career" when he had but
finished the Roman plays. He had written both comedy and
tragedy by then; he had created a world with already illimitible vistas; he had dignified literature arid mankind with
the creation of sublime dramatic conceptions: He had done
much, but stilf had not produced his greatest work. Even
yet we misjudge him-after three hundred years we are
, still discovering him!
How difficult it is, then, to "criticize"· the work of an
author who has, comparatively speaking, just finished his
career: how professional critics still fight over Mark
Twain's significances, vainly trying to fit into categories a
nature with the breadth of all American character within it!
And how much more difficult, still, to comment intelligently upon a career which; is yet developing, its speculations still unbounded by the crevasses of repetition ~nd expressed, opinion which make critical judgments "safe." Yet
it is this latter thing I intend to try in this essay, and I apologize at the outse~ both to the author, Paul Horgan, and to
my reader, for making statements which sou~p both convinced and conclusive.
Paul Horgan has published four long novels and three,
shorter books of fiction, ~s well as a substantial bulk of magazine stories: enough to indicate an arc of the full circle of
his accomplishment, if one could but' estimate the radius of
that full circle exactly. But it is quite possible to mis[207 ]

I
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measure, alld the eby to void the meaning of the whole exercise. With this" ssibility explicit, let me proceed.
Within the ace of a hundred years or a little more,
the best in fictio has marched about-face in its philosophy.
From extravaga cies of the idle fancy, it has tur.ned to the
realities of life; from time-wasting entertainment it has
developed into a warding vicarious experience; and it has
turned away fro the petty tyranny of plot to exalt character above mecha ~ical ingenuity. The novel, developing new
breadth and fle ble bounds, now reflects consciously the
life of the author'~nd the time in which he lives-at its best,
it combines au 'iography with its own curreRt history.
Wherever the no elist turns today, he finds 'that writing fiction is a difficult ~frt in which, through allegory or,representation, he must <r>nvey the sense of living people and the
weight of a livini age.
'
Perceived m. st simply, the novelist's task is trace the
characteristics 0 ~ the race through an individual temperament (or at mos a few temperaments at a ti~) : the uni.:.
versal attributes, the national, regional, and Weal attribqtes,
must appear in concordant homogeneity-in a blending
which is sensiti~e and sincere. Short of perceiving, and
making use of, tl:iese resources, the writer of fiction today is
not an artist. I b Heve that Paul Horgan has'tried from the
beginning to int pret in universal terms the vicissitudes ·of,
individual lives.
More and m re clearly, in each succeeding/work, Hor. gan has express d his philosophy in terms of 'a-·borderland
tradition. Like illa' Cather, he finds the most typical
American qualiti '8 still extant in a region not much further
developed than t e frontiers of the last century were developed, and he us this regional sphere as a middle ground
from which to work toward the individual or the general
experience. In ~ region such as the Southwest, where life
is elemental an?!, its lessons are as clearly exppsed as its
, geology, he fuids the best opportunities for observing the
qualities of the bation and of the human race. With each

.

, ,

to
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new publication, he seems more completely conVinced that
the fiber of a new culture is the mo~ important contributor
."
to the growth and development of character, and where this
fiber is fresh' and unbruised he o.bserves it most clearly. Man
in the Southwest, he implies, is man still: his., isolation mag. nifies his individual importa~ce, and we may qbserve him ~
here with- the cOJIlpletest detachment and the greatest releH ,vance. Horgan's choice of the Southwestern scene is eon·
i ' sciously approached, for readers of The Fault' of Angels
Jmow his competence in handling the more sophisticated
tEast. .
'
In literal fact, as well as allegory, Horgan pictures the
struggle of men against the adversities of nature and of
society.. Intellectual growth on the land of wide horizons he
finds bitterly won, but fighting for it in any degree is a
triumph which pays tribute to the sturdy folk from which
the present generations have sprung. Feeling this impulse
so strongly, Horgan has avoided false antiquarian interests in' t~e Southwest: local color quaintness, traditional
treatments, and the like, he does not seem to feel conscious
of. The whole plant of American life interestS him, not the
rootless stalk or the flowerless branch. We see in his books
the East and the West mingling freely and unselfconsciously; in choosing scenes· he feels free to transpos~ char_acters to any setting. When he-dwells upon Southwestern
scenes, then, it is only because they help in picturing ·his
"
America.
I think that Horgan has set for himself the task of
interpreting America as fully as Mark Twain interpreted it
for the generations between the Civil War and the Twentieth Century: the fl\ct that he turns from West to East with
such unembarrassed freedom is evidence that this is true.
In The Fault of Angels, ~organ pictured a -sensitive,
.' enthusiastic humanitarian, in Nina Arenkoft', who repudiates whole-heartedly the material, mechanistic culture'of 'the
American East. The comedy of its superficie, its adolescent
hero, its eharming Russian expatriates, its cockeyed cari-

t
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catutes, deceived the public into a belief that this Harper
prize-winner was -rlight affair, and the critical press fell
as one into the sp· it of .that conviction, without giving tpe .
implications of t
story a moment's thought. That the
.industrialized Eas t typified by. Mr. Ganson, is not enough,
the au~horvery el rly indicat'es.
' .
In NQ Quane Given, Edmund Abbey, an eastern hero,
turns to the West or health's sake and for inspiration: he,
too, finds .the Eas~1 hIadequate in its over-busyness and its
complacent denial :f the creative spirit. Edmund bears the
burden of geniU~1:he is unhappy with illness and the
responsib,.ilities of /lis conscience-but he earns more contentment in Albu ~ erque and in Santa Fe than he had previously known, an .he taps the springs of inspiration, there,
1
fully.
The same les bn is more fully expressed in Horgan's
new project, whic~ began with Main Line West anp is conti~ued in A Lamp ~bn the ·Plains. In these novels, which are
the first two VOIU;,es of a projected trilogy, Horgan reveals
still greater capit lation to the sources of inspiration and
energy,in his hom land. In these books, it'is not the sophisticated element 0 Santa Fe which he speaks of, but the
rough and untr~nhnelled areas, for the mo~t part rurai regions of Kansas, qklah6m~, and New. Mexico, where a sense.
of frontier-remoteness still persists. Where that frontier
spirit resides, Hofgan finds the elements which are to contribute to Americ~n character-achievement for g~nerations
to come. Again, !Miss Ca her's belief in the middle-west
I

~

.

i

come~~mm~:a~o~~e:~~y m:ar~:~~wed of his achievement, it will be setn that Horgan's chief interests are simple
and fundame~tal he feels, I believe, that there are but two
well-springs to fe, d the advancement of America, and these,
in their proper;. rder,. are intelligence and labor.. Mark
Twain would hay approved this belief, and Sinclair .Lewis
has fought valian ly to make the public appreciate its worth:
it is a convictiori hich proves the worth of democracy..
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From the beginning, Horgan's characters have steadily
become more simple, more clearly perceived, more human.
Irma Milford and Wade McGraw are more significant in
every way than the lovely vision of Nina Arenkoff; and
-Danny MiItofd wi1l turn out, too, I trust, a better.man than
David Abb~y, with whom he might be compared, because he
is forced to build his character .solidly f~om tJte foundations
about him. With the In:owth of the author's experience we
might expect' that this achievement, technically, would follow: but it is of the worth of the characters as reflections of
. human nature, not of the skill with which those characteri" zations are set forth, that I should like to call attention in
this connection.
In May of this year, a work of pure history, called New
Mexico's Own Story, edited in collaboration by Horgan and
Maurice Garland Fulton, of Roswell, appeared. It is-literally
a labor of love, for only an absorption in the spirit of a place
and its people could induce two suc,h men to work for four
years upon a project which will mean more regionally than
it could ever mean outside the state: its very nature· will
limit its appeal elsewhere. But all of Horgan's fiction testifies to his contant interest in the Southwest's culture and in
its opportunities for unrestricted growth of the unqerstand- .
ing. Last year there appeared in The A meircan Caravan a
short novel, Far From Cibola, in which tlJ.e destinies of half
a dozen groups of people are brought together in a brief
tragic circumstance before they are finally dispersed. The
story is concerned with the period of depression when need
for governmental relief of the truly indigent was most acute.
Far From Cib'ola contains Horgan's most compact writing;
'its characters, likE! its incidents, are sound and hard. The
story was hailed by critics as .the most significant contribution to the i936 issue of the Caravan, and I wait irnpatientl~
for the day when it will be reprinted in a s~parate _small
volume, in format perhaps like that of The Return of the.
- Weed.
"

.

.
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From the Ro ~ l City, a suite of stories, centering about
Santa Fe, and co ring the span of history from Spanish
, supremacy in the days of the Governor Generals to the
Territorial incum ncy of General Lew Wallace, first appeared in the Win. r Number of the Yale Review for 1933.
Since its first publr, ation, it has been reprinted in a delightful book issued ~ I the Rydal Press of Santa Fe for the
Villagra Booksho .
.
The Return Q the Weed appeared, in both limited and
trade editions, un 'er the imprint of Harper and Bros., in
193~. It is a gro p of stories, independ~nt in plot, which
are brought togett r by the following theme: :
'

~
§

Life run~ inconstant, in a rhythm of change)
tending towai' growth. All we can ask a man to
show is that Ie has made his world, if only for a
little time. I that world lose. the life of human
purpose, it m y even 'so leave evidence of it. We
can learn fr m the past by thinking about its
lingering wa Is, built by men along. their way
through wild rnesses. The men are taken away by life or death; nd their houses stay until the weather
and the weed render dust. A government' report
has called the' , these abandoned places of human
passage, visi Ie evidences of failure. They lie
ruined, as m mories of audacities long-gone, and
poor judgme s; the almost inscrutable remains of
aspiration w~dded to tragedy:
So- here is a ijook commemorating the commonplace of
man's failure: and even here, <J,espite the ravage of nature,
.' is life and a sense of its passage. If it is melancholy, so is
life, when measured in epochs instead of days.
. In fJ.'h-e Return of the Weed, as in The Fault of Angels
and No Quarter Gi.ven, the criteria of success are examined.
Nina Arenkoff, the delicate heroine of the first of these
books, find!s Mr. Ganson without sufficient fiber to his spirit
and flees ijn pathetic anguish the America he representsbut, then, jNina Wlas full of humors. Edmund Abbey; depressed b~ tuberculosis, finds salvation only in his work,
I
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and does not care to judge its value, but he does repudiate
wholeheartedly the .spirit of mechanistic commerce which
so appalled 'Nina. Together, these characters point the way
for later characters who find the supreme good iJ} honest
intellectual effort; in consequence, they believe worldly success or failure insignificant. Even if he be isolated. in '
geography, man must escape the provincial conceit of a
limited mind, says Horgan: the value of effort, therefore,
outweighs the significance of failure-indeed, it redeems
failure in. advance.
Like Sinclair -Lewis, Horgan is a lover of "spaciousness
of mind"; for him, the' sources of intellectual power lie in
nature and in the unprejudiced conscience. Nature, to
which Beethoven and Goethe turned, and Emerson and
Thoreau, among so many others, must not be ignored. But
in itself Natpre stops with (at ~est) physical completion
and a low order of intelligence; the mind must use the·
natural impulses, directing them through grief or joy to
the highest disopline of self-responsibility. .nis is a
democratic belief of Horgan's, that men must be free to
choose their patterns of existenCe-and it is quite opposed
to the doctrine that all 'men are equal at polls wher~ the
machinery of' democracy spins on without regard for kinds
eor ,degrees of sense. What Danny Milford is learning, in
Horgan's latest novels, is that he is responsible only to' his
own conscience; in learning to evaluate his'own actions,
he derives a proper basis for the treatment of, others.
There are but two ways of making an appreciation of
Nature manifest in prose: ther,e."is the manner. of Flaubert
(his, because he brought it '00: its, .greatest perfection), of
1
showing it in a small ~pd preciousway, as if it were an
image seen in a convex Vutch. tpirror, perfect in"proportion
. but none-the-Iess a reduction to small compass: and there
is the manner of Balzac and of Tolstoi,. who carry their
interpretations of life up to heroic scale. Horgan's work
is tending constantly toward the Iatt~r pattern. In instances, such as in episodes of Main Line West and A Lamp

.
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;~n the Plains, to ekamine his scenes n:icroscoPiCally is to
i be more aware of pigmentation than of representation, if I
may speak for the loment in terms of painting: the spectator, by standing to close to the canvas, loses his grasp of
the design of the
ole. We recall that Gulliver offended
: the Lilliputians wi 11 his coarseness, yet'in the Land of
Br~bdingpag he w~s himself uncomfortably aware of the
effects of magnific"tion. Now the proper scale for the
appteciation of Balzac and Tolstoi, and of such modern
novelists as IJ:orgah, is the elastic measure of watching
human beings wh1may represent the heroic scale of a
national canvas, a whole continent. It was mystifying,
therefore, for Mai';'" ine West to appear without the promise
of sequels to follo:~ sq that a just concept of the -whole design might be appli d from the outset to Salesman Milford
and his family.
.
This still-inc ~plete trilogy is approaching the
panoramic chronicl in scale: it comes close to Somerset
Maugham (in Of !uman Bondage), Galswortl\y (in The
Forsyte Saga) and Thomas Mann (in all his ll(jvels since
Royal Highness)-' has the breadth of Hugo ~nd Dumas in
scale, but is less e ensive than the enormous canvas being
painted by Jules~R mains in Men of Good Will.
_Thus far, atte tion has centered about Horgan's delineations of char ters who have sought rationality and
bal'nce. Another houp of his characters, numerically
whole tradition of bizarre and outlarger, .constitute
landish figures; til·· e remain to speculate upon and to place.
Mrs. Monk and Mr . Wattleman, George Doore, and Leona
Schrantz, of The ault of Angels; Georgia Abbey, Mrs. '
Yafko, and Mache+eimer,of No Quarter Given; Oscar and
Fat and Kang H'SUl, of Main Line West,· the Tracy Cannons
and Pr<;>fessor Bu ington, of A Lamp on the Plains,. the
savage automobilis ali.ld that other Fat t of Far from Cibola
-they :flow into t e memory in a great procession. -Some
of these beings
e well-intentioned, and others clearly.
vicious, but to~r r they form a group which burlesques

l

a
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humanity in the pitiless fashion of Rowlandson or Hogarth.
What they represent, as a whole, is the idiom of thoughtless
folk-America: they are caricatur~ of sentient individuals, their wisps of wisdom, their gioss, one-sided behavior,
forms a stream of American life which is at once laughable
and upsetting., "
Caricature· was an early dis,covery of th~~author, and
since it is close parody of reality when it is most effective,
it is a resource proving freshness of impression and directness of apprehension. When such a trait is sustained in
maturity it has allother significance, for however well it
may be disguised, caricature 'is, inspired by ridicule and
dislike. The s~udent of caricature m~y always' find in his
study the ess,entials of personal philosophy which provide
clues to the mind of the caricaturist. In his most extravagant conceptions,' Horgan reveals his impatience" with deceit
and incompetence, which are proofs of laziness .and
stupidity; he ridicules gracelessness, for he believes that
life cannot be too rich or too meaningful; lie is merciless
regarding humbuggery,. which he calls "the great American
bogus"; he onposes mob spirit and mock humility. That he .1 i
can be deeply concerned with primitive people and with
homely, everyday events, it takes but the instance of Newt
Jimson's ordeal in Roswell, at the end or A Lamp on the
Plains, to show.
A remarkable achievement in Horgan's work, from his
-earliest stories straight through to his present writing, is
the freshness\with which he perceives his material. The
dullness and weariness of everyday experience becomes,
under his skillful manipulation, something to feel strongly,
as if quite original. He constantly arrests 'attention, as a
scientist might,~ to point out sublety in the commonplace,
to arouse wonder over that which we ordinarily take for
granted. ~- I recall a marvelous episode in No Quarter Given,
called Edmund'~ Mountain Summer, which illustrates this
artistry far better than anyone could describe its quality.
. It is a poetic faculty, this ability to convey immense power
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in simple imagery '''it is a proof of both originality and enthusiasm. The riter who has these things, and an
adequate field of r sources iIi which to display them, cannot
fail to achieve gre t distinction.

. .J

T
Magic
By

Nig~t

FAY SLOBOD GREENFIELD

There is a magic hidden here tonight.
• Even the moon and stars have taken flight
In this occwt and murky atmosphere,
There's a subtle unseen voice to hear.

<
• C>

A·voice that has a cryptic, stem appeal, •:.;,'
And one before which all of us can kneel.
A Power sending forth a somber tone,
And. one' which speaks to each of us alone.

.

'

SombeIS ... and yet, with soothing gentleness,
Imploring us with fervor to confess
That· F~ith must conquer the relentless dark,
And all unaided reach its hidden mark.
"
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man, but I used to see hitn once in a while,
shambling· down Polk Street with his peculiar jerky
gait. I was always curious about him, and I can remember
very well the first time I saw him. It was in a b.ranch-offiCf1
laundry establishment where you bring your shirts to have .
them done cut-l"ate. I think there were two or three other
down-and-outers there, one of them a big red-faced slouchy
fellow who was making fun of him. ' It seems ·he was trying
to buy unclaimed shirts, and the> woman behind the screen
Said they never had such articles for sale. She was tough.
She ha~ to be to hold down such a job on Polk Street, but
she was at a loss. to knoW how to handle him, and the big
slouchy fellow wasn't helping with his comments. She could (.
handle wise-guys and ha!rd~boiled birds, but she didn;t know
what to do when he began to ,hand her some fishy-sounding
talk. "My intention is t(J) purchase at least one, and perhaps
two, if I conclude that they are desirable," he said, and it
was as much the strange bodiless tone -of his voice and the
uncertain inflexions in it as the orderly English that disturbed her. The sloucl!ly bird imitated him, assuming a
mincing, prissy tone: "And please, lady, wrap me qp a
dime's worth of sox and a half a pound of button-holes."
. She repeated what she had said two or three times before,
that they had no unclaimed shirts, and never haa had any.
By this time it was evident' that the man was touched, a
; little goofy, and when the red-faced guy could get no more
laughs out o~ him he let. up. I "
But before the goofy" gu~ left he made· a statement at
large, and I think it was this that fixed tqe whole episode in
my mind. "You fools," he said, but in a distant, unbending
way that was at the same time, I thought, deeply bitter, "you
\, think William Shakespeare is the apogee of literature. That
shows your contemptible' ignorance. You don't even know
·
[ 2171
l-
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who I am!" The-woman behind the screen and the birdshanging around didn't know what he was talking abou-t, but they laughed,- said he was nuts, and told him to go to hell.
Mter that I saw him several times, poking in the
narrow dark litter ,of Polk Street, shuffling along with eyes
bent downward. ~He always wore the same rags, a long
sack of a coat, gre~sy and tattered: anonymous and timeless
pants and shoes, hardly deserving the name. What he was
searching for I never knew nor perhaps did he, for I never
saw him pick up anything. But to anyone watching hi~
closely his manner gave an indefinable and yet definite intimation that he was "off." Whether it was the suggestion
of aberration, a s0rt of sidelong, erratic indirection in his
walk, or -a hint ot general irresolution and purposelessness
about all his movements I don't know. Anyway there was
something lost about him that gave ~he impression ~e was
cracked.
When you looked in his eyes this feeling was strengthened and driven solid into certainty. And the only time
I saw his eyes was when he made the remark about Shakespeare, yet I remembered it well enough-to be curious to
see them again, bht I never did. In them \you knew you
were)ooking into a flickering intelligence that one moment
shone fierce and bright arid again dulled ~nd filmed over
in perplexity and c<?nfusion.
But I did not notice him around for some time, arid
later leaving San Francisco I forgot all -about him.
A year or so later, back in town I ran across Doc
Herman, ~ Polk Stfeet friend who was with, a neighborhood
clinic, and we went into Klineman's for a glass of beer and
a sandwich. -We ound up by having another beer, talking
about ourselves an the people of ourl mutual acquaintance;
and finaNy we go around to the several odd habitues of
the street, ending . with~' mention of the goofy old fellow.
It was probably t
first time I had thought of him since
the last time I'd s en him.
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"Oh, you mean the 'Genius'-why, he· died months
ago," Doc said. "I guess you knew something about his
crazy ideas, didn't you ?"
I told him about the episode in the laundry.'
Herman laughed. "That sQunds like him.. I knew him
pretty· well. Blachard was his name; he was crazy as a
bedbug."
II
We were sitting in a booth and it was a 1Ilack hour;
the place was almost empty. The beer, and the fact that
we met again after some water had flowed under the bridge,
renewing a fairly warm friendship, had a mellowing effect
on us both, and leisurely conversation seemed to be what
was indicated. So I· asked him to go ahead and tell me t.
what he knew of the dead man.
"Well," Doc said: "to begin with, the first .:time he was
brought to the ward I saw at once that he was entirely harmless. His particular kind of dementia was not anti..
social and it was not congenital-I mean, not' the result of
degeneracy or anything like that. I've forgotten why he
was brought to .us, but I think it was on the complaint of a
landlady or someone. Probably he'd scared them by turning
loose a flood of big words or self-praise on t~m, ·but in those
days he wasn't so possessed with delusion~.f grandeur, so .
it may have been some other trivial thing. ~
"Because you remember, I guess, tha~ his eyes gavehim away. He ~ould conduct a brilliaI1~i ~c0!1versation- ,
more of a monologue, I guess:---but there a\tivays came into
his eyes that shutt~red, evasive look imposJRble to mistake."
"Anyway I got the case, and.
I tried to make myself
a
agreeable to him, to draw him. out if I could, although he
was sore as hell and resented me', the ward, and t_he whole
business. You see; he was lucid enough then, on everything
" . b!lt his particular mania. Well, I.took a lot of interest in
him, and in talking things over, casually of course, he soon
gave away the nexus of his dementia.
"He told me he had read every book in the world and
that he was the greatest' literary genius of the age.
l(I

j
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Naturally I kretehded to believe him, and I did listen to
him with respect j,when he talked of bookS. From what
little acquaintan~c' I have with literature it seemed to me
he was marvelous y conversant with a tremendous amount
of ancient, classi I and modern literature. He wanted me
,to come to his roi' sometime and have a talk, and I went,
, but he did most
the talking.
"I can't reme ber how much he told me about himself
that first time, o~ the second or third. I saw him on· the
street, in front- o~ second-hand book stores, and I went up
to his shabby roo a few times. A little at a time, I gues~,
I got the whole t ing from him.
"He said he ad discovered the secret of genius, and .
as he was prima ily interested in being a literary genius
he applied his dis .overy to that. You remember his voice,
don't you ?-it w s high-pitched, without timber or depth,
sort of reedy.
d his command of language was magnificent. I can Imost hear it now, the way he used to
speak, and especrlly how he talked when he got on his
favorite topic. Tr,
"He insisted that I become a genius too. He was a
little reluctant a out showing his eagerness to havet'me
become one, and· e'd always say, 'Of course you must not
expect me to te you everything-there are secrets that' .
are sacred, othe ise everyone would' be great, and that
would never do.' Then he'd go right ahead and, tell. me the
secret.
'This much I will suggest,' he'd say, 'YOU must become
familiar, 80. fami ,iar with the works of other men. you
must read them a11, all! Days and nights, weeks an~ months, '.
long, long years ,f0u must spend reading. You .must give
yourself up wholr ,to acquiring the thoughts of other men.
There are thousalllds, millions, billions of books in the world
-there is no end ~f the making of books, but you must know
every o~e of the~~ Oh, it is a long and terrible task but you
must follow it thi'OUgp. to the very end. Oh, God, if there
were an .end! . ut you cannot keep up with them-they
!<

,_

II
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. never stop writing them! That is the hardest part, trying .
to catch up with them.
" 'Yes,' he said, 'but never mind. For a long time I
was bothered by that very thing. I worried -about reading
all the books·in the world. Believe me, my friend, when I·
say that I could not. No, even I could not read them all-)
but it doesn't matter.
"; "'Now, I have told you the foundation, the mere'
ground-plan, promise me you won't reveal what I've said l'
"He always exacted that promise, and 1 always agreed.
"'Yes, it is terrible,' he would say, 'very terrible to
read so many I?ooks. You will be~ome weary, you will
"shudder ~very "time you pick one u~. ;You Will come to
detest them, to be tempted to fling t~m from you in anger
and despair, but do not give in to' temptation: suffe.r the
· wretched things through to the very end. You will think
that yoU are being sapped of your intelligence' by the dreadful morphia of other men's thought~, you will think you are
losing your mind, but persevere, for you' will be rewarded.
" 'For when you are at the lowest ebb, wp,en all hope
has forsaken you, when you are almqst certain that you can
no longer think orie thought that may truly be called your
own, when your' mind has ceased to be an indepen.dent
· quantity by. itself, lo! suddenly you will be set free! You
will scatter the odious nooks to the four wind~! A, light
of fabulous brightness will flood your brain, for then you
will know simultaneously, in an eternal instant, all that
· you have read, all the wi~dom that men have toilingly
g~rnered since the, mythical beginning of time! Creations
of sublime beauty will come springing to your mind. Yoq
will formulate instantaneously masterpieces of enduring
worth. Your brain will .teem with ideas for the most
wonderful ~orks this -world has ever seen. You will· suddenly become a God, creating worlds out of the infinity of .
your wis4qm, ;:,.
. .-,
,
"'I can ,see,' he said, 'that you are awestruck by thisrevelatiOIlr, It is true, the inner workings of genius are
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always asto~ishil g to the ordina,ry mind-I can't blame
you for your am zement, only promise me you won't reveal
my secret?'
"I promised .As he talked there was that ~nervous,
tense and yet ev ive quality in his eyes and speech that you
probably remem er. Listening to him it was clear that he
was possessed bjl the idea of genius, and belieVed himself
to be one.
.
.
"'See these' he said, shuffling a heap of scribbled'
~apers, 'what W~Uld you say if 1 were to tell ~ou. that this
IS the MS. of m~latest work? You gasp, delIghted ·to see
one of the world s greatest masterpieces in fledgling guise.
Yes, I find every ne intensely interested in what I do, arid
that
1 can't blame th I'm. Why, it is absurd .. to think
. . men
.
have paid as mUf,h as $60,OQO for a folio volume of Shakesp.eare's plays, ajnd not even a first edition at that. AiId
yet, there is the MS. of my next work. As it~ lies there one
could say that it .s worth millions, millions! tAh, and I will
tell you another secret, my friend. That is why I never
publish any of y works-they are so much more valuable
as original man scripts!' He chuckled an~ winked cunningly at me. .' ou are dazed at my -shrewdness, eh? But
then, didn't· I sa
genius is incomprehensible to the rest of
..!I
, mankind?'
.
,"He leaned across the tab'le and lowered his voice.
'Don't whisper i to a soul, but I can tell you I have many
MSS. hidden aw y under the bed in the other room. You
can't say I'm n t provident-I keep them all, every one.'
A flicker of conc rn crossed his face. 'Often I get them out
and try to rerea "them. It is true that my handwriting is
not all one couldl~wish. Sometimes I can't translate what I
.have written, but that doesn't matter. after all. We may
safely leave tha ignoble task to less worthy hands~ So I
always tie them up carefully and replace them where nobody would 100 ~nder the bed. Of course,' he added
apprehensively, ('-you will not tell-? I place the utmost
r'
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confidence in you~ And if yon will be discreet I may show
them to yort.' .
"He had a habit of cons~antly passing his thin, dirty
hand over his face; and rubbing his lean jaws, and all the
. time he was talking he did this. 'My friend,' he said, staring
at me,-'when one comes to be recognized as a great master
one must put up with innumerable inconveniences. It has
been my, custom to go on long w-alks in order to gratify the
curiosity of society. Perhaps you will be skeptical, but it
is the truth that often I am forced to' go without my meals
in order to meet the obligations placed upon me. In' my
position I have to remember the problems and perplexities
of people not so clear-minded. As I have said, I frequently
forego my meals in order to do this. It is true that I have
at times suffered ~t the hands of society, but I willingly
forgive the slanderers an~ malcontents. I realize that they
are moved by jealousy. I am not vengeful. It pleases me
to gratify the innocent curiosity of the masses, and I have
noticed that it does them a" world of good, just to be able
to follow me on the street, to- give play to th~ir admiration
and respect.'
.
·"'1 can see,' he said, 'tnat self-same feeling in your
eyes. You·gaze fixedly at me, you raise your eyebrows and
smile. Yes, I see it is the familiar interest awakened in you
by anything that attaches to genius. But, pray do not
continue to stare.' I am, after all, human. I confess I
have not eaten4oday, nor, I believe yesterda;}{. I don't
know how long it. has been since I ate. There are so many
demands upon m~money is such \; sordid matter. I swea,:"
I will show you my MSS. . .w • '
, "While-J!.i didn't actually come out and ask, it was
easy to see th~t he wanted me to give him something, so I
laid couple 0 :dollars on his tablJe. 'I'll look 'at your MSS.
some other ti., e,' I said. 'I've been verY"much interested
in what you've told me.' 'I am a trifle faint,' he said. 'It is
true~ r am at times overcome by giddiness. . . .' The poor
old fellow shot me a pathetic, self-knowing look, and passed

a
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his hand over hil forehead, but the moment' of knowledge
was lost before hlf dropped his hand again. He straightened
up and smiled, re ching for the money. 'I shall be happy to
have you call a in/ he said. 'Of course 1 am usually very
busy.... , Doc Herma shook his· head, lifted his glass and drank
the last of the b~er. I had a.ready finished mine while he
was talking. "~ell, what finally happened to him?" 1 asked.
He shrugge~. "I don't suppose anyone will know," he
said. "He was .~und dead one morning in bed-the bed
under which he ~pt his piles of paper. Probably he died
painlessly and's 'ddenly, and he had- been dead for several
days before 'fa, 'f0ma~ who lived in the building became
curious, not havrng seen him about, and went in." ~
"But ~l].~t about those manuscripts, what was there
to them?" e·
.
"Oh," Her an said, "they were valueless-heaps of
incoherent scri bled notes.",
We rose an left the restaurant soon after and strolled
up Polk Street, looking at its familiar dingy store-fronts,
the littered sid alks and gutters, and the shambling, dis-.
consolate figur s of the wrecks of men.

"

t

Nature Lover
By KATHLEEN SUTTON

He talks 0," field and wood-the scent of pine,
The parjtridge whirring from its ficklecov.erAnd how ne crystal hour he brought down nIne
Gray d ves. He is an ardent nature lover.
And it is weet to note the simple pride
With w ich he dwells upon his furry brothers
So deftly ounted-oboasting how each died
, And' th -nking God next season there'll be~thers.

I

I

I
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The editor of Los Paisan08 being now in Eire (Gaelic
for Ireland) the Home Office will have to relay the news
from all fronts. First, from the Irish Free State or is it
Republic now? According to Si'zte Ceilthabair (Gaelic for
Julia Keleher )~, instruction in the schools of Eire is now in
Gaelic and English-speaking students are experiencing
something of the difficulty Spanish children have in New
Mexico when they go to school where instruction is in Eng- .
!ish. In Dublin our correspondent saw the final resting
places of Swift and his Stella, the magnificent English
Cathedral, St.. Patrick's, where Swift was d~an, the Dail
with the presence of both DeV~lera and Cosgrove, the Abbey
Theatre where Lennox Robinson's "The Far-Off Hills" was
produced. Eire is a land of '''Heart's Desire": to quote,
"Fuchsia bushes and crimson ramblers run' wild over
garden, waIl~, hedges of sweet peas offset beds .of lilies.
Beauty, you say. Yes, but over it all hangs a sadness for
me.· I can never forget the suffering which history unrolls
as I pass through village and town. We leave in the morning for the Aran Islands and th~ Synge and Joyce country."
The letter does mention a "mIsting" landscape, both wet and
cold, and an interlinear wishing for some New Mexico sunshine. We have some reward for staying horne ~
And from Santa Fe, another letter mailed just before
the vacationist left for California tells us that Dorothy
Thomas is to have another short story in the Saturday Evening Post shortly and is working on a farm serial for the
same magazine. Aline Ballard has marketed a story to
Liberty and has signed a year's contract to write radio
scripts at a very large do-re-mi. Stanley Vestal has returned
from a. field trip to the Dakotas where he found new
#.
[ 225]
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material for th .book he is doing on the Santa Fe Trail.
Hanie} Long has ; ow seen three or four Jssues of the literary
page of New Me wo Writers he is editing for the New Mexico Sentinel.
mong the contributors have been Witter
Bynner: Spud J hnson, Thomas Calkins, Eda Lou Walton,
Paul Horgan, A red Morang, Marina Wister, Marie Garland, Dorothy B 11 Flanagan, and Paul Eaton Reeve. The
. Rydal Press has. moved to Canon Road from Tesuque and
has combined ~··h Willard Clark of Clark's studios. Their
latest book is 1.\1. rian Storm's "Life of Saint Rose." Ruth
Laughlin has a article in August Travel entitled "Towns
That Made Miil· ons," telling of Silverton, Telluride, and
Ouray, Colorado. Mr. and Mrs. Aldous Huxley have been
visiting Frieda Lawrence at San Cristobal this summer.
Thanks, Ruth. .-have a nice vacation!
.
Of Albuque queans and ex-Albuquerqueans there are
interesting rep rts and rumors. Harvey Fergusson has
been in town an out of it again to the Magdalena country
with Hollywood studio people locating s'ettings for the filming of Conrad R chter's Sea of Grass. Richter is in the east
but' we hear he ·s returning here in the fall. Lynn Riggs
of Santa Fe is . ack in Hollywood, and we hear that Paul
Horgan, too, i . there. Erna Fergusson is home for we
hope a longer. s y than last time. She is completing her
new book on V nezuela. The Southwest Review for July
contains an arti Ie called "Mary Austin and the Pattern of
New Mexico," b" T. M. Pearce. Curtis Martin is at work
on a novel in ad ition to th.e heavy ,responsibility of getting
out this number of the QUARTERLY~ Francis Fergusson has
done an origina translation of the "Electra" of Sophocles,
. . a' version whic he produced at Bennington College in
Vermont.' ,
August is mont~ ~f months in New Mexico: the San
Domingo Corn Dance comes early in it, and there are
dances in the T wa and the Hopi pueblos; the Inter-Tribal
occurs in Gallu and the month used to end with the Fiesta
in the State's C pitol. That event is pushed ov~r into. Sep.~
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tember now, whether to prolong or avoid the tourist rush
we don't know. In any C8l:Je, we vote a surcease soon to ,
typewriters and. copy paper. The slogan we give you is
"Viva la Fiesta" wherever you are.
Adios,
MATT PEARCE.

,;....- .-
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As an indictment of the half-consc~ous, half-submerged
social corruption, the furtive,- under-cover life of the small
town, the book is a bitter blasting document. .
It will be read by many·with careless amusement and
comment; by others with thoughtful realization.
.

.

->if-

IRENE FISHER.

-

Albuque-rque, N. 'M.
Ea,rly Times in 7'.ex(J,8 and The Adventures oj Big-Foot Walwce-John
C. Duval, reprinted from earlier editions in 1892 and 1870, and . .
edited by Mabel Major and Rebecca Smith-Tardy Publishing Co.,
Dallas, 1936.

Here are' two books which deserve to be widely known,
for they are authentic records of the past of pioneer America, written by an aristocrat of letters. I do not mean that
John C. Duval, the Jack Dobell of Early Times, is a Washhrgton Irving though his relationshrp to the earlier writer
is not so remote as New England and Texas might indicate.
Irving's The Early Experiences of Ralph Ringwood sets
forth the adventures of Duval's father when as a youth he
ran away from his Virginia home to fight.his way to success
in the new country of Kentucky. Duval's account of his
life in Texas begins with the departure from Bardstown,
Kentucky, of a volunteer company of Southern youths enlisted to aid the cause of Texas independence. Two of the
Duval boys were in the band that embarked from New
Orleans for Velasco, a small port at the mouth of the Brazos
river in Texas. Two Duvals were mustered into service of
the army of the embryo republic and marched to Goliad
where their group became part of Colonel Fannin's in·
fated' "capitulation" to Santa Anna's General Urrea. "Texas)
John'.' Duval alone of the brothers miraculously survived the
Goliad massacre; his account.is the best description of this
murderous betrayal of the group by their captors.
The wandering of Duval trying to get back to his countrymen makes one of the best' stories of. survival in the face
of hunger, thirst, alone and weaponless, American annals
I

'/
I

i;.-

·1

~
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afford. Escapes fr ,m wolves and bears, rattlesnakes, drow~
ing and a prairie fire, not' to mention h~man adversari~s
are a part of thIs rxtraordinary adventure tale.
.
This is the man who chronicles the life of his friend
"Big-Foot" Wallar. named for his prodigious feet. Wallace
and Duval served.ltogether in one of the early companies of
Texas rangers, amout 1845, and from tl;lis companionship
came the collabor· tion which resulted later in the life of
"Big-Foot" by "T :xas John." Duval, I said, was a literary
aristocrat. If E 'ly Times does not convince you of that,
Big-Foot Wallace will. Here the reporter-author can employ some creati e artistry in presenting his friend, and
though he may no :elaborate he certainly tt:.ims and dressesup "Big..Foot." Tl1e book is almost as good reading as Mark
Twain; and quite lin spots; "Big-Foot" will remind you of
Robinson Cruso~irhen he gets lost among the ravines and
picks up his maULFriday, 'a wolf-hound which he named
Comanche. H~ wv~,sound like Baron Murichausen when he
talks about the exploits of "Old Butch" his hunting knife,
and "Sweet Lipsf. his gun. The chapter in which "BigFoot" tells about ~~ing to' the theatre in New Orleans and
the meal he order~d in his hotel is one of the funni~st things
the reviewer evel read. To quote briefly from the latter
ep~ode:
.
, "What e se?" said the waiter, and I read on.
"Pate de :lois gras-some sort of yerbs, thought
I, and I never went high on greens, especially for
breakfast. I~ound most of the names of the. things
on the 'bill f fare' were French, or some other
foreign lingo and they were all Greek to me; but,
to make the f;aiter believe I knew very well what
they were,~
oly I wasn't partial to their sort of
"grub," I tol him to bring some "erapeau frica,see"
and "gumbo llet," and I wish I may never 'take
another "cha1!" of tobacco if he did not bring me a
plateful of flfied buI.l-frogs' legs, and another full
of their spa~,. just the sa.me sort of slimy, rop.y
stuff you see round the edges of shallow ponds. I
might have
own that everYthing French had

i

~

I

..
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frog in it in some shape or other, just as certain as
"chili pepp'er',' is found in everything the "Mexicans
,,'
cook. However, I made out a tolerable breakfast
on other things, but would have been much better
satisfied if I could have had four or five pounds of
roasted buffalo meat and 'a "marrow gut." ."
~e editors ha_ve wri~n excellent introductions. to
both bitoks, in which not only biographical data of the two
men'; given, but interpretations of the frontier movement
to Texas and'its growth are also presented. -Mr. Duval is
fortunate to have fallen into such- competent- hands. Notes
and supplementary reading lists are also their work. Block
prints by Jerry Bywater add visual charm to Early Times
and lithographs give excellent illustration .to Big-Foot
Wallace'.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

-

'

The Story oj Dict,atorskip-E. E. Kellett-E. P. Dutton. & 00.-$1.75.
Hitler's Drive to the East-F. ElwYn Jones-E. P. Dutton & Co.$1.00

T

The Profits of War-Richard Lewinsohn-E. P.

Dutto~

4 Co.--$3.00.

That there is nothing new under the sun, and least of
all under the political sun, is al,>Iy illustrated by Professor
E. E. Kellet in his book, The Story of Dictatorship. The
phenomenon of 'dictator,ship, which is causing' toIi&-ues to
wag' from one eRd of t~ earth -to the other, ':Lnd which J,s
working profound and far-reaching changes in the life patterns of millions of people, i~ nothing that mankind-has n9t
experienced before. The slogans and, catchwords may be
different; the methods of propaganda are subtler and more
effective. ;£litical theory may be playing a' larger part; but
undernea ,tpe motives and methods of Hitler and MussoUni and alazar are essentially the same as those which
served Akathoeles or Caesar Borgia or Carlos Antonio
Lopez.
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Beginning with .,Abimelech, of the Canaanite city of
Shechem, Mr. Kellett runs rapidly through the careers of
the important dictators of Western civilization up to and including those of today, pointing out the similarities, and uniformities which tend to confirm his thesis.
"The ancient tyrant,:' he writes, "began by taking ad"
vanta'ge of a riational emergency, or by inventing such an
emergency when, it ,was not obliging enough to exist, and
by posing as the one man who could save the state. Having
thus gained authority with a show of legality, he slaughtered
and banished his enemies. Next he got rid of po~sible
rivals or dangerous friends . . . He blindfolded the people
by public
works of beauty or utility, which had the incidental
•
~dvantage of impoverishing them and keeping them busy,
so that they. had time neither to think nor to conspire. He
kept a tight hand on the organs ofop,inion . . . and suppressed literary works which did not eulogize tyranny."
The modern tyrant, nee4less to say, has followed exactly the
same course.
Every one of the devices of modern dictators for ;retaining their power, "the suppression of public opinion, the ..
invention of bUg-bears and scapegoats, the deliberate cultivation of nation~l hatreds in the name of patriotism," is,
as Professor Kellett points out, "a mimicry of a trick practiced . . . two thousand years since, a:d'd probably twp thousand years before that." The only essential difference between ancient and modern tyranny lies· in the fact that the
latter is based on a theqry and is designed to give that theory
political expression by translating it into action.
A sample of the kind of action resulting from a dictator's attempt to remold a( nation's, institutions along the
lines of a political theory is to be found in F. Elwyn Jones' ,
Hitler's Drive. to the East. Late in 1936 Mr. Jones had the
opportunity to investigate at first hand the political situation in Germany, Austria, and the Balkan. countries, and in
this book he exposes German Fascism as he knows it, revealing in detail the Nazi method of direct intervention in
•
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the internal affairs of other countries, the corruption of
politicians through bribes and"subsidies, the widespread distribution of propaganda, the muzzling of newspapers, the .
murdering and kidnapping, the arming, financing, and
training of terrorist groups,. and concluding that "the ultimate Nazi aim is to create a German },fittel Europa, stretching from the' Baltic to the Adriatic, and fro~ the Rhine to
the Dniester."
.
'
Based as it is upon ,official records of, governmental
agencies, on contemporary newspaper accounts, and upon
the public utterances of high ,European officials, Mr. Jones' '
book is disturbing to those of us who stilI prefer peace to
war. The intentions of Germany a,re made clear' enough in
the quotations from German leaders. "Shells/' declared
General Goering early in r1936, "are more important than
butter." And Hitler, writing in My Battle, leaves no doubt
as to where he stands when he states: "In eternal warfare
mankind has become great-in eternal peace mankind would
be ruined.'"
Distressing as is the thought of war to most of 'Us,
,'there are those who view it in an entirely,different lig~.
Some of these are discussed in Mr. Richard Lewinsohn s
The Profits of War. So mucp. has been made recently of
the part the munitions manufacturers play in, starting wars,
that we are likely to overlook the fact that by no means all
the .profits of war go to the arm~ments makers. As Mr.
Lewinsohn shows, "4uring the last war,' vast fortunes were
'made in, trading in all sorts of war supplies"and also in
speculation. As a result of economic and technical developments as well as of the change in moral 'outlook on the subject of war, direct profits from war are becoming increaBingly difficult to reattze."
"
In The Profits of War Mr. Lewinsohn traces the evolution of war profits, sho:wing, with numerous examples,
how it was the generals and soldiers who first profited from
war, how later those who financed wars, the great international bankers, gradually diverted the profits to themselves,

"
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how in the 19th century the makers of arms and munitions
became the leadin~ profit makers, and how now it is the con- ,
tractors, the purv yors of war supplies, whO, have the most
to gain from con·ct. .
.
In his chapte~,on m~dern war profiteers Mr. Lewinsohn
is outspoken in hfs accounts of the activities of American
bankers and muni!tions manufacturers during the last war,
and in his final c pter he summarizes the progress to date
in the movement owards disarmament and lists the arguments the'muniti ns.makerfChave advanced and the guile
they have employ d to keep 'that movement from becoming
effective.
Presenting, a they do, accurate and timely information
on debatable and ighly complex topics upon which 'the last
word has by no mans been writt~n, these books are all significant in
.. terms f present-day affairs. Mr. Kellett's historica,I backgro~n1 of diCtatorship.is quite adequate, although
at tirpes he has ~onsiderably over-simplified the forces by
which dictators> re brought into power;' Mr. Jones has
handled his sens tional mate~ial with objectivity, and his
book is weak onl in that after devoting much of his space
to showing how ermany is preparing for war, he pulls his .
final punch and i sists that, for -economic and political
sons, Germany is n no position to make war on anyone nor
is she likely to be' the near future. ,Mr. Lewinsohn writes '
what we already. ow-that wars are always very profitable for somebod , but he is careful to let us know exactly
who that somebo y is.
If there is a. oral to be found in these books, Mr. Kellett has stated it ~ery succintly. In deploring that in democratic .countriesle present attitude towards dictatorship
seems to be, one f toleration, he warns us that "we must
become ~s deter ·ned believers in ~ur system as the yofing
men and women f Germany are believers in Hitlerism or
those of Russia i Communism. The price of freedom is
eternal vigilance. The approaches of tyranny are silent and
crafty, and its fi, al spring is often totally unexpected. It

rea-

n
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finds its opportunity most e)lsily not in the activities of its,
-open 'supporters b\lt in the apathy and blindn~s of its
enemies." In other words, it ~n happen here!
LYLE SAUNDERS.

Albuquerque, N. M.
The Making 0/ a Hero-Nicholas Ostrovski-E. P. Dutton & Co.$2.50.

~
"

Like the' protagonists of the Elizabethan tragedians,
Paul Korchagin suffered from a tragic :flaw. In his ease it .
was faith, a naive and un'questionil1g faith in the Co~munist
ideal, which, when coupled with his restless energy, led to
his destruction. If he had ever doubted that the Communist
revolution would lead to the perfect State, or if he had ever
done one selfish deed, he might have lived.1onger ~nd, possibly, happier. But his faith remained unshakable--:unquestioning...;..,and his selfish devotion to his ideal led him to
the glory of selflessness-and 'death.
The Making 'of a Hero is essentially an autobiography.
Nicholas Ostrovski, who died in January at the age-of 33,
devoted the last two years of his life to the writing of it.
Blind, almost totally paraly~ed, bedridden, and kept from
acti~e service in the Part~, he continued to §erve in tI:ie only ,t
way open to him. His novel waS')VI'itten in the hope \hat it
might infect' others with his absolute faith in the Communist creed. ~But it is written so simply, wi~h sach assurance, and with so much light and so little heat t~at it is not
good propaganda. One recognizes the perfection of. Paul's
devotion, doubts that it cauld,have existed,and believes that
it did. But one is not moved to emulation; the faithful are
never the best proselyters.
The Making of a Hero.. is the story of Paul Korchagin
of the small village of Shepetovka in the Uktaine n~ar the
Polish border. Korchagin joined the Your.g Communist
League and fought against Petloura and his bandits; serving .with the Kotovand Budenny armies he was hit by an
exploding shell, suffering se,veral contu~ions of the brain and
I
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a"sPinal fracture;',hich was the event,ual-cause f hiS, death;
working on the tatioll' at Kiev he 'contracted typhoid and
almost died; as ommissar of the frontier guard battalion
Qf the Berezdov ,~erritory, he underwent further hardships.
In 1924, with his ealthcompletely shattered, he was retired
from the Party Q' a pension; and the remainder of his life he devoted to the • iting of this book.
I
To those wh cannot understand the driving power of
faith, Korchagin' absorption in the cause may seem a little
foolish; to thos ' used to sophisticated treatment of love
themESs, his infr uent and half-hearted excursions into romance will appe r unfeeling and dull. But if one will take
Korchagin's fai~n for granted and approach the book wi,th a
sympathetic at~i~de, he will find much of value. Judged_by
our materialistic standards, Korchagin's life was perhaps a
failure; viewed i terms of enduring human values, one can'
not be sure that it was not a great success. "All my life and
all my strength,' ,Korchagin wrote, "has been given to the
most beautiful t ing in the world-the struggle for the free~
dom of mankin .." What weapons can life hold against a
faith like that?
'
0,

LYLE SAUNDERS.

Albuquerque, N .. M.
'. ._
,
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Personally Speaking ,

Autobiography JDust be the easiest book to write. It
is never a failure. Oh, perhaps the soul-searching, painful
document may sell just enough copies to pay_ an installment
oli the alimony; it might even be a pretty poor book. But
it is always interesting in" ,some manner.,
,
,
Can we say the same about novels, about essays; are
,b<;>oks of travel al~ays fetching? There are agonized moans
,upon the midnight air; there is the sound of slammed books
and muttered unprintables.The hi~tory af autobiography
and its readers is different. Here's a test: Quick, name
three really poor autobiographies!
For one, you might select Stravinsky's Autobiography.
Little of personal detail is in this book, and less of that •
fruity probing and lubricious adventure which characterizes
many another memoir. H~re is a matter-of-fact account
of so many pieces of music written according to such and
such a demand' of the Russian' Ballet. Occasionally a hasty
opinion on music in general and listeners in particular interpolates. But, as memoirs go-, this one limps. It is a
cripple, and for the reason that it deserts the legalized
subject matter. An autobiography'is theostorY'not of what
a man does but of what he feels and how he thinks. Arnold
Bennett's Journals is an incessantly interesting series because~; like most journals from Amiel on, his divigates constantly into personalities and opinions. So his factual a~
counting of his yearly production finally bikes on' whimsicality, not boredom.
I am afr~id it is not so with Stravinsky.
He is a good musician, but not an autobiographer!
Undoubtedly reminiscences have a' pattern type. Rousseau may have set it. In his Autobiograp'hrv, John Middleton
culminates the type. How future writerS- can now continue
intense self-analysis, puzzled and w~1r psychoanalysis,
without danger of repetition is' difficult to1Jsee. Only if their
[ 237]
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environment is d~ ent-so different that the atmosphere
of the book breat'b~s of strange or transformed culture~
will they keep off 1\1: rry's heels. There is little danger, I
suspect; for where eIre have we the prototype of this friemt
of Lawrence and hU~band of Mansfield'? Read his life in
paris,' his love affair there, for the nostalgia Of',youth; and
the lIst pages of th book for the inconclusive arid dark
manufacture of adul hood. Or take the last dying years of
Katharine Mansfield! Murry for desolation. . . ' 1
.
Because his en ironment is different, in childhood
strikingly so, Carn on Doren treads carefully apart from
Murry in his life st ry, Three Worlds. Early life on an
Illinois farm was; d lightful, until city snobbery brought
shame to the boy; niversity life interfered only slightly
with his education; e:w York life-here is something else
again! Marriage, lIdren, activity were not enough for
him there. A mod tn hermit, he retreated to umbilical
revery in a pent-h use; woke from his doze to write a
biography of Swift then retired to inanition until came,
slyly, inevitably, th, year 1929.: That brought him down
from his pent-hous severed his relations with his urn~.
bilicus, and cast hi toward amazed premonitions of the
third world, the fut r e . ·
.
The farm lad arl, we understand, but the university
boy- and the sudden 'reveJlSal of character of the city man .
lea~e us puz,p.led.
ver his' early years Van Doren spends
loving'care; over hi successive years he paces too swiftly,
and with little of t e deftness that colors the first of the
Qook. Just what. C~rl Van Doren now is remains in mist;.
but what he was is pleasantly Visible.
.
But we have oily one out on the autobiography. One
down, two to go. And the game is shortly to be called for
reason of space. It will take a long time, too, to find the
three examples we set, ourselves. Of course there is a book
like Being tittle in.Concord (I forget the author) which is
utterly unreadable. Maybe it was Boston in which the writer
was little when e~y one 'else was big; in that case th~

k

;
X
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Abbotts and Cabots may enjoy the recollections, not I. But
this book is hardly a true autobiography. It is certainly not
more than an elderly woman trying to remember whom a
baby saw as she was trundled down the street.
Empathy, the identificati9n of 'self with anot~er character, no doubt explains mu~h of the grip that autobiopaphies have on us. The explanation is more than that,
however. The more.. . days that pass, the more we enjoy or
relish personal hiAtory. We too haveeiperienced; we' too
have failed, have concluded. We too.have passed ~ome time·
in living. Here 'is' another man-perhaps a much .greater
man-who has faced the little irritations, 'little shames·, little
gaps that we have faced. We don't identify ourselves with
him. But we. do stand aside and watch with absorption the
path of this man as he weaves his way_ through the same
days of life. This problem, this circumstance, affected us
greatly; it did not trouble him.. And why not ? Perhaps
because he was too wise to let himself bother. But here is
something we share alike. What course did he devise? And
see how we mre too clumsy to step it ourselves. Here is
something that meant the whole world to him, and passed
us by like distant romance. A burning bush to,him, a haze
by night to us.
Ever, ever the fascination perseveres. If we are wise
we may become. wiser' in the procession. If w~ are stupid
we may despair often, but also we are elate with discovery.
The time may well come when every man writes autobiographies for every man, just as in a certain town every
woman lives by doing the washing of another woman..
, The game is called!
.
WILLIS J ACOB~.
.
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by Omar Barkerconsider the question of poetry and pr~pa. ganda.
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Cont ~butors to This Quarterly
RALPH DOUGLASS is actin ~ head of the Department of Art of the University of New
Mexico. From 1922 . 1925 he studied art "at the Art Institute of Chicago and
Julian's Academy in ~aris' Before coming to New Mexico, he taught in the American University at Ca ro, Egypt;. and at the Chicago'Academy of Fine Arts.
JESSE STUART il! at prese t the most widely acclaimed short story writer in the United
States. His stories a pear monthly in Esquire, and almost monthly in such magazines as ScribneTtl.
d the American MeTcury. His first book was a collection
of 702 sonnets c
The Man With the Bull-Tongue Plow. Stuart is now in
Scotland on a litera
fellowship. In Edward J. O'Brien's book Th'6 Best SIuYrt
Stories of 1.987, Stua •has seven stories on tbe Roll of Honor: more than anyone
else in the book. He ives and teaches school in the mountains of Kentucky.
HANIEL LONG is well kno
to readers of -the QUARTERLY and is one of New Mexico'll
most widely acclaidl poets. He livls in Santa Fe.
W. S. W ABNITZ teacbes im'tbe School of Applied Arts in the University of Cincinnati.
His h,obby is tbe findBtg and helping of aspiring young writers of talent. He has
long Deen a student
ancient and contemporary literature.
JOHN DILLON HUSBAND fntes poetry for Voices, Versecraft, Kaleiilogr4ph and other
magazines, the QUAR'l'EBLY among them.
CUR.TIS MARTIN is a yount novelist and short story writer, who was born an~ educated
in New Mexico. Her~ at present at the University of New Mexico. Three of his
stories are double-stai;red, for distinction, in the 1937 O'Brien Anthology.

dr

"

JOH~

ROOD is the far-fa~ editor of the now defunct magazine Manuscript. As editor
of that magazine he discovered and advanced many writers who have now won
literary fame. Rood Js himself a writer. His first book, ThiB, My Brother appeared last winter.
e~ also a painter, a musician and a sculptor of note. He
held a very successf showing of his wood sculpting at tbe Argent Galleries in
New York City duri) g the past spring. He discusses in this issue wbat, as an
editor, he looked for n literary short stories.
IRENE FISHER. has writte many poems and stories for the QUARTERLY. She is a reporter for and cond s a column in the Albuquerque Tribunfl.
GEORGE AMBERG is our dis ovefy. His story in this issue is his' first publisbed work. He
was born and raised in the Bronx of New York. He is twenty years old and has
worked in many Ner York otpces. He attended school at the University of New
Mexico during the p~st summer. We believe that you will be hearing of Amberg
in a big way before lbng.

ALFRED CARTER is in the FngJiSh department of The New Mexico Military Institute at
Roswell. He is a
eat admirer and studentoC Paul Horgan's writing and bas
made a study of hisork and philosophy, whicb he presents in his anicle•.
GEORGE DIXON SNELL liv in Salt Lake City, Utah. He has published books under the
imprint of the Caxto House of Idaho. One of his stories is starred in the current
O'Brien Anthology.,. •
KATHERINE POWERS GA
has written stories and poems for the QUARTERLY. Her
poem this August i~Printed just after the interment of Mary Austin's ashes it:t a
rocky cript on Moun Pichaco in the Sangre de Cristo range near Santa Fe.
MARINA WISTER is readi g proof on her third book of poetry, Fant481/ 4M Fugne, soon
.
to be published by Macmillan. "Desert" is one of the poems in this volume. She
is the wife of Andrcf.'Dasburgh of Taos.
•
.
FAY SLOBOD GREENFIELD has published poems in Boz4rt, Poetry Journal and Wing3.
She is a graduate of orthwestern and lives in Chicago.
KA.THLEEN SUTTON lives n Anniston. Alabama. though her youth was spent in Massa- .
ehusetts. Her poet has appeared in Sahtrday Evening Post. New York Time3.
Voices, and Poetry aga,zine. She is contri:buting editor ·of Shards.
,~
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Zeke Hammertight
By

JESSE'STUART

o YOU be!ieve there .are sassafras

sprou~s on the Ken-

D, tucky hills? . Do you believe there are eternal rocks

and tough-butted shaggy-branched white-oaks growing
among Kentucky's eternal rocks? Do you believe there is
the whisper of winds in the wild-rose bushes and the wildgooseperry sprouts in these Kentucky hills where skies immeasurable fl~at above like a flock of buzzards in the sky?
Do you believe there is a hill-Kentucky with her boney acres
where the lizards crawl on the burnt-black logs and the
snails leave silvery traces on old moss-infested stumps? If
you believe these things ~re here and that there are buzzards, lizards, black-snakes, copperheads and crows-then
you can believe we have the Hammertights here-plentiful.
as the crows and the buzzards ; all the time slipping through
" the woods with shot-guns across their shoulders, sly as the
wind in the brush and curious as a hound-dog on a cold
trail.
"I'll tell you what is the matter with this hill country,"
says CousIn Milt, "It's overrun with sassafras sprouts and
the Hammertights. Every way you turn here you run into
a Hammertight. They are thiCKer than sassafras sprouts.
They are thicker than pawpaw sprouts and they are harder
to get rid of than persimmon sprouts in a pasture where the
cattle won't eat them. W'y they have beeu here, I guess,
long as the rocks have been here. You know a Hammertight
is tough as a hickory withe you burn and twist to. tie up
bundles of fodder." When a body walks doWn a path here
he is liable to meet a Hammertight. He might be carrying
·a gun across his shoulder just by chance he sees a squirrel.
"I'll tell you," says Cousin .Milt, "if some kind of a plague
don't come and sweep out the Hammertigh~ this country
is not going to have any' squirrels, groundhogs, possums,
[ 161]
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foxes, rabbits lef~F'to tell the! tale. W'y I wa~ out on thQhilI
this morning anlsaw old Zeke Hammertight dig a old she- .
groundhog out 0 a hole an~ took off four suckling young
groundhoggabo the size of kittens-knocked the old shegroundhog in th head wit~ a mattock handle. Put her in
his sack. Guess e's cooked her in the pot by now with green
beans and tate ./'1 guess he's et her by now. Shame the way
the Hammertigh and the ~assafras sprouts have took to
KentuckY. Can" get rid of: 'em anymore than you can get"
rid"of the rocks \ the Kentbcky hills-or the tough-butted
white-oaks that }'ow· like blackberry briars on the KentuckY claybanks.'
Old Zeke ~ammertight-you ought to see him.. Six"- feet four with a ~upped-in face-a face pent-in like·a half
moon with a lo~~ . chin and a handful of dead looking white
beard, wind-sca~red and falling over his shirt-unbuttoned
hairy chest. White beard with the stain of bright amberthe color of red-o.k leaf-stain-mixed with the white bridle- .
tassel of corn-sil~. You ought to see his long dangling arms
with the big blue Iveins running like little mountain _str~ms
of water on the, 'nter flank of a mountain. You ought ~o
see his steady bl e eyes that the years cannot dim anymore
than they' can e eternal Kentucky rocks-wear a little,
tear a litt~e-jus a' little py the wind, the sun, the rain, the"
sleet and the sno . Freeze a little, thaw a little and fade a
little as the year roll by. No wonder the Hammertights
keep coming like the young sassafras sprouts on the Kentucky hills-the assafras sprouts are rooted in the Kentucky earth and e cattle can't kill them; the 'winter can't
kill them; the d~uth can't kill them; and fire that burns
,over the earth a d kills their bodies can't kill them. They
,come again in th ~spring; ten young sassafras sprouts for
the old one that d,es. That's the way of the Hammertights.
The wars can't kill-them; the drouths can't starve them out;
the earth can be cIuel to them or kind . t o them-the high hill
earth-and peopl~ can fight them-but they keep on coming.

"

~l

"
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They grow like the timber· here; and there is something in
their blood that makes them tough asa hickory-withe or a
tough-butted white oak. Cousin Milt says:
.Old Zeke Hammert~ght
The daddy 0' 'em all,
Fed 'em on groundhog
, Before they coul~ crawl.

.

"Well," says Cousin Milt to me, "guess you've heard the
latest. Old Zeke Hammertight's not nigh all there. He's
losing his. mind. Body's as good as it ever was- but he's
got something. wrong on the inside of his head." "It can't
be," I says to Cousin Milt. '" "W'y it can be too. Guess'r know
what I saw with my OWll eyes ~his morning." "Saw what?"
I says to Cousin. Milt.
"You know where my garden is," Cousin Milt answers.
"I was working there early this morning;" Zeke comes up
the road with that old shotgun across his shoulder that he
always carries around where ever he goes. He comes up to
the pal~ngs where I was cutting crabgrass out 'n the polebeans. .He says to me: 'Say, you know that young nephew of
mine, Young Zeke Hammertight.' And I says: 'Which one
of the Zeke Hammertights? I know a whole slew 0' 'em.'
And he says: 'Brother Zeke's Zeke.' And I says: 'W'y sure
I know him.' Then he comes right up to the palings and he
says: 'Come over here. I got something to tell you.' He
laid his gun. down there among the milkweeds-that old
scarred-barrel, columbia single-barrel he carries everyplace
he goes. I was glad he laid it down. Didn't know what he
might be up to. He says: 'W'y that young Zeke-my brother
Zeke's Zeke has been trying to pizen my cattle.' And I says:
~You don't mean it.' He says: 'W'y it's the gospel truth.'
He cupped his hands up beside his mouth and iwhispered
it to me thro~gh his cupped hands 'and there wasn't anybody in a mile to hear.' And he says: 'I met him awhile ago
.and told him he was tryi~g to pizen my cattle. He got mad

1
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and said he'd pou the hot lead to me. W'y I know he's trying to pizen· my ttle. I saw him across the meadow last
night-walk righ through that little patch of white-oaks by
the barn. Walke. right up among my cattle and he had rat
pizen spread on fried
. Irish taters and tried to give it to my
milk cows. That' the kind of pizen you give to fox hounds.
So I takes out af r him. He gets away. I know he ']was
there-I know th. way he come and the way he left-down
among the milkw eds and the sassafras sprouts by that little
patch of.sprouts. Yes---my own brother's boy trying to pizen
my cattle.' W'y the man is crazy. He's dangerous, .too.
Too much inbreed ng there-heads no bigger than drinkinggourds. Cousins· ~marryin first cousins, and uncles' marrying nieces, .and ephews a-marrying aunts. . W'y it's· the
awfulest mixup i that family of Hammertights you ever
saw. You know at, Quinn."
And I says; .'';Yes, it's a terrible mixup. It's just
sassafras sprouts mixing .with sassafras sprouts though."
"That's it," says ousin Milt. "Ought to mix the sassafras
sprouts with the pawpaw sprouts and that mixture with
the persimmon s routs. Then we would have one of the
dad-durnqest mix ps you~ever heard tell of. W'y old Zeke .
went on up the r ad from the garden this morning. Went
up past my barn. I h~ard a shot blast out 'n my barn like a
bolt of thunder"JI turned and saw old Zeke in the road
. kicking and CUSS~g-hOllering he was shot in the heart.
I saw young Zeke running right around the pint over there
back of my barn· ith his .gun on his shoulder-just a flying
off the eaz:1;h. 0 Zeke down in the road a kicking and
hollering he was ~hot
iIi the heart. I left
my work in the
I
'
garden. .I run ~ .ipt fast as I could get there. I didn't see
any blood. He s
'Look at my heart, Milt.' I tore his
shirt open and 10 ked and I couldn't see a mark. And I
says: 'W'y Z'eke, you ain't shot in no heart.' And he says:
'Look at both pels 0' my ribs.' So I too~ his shirt off
and unbuttoned h s undershirt. Wasn't a mark there. And

e
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I says: 'You ain't shot there, Zeke.' And he started cussing
and hollering and crying and says: 'Look at.,my legs then.
I'm shot some plaee.' So I pulled- his over~lls down and
looked at his legs. "Not a mark there," I says to Zeke.
Well, he jumped -up and never took time to put his overall
gallises over his shoulders. He run right out'n his overalls
-just in that old heavy long underwear hEt' wears of a
summertime. Took time to put that old shotgun across his
shoulder-just in his underwear, hat, and shoes, and he
took around that hill the way young Zeke went-just _a
hollering and a cussing and crying. He made better time
than any mule _could a made that I got on this place. Big'
and tall as he is and in that white underwear w'y he skeered
every horse to death on the road. .Had 'em a raring up and
breaking out wagon tongues~nd'; express shafts. - I never
saw a old man run like he run a~ound that hill. It's just
'been a hour or two since he run ~round' there."
"We'd better go over the hill and cut 'em off next to the
Post Office and see what has happene~~~ I says to Cousin
Milt. "Might go over there and kill -one another or kill
somebody." "No such good luck," says Cousin Milt,. "as
for a Hammertight
to kill a Hammertight. 'One sassafras
,sprout won't kill another. It might draw some stuff from
the ground that the other sprout wanted where they are
so thick on a bank-but even at that, one sprout can't starve
out another sassafras sprout. That's the way of the Hammertights. Look how he missed old Zeke' back there.
Missed him, with that old cock-eyed rifle he carries around
here across his shoulder."
Cousin Milt Zorns is big at the middle and little on
each end. He is like a calf that was weaned, too soon and
gluttoned on grass. Just wobbles as he walks and when he
talks he, wiggles his ears like a rabbit wiggles its ears.
Cousin Milt never cared much about me: Only he gets good
when the Hammertights give him trouble. Uses me then
, for a cousin. He needs my help. We walk up the path Ify
¥

J/
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}he barn~ousi Milt is' iIi front and he says: "Whee!
God, it's hot.as a asted tater out here under these treesno air a'stirring nd this uphill pull." . Cousin Milt walks
in front, swingin his arms. He has his thirty-two in his
hip~pocket. "Ma not be able," says Cousin Milt, fingering
it, "to kill a rna with this the first crack-but 1 know
I'can stOp him." We walk right on up the hill-right up
the cow-path und r the trees whose leaves hang down like
~ilted pepper-po s.
"Young Zek ' and .old Zeke went around the horseshoe road," 1 says to Cousin Milt, "and when we walk across
this backbone rid here and drop down the other side we'll
jbst about be at t e oth~r cork of the horse shoe where the
Post Office is~ Tie other side of the horse shoe runs right
along up beside'., andy River. They're right over there
now. "
We walk up he hill. The buzzards sail in circles over
;. the ridge-<>ver t e wilted leaves and the lean cattle. They
sail in circles QVe us. They swoop and swerve in the high,
hot air-over the lean cattle and over us. They can't get·
Cousin Milt aJld e. We'll feed 'em the hot lead until .
they'll be buzza.r meat for the ants. It is easy walking
'down hill--easy ~r me. Cousin Milt says: "My knees
rattle like the_ wh els of our old buggy. And it ain't had
no axle grease on it for years." We walk down the hillunder the trees a d the buzzards and the hot wind and the
mare-tailed sky.
"I see them,' says Cousin Milt, "w'ylook yander.
They're not fightiIf. Coming up the road. Look yander. Each
on 0' 'em's got a sf-ck 0' meal on his shoulder." And I look
around the edge the brush by the path. There they come
~oming up the path toward us-talking.
Old Zeke is
talking with the oint of his shotgun that he is, carrYing
in his left hand.
e is holding a sack of meal, or a sack of
flour on his shoul er with his right hand. Young Zeke is
carrying a sack of meal or flour on his right shoulder, hold- ~
ing it with his ri ht hand and trying to talk with his left

e
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hand where he holds the long-barreled rifle. '''Are we going
to meet them?" I says to Cousin Milt. And he says: "Hell
yes..Why not? The crazy damned Hamniertights and the
sassafras sprouts are taking th!s country. They are taking.
Kentucky."
!
.
The wind lap-laps the poplar leaves about our heads.
It is a lazy wind. The sun is hot and the lizards are sleepy on
the rocks. They lift their heads when a green fly. passes
over ~~d swallow the green flies like a' ~oa.:d ~rog c~tch~rig
yellow-Jackets. The ground sparrows twit~r In the seedIng.
crabgrass. The 'voices of the men are lazy as thJ wind.
We can understand their words now just about the same
as we can understand words of the wind. They are coming
..
up the path from the Post Office.
"I didn't say it was you .Young Zeke," says old Zeke,
"trying to pizen my milk cows. I didn't say it at all. You
just thought t said it. l' know'l you wouldn't pizen my
stock." "W'y you diq say it," say~ young Zeke. "Yo~ told
Milt Zorns I was trying to pizen your milk cows. You've
, told it every place and got people afraid of me. No wonder
we can't marry women in other families. We have to
marry one of our kind-we have to marrY a Hammertight.
No wonder O\l:r heads are getting to be simpling heads. Our
hands are getting small. We are losing ou;r minds. No
wonder. We are all going to seed like these,straw: ~ats go'
to seed. Get big at the bottom and little at the toP. W'y
we have to m~rry one of our kind. We are Hammertights.
You go around and put out all this talk about me-your
brother's boy-about me pize:qing' your stock." "W'y,"
says old Zeke, "I'll tell you who is pizening my stock. I'll
tell you who is right after my milk cows. Oh, I lmow he is
the one. He's not a Hammertight. I'll tell you Young
Zeke who he is. :Hold over here and I will tell you." And
they stop over the hill-down below us in the middle of the
path.. Old Zeke drops "his shotgun-lets it drop on "the
ground by the wild ferns and the crabgrass. Above them
on the rugged ,slope is the cro~king rain crow. Above them
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are the eternal K!entucky rocks, the toug4.butted oaks, the

saw-briars·, the.~p.eenbrfars and' the blackberry briars.
Above. them in t~e air the buzzards are watching, a~d the
crows are watchimg-the lizard is watching too, and Cousin
Milt and" I are ~ atching. We are all out on the hill
together. The la y wind is listening as' old Zeke cups his
left hand and pu , it up beside his mouth so as to keep his
words from getti g away when he whispers his secret loud
enough for all t~e hills to hear. He .says: "W'y young.
Zeke, I never sa d you was trying to pizen my stock. I
never said it at U. I can tell you who it was though. I
know, for I seen hem going right across that little bottom
-right up throu I h the' milkweeds to my milk cows. 'Oh,
I know who it w s. I know who it was. And I am going
to get him. '- I am ~oing to get him at the pint ?f this gun."
Cousin Milt nudges me iIi the ribs. He whispers:
"Wonder who it raw this time trying to kill the old fool's
cattle? Going atound here and putting that out every
day. Somebody hat don't know he's crazy. as a bed-bug
might believe hi . Listen-let's see if we can hear what
he says." And w listen as he cups his hand a little closer
--draws in his bi fingers and makes them tight as a rail
pen so the words can't get out. They stand there iN the
path and the hill listen-the rocks listen and the lizards.
And the wind ,.sl s through the green wilted leaves and
listens. "Oh, it's' the Zornses that's pizening everybody's
over the country and, killing them in
cattle. Just goi
heaps. Shooting them between the eyes wh~n the pizen
won't take. Shoo ing them! Going right 'over the country
and giving them rat pizen on fried taters. It's the God
Almighty's truth, Young Zeke. It is that- Milt Zorns the
leader of it all. ..\dn't I see him cross that little bottom of .
mine-come righ up through the milkweeds-he had on
a white apron an -he had it filled with fried taters. Had
them soaked in t pizen. He went right up where my
cows was.; And e says: 'Swooke Gypsy. Swooke Star.'
And they come u to him-licked out their tongues and he

1
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polluted their tongues with rat pizen on them old taters and
they spit it out. 1 hollered at him and of all tearing out of
there-you never seen the liRe in your life.. God, he took
off that pasture like a racer snake and I told him! that I'd
see himJn the courthouse for trYing to pizen my milk cows.",
Cousin Milt pulls out his thirty-two. ,He steadieS his
quivering hands by putting the pistol across' a stump. ~ He
takes aim. 'He wants to be sure and, get old Zeke. "The
old lying crazy son-of-a-bitch," says Cousin Milt, "I'll make
him think I pizened his cattle. I'll give him a surer dose '
of rat-pizeR. I'll give him a dose he can't carry-a dose of
hot lead." And Cousin Milt holds the pistol ,teady. "Pow."
The smoke puffs up before our eyes. The lazy wind will
not take the smoke out so we can see~ "Did I get him ?"
says Cousin Milt. "You sure didn't," I says, "by all the
cussing I hear. Just listen t9 -that, won't you." And of
all the cussing any manevel" heard, we heard it. The smoke
thins and we see them running~ld Zeke with his sack of
meal or flour-and a white
stream pouring from it. "Put
. . '
a hole through the sack," says Cousin Milt. "Never got
him." And young Zeke is running with
sack ,On his
shoulder and a'i'rifle in his hand. They are r,unning and
cussing. Cousin Milt holds the pistol up and aims: '~Pow."
They
just run faster. Cousin "Milt·takes aim again: "Pow."
.
And a stream of meal or flour pOjlrs out of t1)e sack on
young Zeke's shoulder. "We can track them," says Cousin
Milt. "We can track them by the flour and meal. I'm sorry
I didn't kill that old crazy deviL' When a man goes crazy
he ain't any mo~e for the hills. Ain't no use to send him
to the asylum. Just work him to death "down there to get
his mind off worry. Just .as well, kill him here and give
him to the ants, crows and buzzards. W'y a crazy man is
dangerous. Sheriff Watkins has been told and told about
this man Zeke Hammertight and he's afraid to arrest him.
He's afraid of him. We don't want a sberiff like Watkins
anymore. He's going to get us all killed by Zeke Hammertight. The man going around here crazy as a bed-bug.
.....

a
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Come on and I'll t him. He'll not charge another Zorns of
pizening his cattl ."
We take ov t: the hill-down the path~across the
rocks, the stump , the fallen treeso-Cousin Milt in front
with the pistol in is hand. The sweat is pouring off him like
clear warm water'. ousin Milt's middle is too big for him
to do much runnin , and he is too small on both ends. Maybe
the lizard is watc iug us, maybe the rocks that have seen
men kill before a' d men go crazy. Rocks that have seen
stories they've ~o ~ngues to tell.
... .
"Here's the ~'eal'" says Cousin Milt, "might a knowed . .
nwhile ago a Ham ertight never buys flour. He don't know
what good biscuit taste like. Have cornbread for dinner,
I
breakfast, and su~per. 'Come on now-we got a hot track
an.d I'll bet you it II tak-e us to Greenbriar. There's where
they went. Went 0 get the sheriff." So we run the meal
track-a white st~eak over the dusty road. Rocks looking
down on us from t e high hill whence we came-down in the
pleasant valley no where the post office is-down where the
waters of the Li tIe Sandy moan. "A warm track we
got," I say. "Yes,la damn hot track," says Cousin Milt. We
run down th~ rQad.. "Better watch one of them old Indian
tricks old ZeKe mi~t.pull," I says to Cousin Milt. "He's not
going to hide in te brush and bush-whack nobody," says
Cousin Milt. "He' too afraid now. He's·going after the
sheriff ..." Cousi .Milt has his pistol in his hand. People
pass us on horseba I, in buggy, express, jolt-wagon, and old
T-models. They d n't pay much attention though-only at
the stream of mea~ poured along the road.. It ~s bread from
the high hills spilt flon g the valley-bread from the high hill
earth, for the Ha mertights live among the hills and they
raise their own co n and have it ground at the mill by the
post office.
.
"Here's the en of the meal," I says to Cousin Milt. And
it does end by the lIs of Little Sandy-the place where the
wagons ford the rIver only when we have had a big rain.
"No meal up the 0 her side," says Cousin Milt, "guess the
-ll
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meal all run out on 'em. And they've just throwed their meal
sacks in the rjver. Either this or they caught a ride into .
Greenbriar."
We. wade the rivet, the muddy water not up to, our
knees. Now we walk on the main road that leads us to Greenbriar. They will beat us to Sheriff Watkins~ But anybody
.knows a Hammertight here. Anybody can tell you old Z1ke
is crazy as a bed-bug and our word will go furtheJ;" w th
th~ law. "Who ever heard of a crazy .Zorns?" says Cou, in
Milt. ' "W'y if I go crazy I hope somebody gets me. I don't
want to be crazy. Somebody get me out here and work me
for ten cents a day like a lot of crazy people that are hired
out. W'y old Zeke would be better off dead." And we take
down the dusty road beneath the sun. Our clothes are wet
with sweat. Walking over the :hills in the July hot sun is
work where you have a lot to carry like Cousin Milt.
w~heY'ye just been here," says Sheriff Wa~kins, "just.
been here. Yes-two of the Hammertight boys~ Old Zeke
and young Zeke. Young Zeke said you scalped his shoulder
with a ball-showed methe mark. You just cut a trench
in the skin and .his meal sack with the same ball. Getting
mighty close. And you broke, one of old Zeke's slats-bul· let just grazed his side and br~ke a slat for him. He said
· you shot through his sack of meal too and tried to kill him.
. . Said he left his gun out on the Runyan Hill." "W'y," says
Cousin Milt, "he's crazy as a bed-bug and putting out all
over the country that I'm pizening his cattle. I can just tell
you the whol~ story, Sheriff." Anc;l Cousin "Milt tells Sheriff
Watkins the whole story. Sheriff Watkins just sits here and
he says: "Huh and u-huh. That's right." His jaws are fat
and rosy as a pink morning-glory in the sun. He is bigger in
the middle than Cousin Milt. 'He has little stubby han{is and
fingers like a groundmole's fingers. He bites off his finger· nails. He has a blue 'eye ~hat has a twinkle in it-and he has
'a row of gold teeth. "And that's th~ way .it was?" says Sheriff Watkins. And Cousin Milt says: "That's exactly the, way
it was. I thought Sheriff if I got to come in here and explain
it to you w'y you'd understand."
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"But he'll ki l~ me if I undertake to arrest him by myself," says Sheri Watkins. "Too many of them Hammertights. You can'~ tell what they'll do. Might bunch on me
and kill me. Justlbecause I'm a sheriff they'll think that is a
big thing to do. § on't like to take any chances on that Hammertight bunch."
"W'y we'll ~ Ip you, Sheriff.: We'll help you clean out
the whole Hamm rtight bunch," ~Y8 Cousin Milt. "I'lltell
you it is dange~tis to live among the Hammertights. I
wouldn't have o~e' of my blood to marry among them for '
nothing in this>v,v·de .world. All losing. their mi!1ds and going
·crazy. Just bec se they marry their kinfolks. Don't the
Bible say that yo spall not marry the second cousin? W'y
they marry their first cousins, their uncles and aunts-W'y
it's a sight the ay they carry on. They are just taking
Kentucky, too.' ust the Hammertights and the sassafras
sprouts. You 1m w, Sheriff-before you come to this office
you used to be a f rm boy. You kliow you couldn't whop the
sassafras sprouts -out." ,
"Good God mighty no," says Sheriff Watkins. "Them
sassafras sprouts I go up in smoke when I think about the
way I used to fi· t them. Pap fit them before he died. W'y
they took our fa . Got a start on us and we couldn't whop
'em out."
"That's wha I am trying to tell you, Sheriff," says
Cousin Milt, "t , sassafras sprouts and the Hammertights
are taking Kentu kyo Old Zeke, the daddy 0' 'em all is crazy.
We got to get hi in jail. Get him to the asylum. Or get rid
of him one."
You wO,uld
laughed to have seen Sheriff Watkins
when he came
to Cousin Milt's house. Here he was
sitting up there n a'sorrel-horse with a.,blazed face'" and a
nice tied-up tail I ittirig there big and fat in the middle as
he was, his starn+end just filling one of these cow-boy saddles and his sho t legs restin' in the stirrups, a big Winchester in his rig t hand resting across the saddle-horn, two
blood hounds th booed-booed all the time, raring to go,

!
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chained to the pommel of the saddle with a bright, strong
chain. "Well,'~ says Sheriff Watkins, "I've come, Milt, to
take back the bacon. If he runs I've got the dogs that'll put
him up a sapling quick as a hound-dog will tree a squirrel.
I've just thought it over~amnfool crazy as he is-w'y he's
. dangerous ,to the people here in the hills." ,
"I've told you that," says Cousin Milt, "all the time. I've
"
.
told you that the man was dangerous."
."Well," "says Sheriff Watkins, his blue eyes twinkling
under his brassy eyebrows and above his pink morningglory cheeks, "I'U tell you the ~ruth, Milt. Come a little
closer so I won't h~ve to speak too loud." "What about them
bloodhounds," says Cousin Milt. "I' believe they are after
man meat" And the bloodhounds snap and growl and rare
against the chain. "Be still, Queen. Be quiet, Lope." And
Sheriff Watkins jerks on the chain. The hound,s keep quiet
now. "They won't bite you," says Sheriff Watkins. "They
are just like .old quiet rabbit hounds. They want to take a
track and jump their meat. They'll never bother you. These
are smart dogs. They just about'know who is innocent and
'who is guilty. Just come over here, I want to tell you something." And Sheriff Watkins whispers to Cousin Milt so the
trees 'will hear, and the r~cks will hear and the:lizards. He
cups his hand by the side Qf his mouth and he whispers to the
world: "W'y MiIt-I bought that Hammertight vote. I
bought it from 'old Zeke. You know what old Zeke does
they all do. It was what elected me. I give forty dollars for
all their votes. I have just hated to come out here and chase
~Id Zeke like he was a rabbit. But I have to. He's a dan~r09s man. A sheriff can't take any chances on a man dangerous as he'is and a man crazy as a bed-bug. W'y he won't
ha~ sense' enough anymore to sell the family vote. So it
. doesn't matter much. I've got to run him down like a rabbit .
or get him."
~
"Just 'exactly what you'll have to do, Sheriff," says
Cousin Milt. "We've just got to go Hammertight hunting.
'Got my gun all greased up here and I brought "alObg a couple
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of the Raymond ys here. He's been going around and saying that old man aymond has been pizening his· cattle too.
So, we jusMnWp to clean u~ these hills and make them a
decent place ~i e. Got to get rid of the Hammertights and
the sassafras sprputs."
"We got t6t~atch in this hunt," says Sheriff Watkins,
. sitting high on t~e sorrel ho!se, "and keep ourselves in the
;. clear. Let the dO&f strike up a cold trail. Do you know where
old Zeke has bee~ in the past three days or th~ past three _
hours till we can'give these dogs the scent? They'll feteh
him around like a rabbit. Can't help it if he is crazy."
"Yes," says qousin Milt, "let's go down to his own milkgap. There's wh,.e he hangs out of a morning. Just about
ten after nine now. They've just milked their cows a little
while ago. I believe the dogs can get a fresh track."
"W'y they tell me," says Sheriff Watkins, "that old Zeke
lost his mind on cattle and horses. You know when a man
loses his mind it i ,always on some one thing. A woman come
in. to my office on last night and said she saw old Zeke out
there by a patch f bushes trying to ride a horse and there
wasn't any horse, here., Said he'd get up like he was getting
on a stump so he could jump on the horse's back. Then he
would act like he was a hold 01 the bridle reins. He would
heave on the rei and holler: 'Get up there hossy. Get up I
Cob. Whoa back Cob, pet! Whoa back boy! Good old Cob.'
Just a cutting all ends of crazy didoes right there and there
wasn't a sign of 'horse. She said it was right laughable to
see him riding th wind."
We follow heriff Watkins toward Zeke's milk-gap.
It is right up by t e edge of the river and a hill. Sheriff Wat.:
kins leads thew ,Cousin Milt walks behind him with his
rifle and I walk b ,hind Cousin Milt. The Raymond boy,s.., are
behind me with jcouPle of little twenty-twos that woffltln't
stop a blue-jay,l t alone a big man like Zeke Hammertight.'
Old Queen ~ndl L pe boo-boo and charge against the<chain.
"They're a rarinto go," says Sheriff Watkins. "Turn 'em
loose right here' oys. I believe they'll get the old Pup's
J
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.track. He ain't gone from this! milk-gap more than thirty
minutes. I can still smell him. Don't be afraid, Milt. They
, won't hurt you. Just unsnap the chain. They are after fresh
Hammertight meat."
,
Boo-boo - boo-boo ough-ough-ough - boo-boo.
Around the milk-gap they circle-sniffing the Hammertight
scent. I just wonder how they can trail that scent when
. there are piles of smelly droppings from the cattle-little,
black heaps among the rag-weeds and the sand-J:)ri~rs at the
milk-gap. I wonder how they ~ow what we want-why
they chase man and don't go out in the weed fields and jump
. a rabbit. They' have hit a traek..L.boo-boo-boo:.boo-ough
, ough, ough-andaround the hill. ""They have him. They've
got his scent," says Sheriff War'·ns, "got him a going sure
as God made little apples. No boys you fellows have all
rabbit hunted. You know just what it is. You know how to
watch for the rabbit. Just place yourself so you won't shoot
one another. You know a rabbit always comes back where
you jump it from. Or, it goes to its den. Now old Zeke might
go to his den. He might circle back here. And you know
, what to do when you see a rabbit coming, don't you?"
"Boy, listen to them hounds, won't you," says Cousin '\
Milt, "just pliaro-blank like rabbit hounds. Ain't they
bringing that old boy through the bushes. Going right to
the house. Come on, Sheriff, up there at the top 'of the hill if
we want to get a shot. They're making for the Hammertight house. Hurry up, Sheriff." And we take up the hill,
Sheriff Watkins up there on a horse's back, his starn-end
covering one of them little cow.;.boy saddles, his belly going
up and down as the horse lopes through the wind, over the
grassy hill, the' wind blowing fresh over the saw-briars on
the pasture'ltill. And lord, the chase is on, the, boo-boo and
the ough-ough of the blood-hounds-the bellering of the
pasture bull andlhe moo of the cows-the cracking of our
'feet against the earth as we follow the chase. "
"Take care," says Sheriff Watkins, "yander he goes.
Yander. he goes..There goes t~e rabbit we ~ant." Sheriff
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_Watkins brings h~S horse to a quick stop. His fore-feet skive
up the earth. fSheriff Watkins takes a quivering aim.
"Pow." And th~ blue-smoke spits from the long tongUe of
his Winchester.. ~l].e m~n keeps running. It is old Zeke all
right-,g'un iIJ. his,hand-QInning for the barn. "Pow." The
smoke is iii little' louds in the bright air. Zeke dives in at a
the barn. "Pow." "Pow." "Pow." And
hole in the side
our bullets splin r the planks on the barn. "Got in a hOI,e
on us," says She iff Watkins. "The old rabbit is in his hole.
Got him in his h Ie." Sheriff rides and we run toward the
barn. The blood~punds go up the hill-it looks like the tips
of their four fe are tied together under them-the way
they-are running up the hill.
"Youp-you
youp,"· and the bloodhound falls back
•. i
from the hole were it is trying to get in after Zeke. "Hit
my dog with hi,S gun-barrel,".says Sheriff Watkins-"Booboo-boooooo." . 'nd the other bloodhound tumbles in a.
half dozen fits 0 gr the hill. "God, he's hurt my dogs. Come
here, Lope. COll'l here, Queeny girl. I guess we'd better fire
that barn and br ng him out of there. W'y he's dangerous.
He's a dangerou criminaL"
"What did YCl>U say, Slieriff?" says Cousin Milt.
"I says," sa s Sheriff Watkins, "that he is a dangerous
criminal. That t e best way to get a rabbit from a brushpile
is to set fire to it Let's fire the barn."
"What abou the livestock?" says Cousin Milt. "You
don't want to b rn a lot of innocent cows and mules and
maybe little pigs with a crazy man!" "
"Right," sa s Sheriff Watkins, "right ·you are."
Whinnnnnn nnn.
"BUllet thro gh my horse's ear from that barn," says
Sheriff Watkins. ~'Look how it tore it open. Put the shots
to the side of the barn. Maybe one will go through a poplar
plank and get tliJ.at old polecat between the eyes. "Pow."
"Pow." "Pow." t';pow." "Pow." And the blue smoke swirls
on the fr~h mor ing wind. "Got him in a hole," says Sheriff Watkins.
'
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"He's down ilj1 behind the manger," says Cousin Milt,
"two-plank deep. That's .why the bullets can't reach him."
Whinnnnnnnn. Right above our heads. Whinnnnnnnn.
J l.!st a little closer. The bloodhounds come to us.. One with
a broken nose. One with a broken jaw. When they started
through the hol~ in the barn into the manger after old Zeke
he raps their noses with his gun-barrel. The bloodllounds
are breathing through their mouths. They wallow on the
grass and whine.
.
. "Tie them to the chain," says Sheriff Watkins to one of
the Raymond boys-shooting around with a little twentytwo-worth about as much as a good sandrock to throw in
this hunting game. Raymond snaps the chain. Sheriff Watkins ride~ back across the field. "Say," says Sheriff Watkins,
"come away from that barn. We are all going to get killed.
If we cou'id just fire that barn. If"we could just smoke him
out of the hole like you do a rabbit or a possum." Sheriff
Watkins rides out across the field. His belly goes up and
down like a leaf in the wind. The Raymond boys are behin<L,
the horse. Cousin Milt and I are-behind the horse. We are
breathing hard. CQusin Milt looks back. He says: uLook
yander won't y,e around that barn." And we stop and look
back. If you could only see the Hammertights around that
barn. More than a ,acre of sassafras sprouts on a Kentucky
yellow-clay- bank. A whole .army of Hammertights armed
with goose-neck hoes, briar-scythes, double-bitted axes,
broad-axes, apple-butter stirs,'clubs, four-year-old clubs,
and two-year-old clubs-rocks-sand rocks and flint rocksjust a whole army of them swarming around the barn. I
tell you the Hammertights and the sassafras sprout are
going to get K~ntucky in the end.
,
uSay," says Sheriff Watkins, "this fighting is getting
. right forme. Just the kind of fighting I like to fool with.
I'll conduct this battle like the Father of o.ur Country,
George Washington, when he crosseq the Delaware. I'll
do it like Teddy did when he charged up the hill of San
Juan. We'll call this the battle of the bresh. We'll go right
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up there among them Hammertights and send 'em back to
the bresh. We'l .send them back to the sassafras sprouts.
I'll stay right he and shoot once in a while and Milt Zorns
you go to Gree riar and by this order of Sheriff Watkins
you deputize e' 'r man between the years of sixteen and
sixty-five able to take bead on a rifle and bring him. out here.
Also, see Jim C dill and have him to gear up his mules and
, bring that big c ate out here they hauled that big boar hog
with them long ushes to All Corn in. We're going to need
, that crate.. Ifh ld a ~ld b.oar and it.will h.. old a craz'f'~ !fl.an~"
__ .
"All rIght, SherIff," says COUSIn MIlt. And i e ~runs
down the path, ast the willows toward the ford. Sh~rtff
Watkins holds
u . 'his Winchester and shoots. He rIdes out
.
across the field i front of the Hammertights. He rides fafst '
through the pur Ie iron weeds. He shows., them he is still
here and acts lik he is just a little afraid to make the attack.
He is like the f ;her of our country. He has the Hammertights fooled. ~en he gets re-enforceme.nts he will charg.e
the hill like TedfY Roosevelt. Sheriff Watkins is a fighter.
He might have ~ink morning-glory cheeks and a belly that
goes up and do, like the wind, but our sheriff is a fighter.
"We can hold o~ a :few minutes longer," says Sheriff, "I am
just praying tha, Milt hurries with new men. We need them .
right now to cn rge *that hill." And Sheriff Watkins rides
around and the norse prances in front of" the army of Hammertights gathe ed around the barn where old Zeke is. "I
tell yout says . heriff Watkins, "when the Hammertights
want to gather
their men and women to take up arms,
they tell me the, ( ring a big dinnerbell down ther.e at old
Zeke's place. So . ething strange it don't take 'em a~l day to
get ready."
"Whooppee. Whooppee 1" they holler. It is our men-'
if you could onl see. The road is filled with them-shot
guns across thei shoulders, twenty-two rifles, a few with'
clubs-al·l the ns in Greenbriar have been mustered out
to fight the Ha mertights. "I tell you',"" says one of the
Raymond boys, 'we ought not only to run 'em to the bresh
0
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but we ought to leave 'em there. W'y long as .we leave a
Hammertight in these hills for seed we won't be able to find
a wild walnut, a butternut, a hazelnut, nor a chestnut. They
even take all the wild blackberries, the raspberries, the dew'berries-they find all the wild ho~ey in the w~ods and keep
the groundhogs killed out till you can't get a mess. I'm telling you this country will be better off witho ~ Hammertight left-Sheriff-of course, you can
as you please
.J
about it."
"Do you think," says Sheriff atkins, "that Teddy
Roosevelt would have ldlled the innocent women and children? Do you think the father of our country -yvould have
killed the innocent women and children ? Well, do you
think Sheriff Watkins is going to do it? If you do you are
badly mistaken. Listen to me,· fellow citizens' and soldiers
for the state. Don't you harm a woman or a child. Get ready
for the charge. Make it a charge now I"
'~Sheriff, what if a woman comes at you with a club?
Must I let her brain me? 'You know the Hammertight
women are tough as the men. Hunt with them. Shoot with
them. Ride with them. They are fighters.'"
. "Make them disperse the clubs," says Sheriff Watkins,
umake them disperse the clubs !"
,
We have an army big as the Hammertights. We are
better armed. We are getting ready for. the charge. The
Hammertights can see us. They· shake their hoes, pitchforks, and rakes, and axes at us. They shake their fists". But
that does not matter. We are going after them. We are in
lines that crook like red worms crawling on the ground in
April just before a good time to fish. All of our men are
armed better than the Hammertights.. You know a doublebarrel shotgun shooting number three shots with black. powder, is better than fifteen clubs, five pitchforks, and ten
garden hoes-five briar scythes and a half dozen double-bitted axes.
"Boys, when I blow between my fingers that is the
signal to cparge the hill," says Sheriff Watkins. "Jim Cau-
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dill, you be righ behind with the mules and the wagon!"
We are all waiti K for the charge. The poor crying bloodhounds are with s. Maybe they are waiting for the charge.
They sniff with t eir broken noses. 'They are waiting for the
charge.
"Lord," say _ Isaac Sneed, "I didn't know Sheriff Watkins was getting ,- e in a battle big as the Battle 0' Bunker
Hill."
"Wheeeee-:-t ooo~looooo--:.dooooo." . We ch~rge uithe hill-8heriff Watkins in the lead-the
. bloodhounds at h heels. It looks like all their feet are tied
together-their I rs are spread to the wind. The hill is
black with men. Ee start up the hill hollering--"-Oneright
after the other-s .reaming-no wonder the crow flying over
changes its cour~ .j. N 0 ~onder the bloodhounds bark and
Sheriff Watkin's\Lnorse snickers. We are charging up the
hill-grass under sprouts under-our feet-up, ,up, up, up
the hill and th screams-the screams of the menwhooppee! Whoo pee! Whoooooooooooopppppeeeeeeeeeeee.
We are right afte the Hammertights.
"Don't shoot ·et, boys," says Sheriff Watkins, way up
in the lead, his be Iy going \lP and down with the wind. His
fat little hand hoI ing the bridle rein and his fat little hand
holding a Winche ter. The boo-boo of the hounds and the
ough-ough-ough. tight up the hill toward the barn. Wagon
corning right beh d us with a crate on it and the mules
loping in the har ess and the mules cutting up in the har..
ness scared to dea~il. Boy what a time going up the hill !
Hammertightk .start to run-right out through the
sprodts. Just we~ ,east, west, and crooked. Never saw as'
many Hammertig' ts in one congregation in my life. Just
jumped out 'n the 'sassafras sprouts like cottontails. Girls
flew out'n the ra~eeds like grasshoppers on a hot day.
Took to the woods like wild quails. Rakes flew ever such
way. Threw the ,I right! and left. Garden hoes a flying
through the sass\ iras sprouts. Broad-axes and doublebitted axes, briar- cythes and clubs agoing .ever such a way.
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Never saw 'anything like it in my'life. And the Hammer':'
tights on the run-right back to the bushes like rabbits. It
suits them there. They are used to the brush and they, like
the brush.
"Come on to the barn, boys," says Sheriff Watkins,
"come right on to the barn. Got him here in the hole-rab- .
bit in the hole. Bring that wagon right on, Jim Caudill."
And the wagon rolls over the rough p~sture earth-the
mules have their tongues out-snorting and the foam is
flying f·rom their thick gummy mule lips. "Get in there,
Milt Zorns-you and the Raymond boys, and drag tpat rabbif
from the hole. Get you a pole and twist in the seat of,his
pants and twist him out like you'd twist out, a rabbit. If
you can't twist him out-get a bee-smoker and some rags
and smoke, him out. That'll fetch him. It'll fetch out any,
varmint-even a polecat."
Cousin Milt jumps in the hole right after Zeke and the
bloodhounds right after Cousin Milt. You ought'to have seen
them working around the hole, just like dogs hot after a
polecat. Men rushed on up the hill and waited ~round to see"
old ZeIre. Some of our men wa~ch the sassafras sprouts to
keep the Hammertights scared out. "Not a man killed so
far," says Sheriff Watkins, "be careful Milt a;nd bring old
Zeke out alive. 'We got to take him to Greenbriar in that hog
crate. Make people think we all been hunting and got a
bear." . Of all the fussing back under that manger and ~he
hollering and cussing-jUst like a young hound dog going
back in a hole and getting a ground hog. Just a spitting and
biting and fighting-hounds backed out of the hole first and
here come Cousin Milt with old Zeke's leg. OldZeke with
dirt in his whiskers and his long white hair-cussing and
spitting and saying to Milt: "you did pizen ~ my milkcows.
You know you did. I saw you coming right up across that
little bottom out'n that milkweed patch. Oh, you did pizen my
milkcows." And four of our men grab old Zeke and put him
in the crate. We twist the old gun from his hand-the old
Zeke-the daddy of 'em all, in' a crate and we start to town.

.

.

.

I
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The wagon goes i front with Sheriff Watkins riding beside
the wagon and all he men in Greenbriar- between the ages .of
sixteen and sixty- ve right behind the wagon with guns on
their back. Old Z~ke just clawed at the planks on the crate
and hollered andrfPssed. He'd say: "Let me go back to the
woods. You did (Pl~n my cows. You know you did. Let me
go back to the hill~. I'll, show you where a den of groundhogs is. I'll sho f you where you can find the good wild
raspberries. I'll s ow you where you can find the walnuts
and the butternut if you'll let me out'n this chicken coop.
Where you taking me-going to kill me and hang me up on
a gambling pen lije a butchered hog? You going to butcher
me for meat?"
"He's not sa e among civilized people," says Sheriff
Watkins. "He'll *ow where he is when he wakes up in the
asylum. H~'s IucJry to get there. All this expense on the
county taking hini over there. W'y he's not anymore good.
He ought to be l' out there among the sassafras sprouts.
Out there-·for the rows and the buzzards. Making us fight
the Battle 0' Bunk rHill over again to get him." You ought
to see us going to' reenbriar. Like a big bunch of men been'
to the hills and· ca ght a bear. Just that away'-a long line
of men behind the Wagon and Sheriff Watkins up front-·
just riding as big with the bloodhounds with broken noses
strapped to the s 'dIe.
Maybe the h' Is I know we got old Zeke Hammertight.
Maybe the eternal rocks of Kentucky know it and the lizard
knows about it. The sassafras sprouts know that we got
him. Like the bu ard, the .crow, the lizard, and the snake,
old Zeke would 1 e to get out of that hog-crate and run
.wild over his Ke ucky hills again-iun ,wild forever over
. the hills that have reduced him and his generations thick as
the hair on a dog' back, thick as the sassafras sprouts on a
Kentucky poor-clay bank and under the Kentucky wind, and
sun, an~ moon and stars.
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Jesse Stuart and The Old and New
in Short Stories
By W. S. WABNITZ

is young, spirited, stockily built, hair
rumpled, hands strong, well-shaped, and large; although
himself one of the mountain people of Kentucky, in manner
and appearance he has nothing of the grotesqueness that he.
so often makes us see in his mountain characters. Make
allowance for attire and he· looks like Robert Burns' with
whose poetry his has been compared; praise which Jesse
. Stuart disclaims in one of the sonnets in Man With a Bull,Tongue flow, a sonnet which he likes well enough to use
again in 'his credo at the end of his volume of short stories,
. Head 0' W-Hollow.~
ESSE STUART

J

I cannot sing tunes that great men have sung,
I cannot follow roads great men have gone.
lam" not here to sing the songs they've sung,
I think I'm here to lIJ.ake a road my own.
I shall go forth not knowing where I go.
I shall go forth and I sllall not go alone.
The road I'll travel on is mud, I know,
But it's a road that I can call my own.
.
The sun and stars and moon will give me light.
The winds will whisper songs I love to hear;
Oak leaves will make for me a bed at night
And dawn will break to-find me lying here.
The winey sunlight of another day
.Will fina me plodding on my muddy way.
He speaks and reads with a natural purity of accent,
giving a 'heightened value to words and syllables slurred
over in the speech of the mountain people; he has rendered
-his native dialect into poetry and prose that retains its
savor, yet by'its rhythms escapes the effect of slovenliness.
Enough of raillery and irony tinge Stuart's exuberance to give his "biography" a story flavor. His mother's
family felt disgraced when she married because the Stuarts
[ 183] .
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were Republicansl (He h~s dramatized this theme in the"'
story, entitled "Ope of the Lost Tribe.") His gra.ndfather
Stuart from over1on the Big Sandy was shot three times
during the Civil far. The Stuarts work a little farm in
W-Hollow, which gets its name from its shape. His mother
; can hQe ~oi-n faster than her husband or any of her sons.
~e liked sch~ol, was glad to walk four miles to get
there; every hour in school was free of ;farm-chores. The
teacher gave him a book .of oBurns' poetry. He wanted to
goo to high school. His father said: "I'd like to see you go.
I'd like to see you et through. No Stuart ever got through
high school."
streets ,of Greenup, Kentucky, were
One summer I:
dug up for pavin~ Jesse Stuart was water boy. When the
sun got too hot for the man who was running the concrete
mixer, J.esse Studrt_ got that job. It was his first "big"
money, five dolla s a day. Later he worked on a ferriswheel and was fir . for giving free rides to the children. He
was strong and h 'sky and a fighter. In the steel mills he
took a beating fr m a millworker and wrote--on the back
of a Hershey-barivrapper-the sonnet Batter me down, you
.
who are strong, I plead.
He set out fo Vanderbilt college with twenty-nine dollars, registered an was put to work in a hayfield. The other
boys wanted him ,not to rake so fast. One of them, they
said, got fainting spells if he had to rake too hard in the
heat. Jesse Stu ... prodded'him in the stomach with a fork
handle and the f ·ntness never came back. The boy, later
his roommate,' he ped him to become editor of the college
paper, in which esse Stuart printed his first' poem and
thereby satisfied he desire to see h.is name in print. At
Vanderbilt he .ann unced that he would earn his way writing
term papers. Dr. Mirns said: "Young man, you'll be lucky
if you pass yours If." He worked first as a janitor. ' His
papers had as any red marks, he says, as there are
blades of grass in a lawn. Toward the end of the year his
chance came: an signment to write an eighteen-page paper
A
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on an original 'subject ; his philosophy of life, for instance.
He wrote three hundr~d pages which his professor liked
well enough to send to a contest sponsored by The AtlanticMonthly. Frances Winwar's Poor Splendid Wings won the
prize, which was five thousand dollars, and Jesse Stuart's
manuscript was second. Now after five 'years it. will be
published as his third book Beyond Dark Hills, but then the
sting of defaatwas bitter. His disappointment led him to
Man With a
complete th'e&set of 700 sonnets which make up
Bull-Tongue Plow. The first section of this book was written at the ends of corn-rows, while plowing; the second
during:the winter, when he was a County Superintendent of
Schools with little money and thirty law suits; the last 'section in a graveyard during vacation. "There was never
word changed. I - slappe~ them down 'like this from the \
start. But I might not write them like that now," he says.

a

II

With about forty stories published since his first, Battle
Keaton Dies, appeared in Story two years ago, Jesse Stuart_
is outstanding-among the newer writers. He is 'less spectacular than William Saroyan whose "Daring Ybung Man on the
Flying Trapeze", ends in an inspired outbJlrst not quite
equalled in any of Stuart's stories. The latter's less subjective output is richer and more varied in theme than Saroyan's which 'is inclined to sound too thinly
. . a single note; that
of the vague dissatisfactions of a restless young man.
Certainly the one -quality more than any. other that
makes a story is the feeling that here is an actor ~triving
for a goal. Opposition, or the threat of it, gives the s~ory its
dramatic texture. - By infinite and subtle variations the actor's success or failure is made to satisfy the reader or to
impress him with a sense ot the irony of life. But there is
Tarely ever -an outstanding story unless a struggle is present. Thus for more than a century, during which the short
story may be said to have existed as a recognized form (although in reality it has existed as long as mankind), it has
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been well-grounded n the Rousseauistic ideal of self-realization. Every short tory has been in some measure an exhibition of the dotcri e of individualism, rugged or not, and
suspense has been 0 e of its valued elements; suspense manifesting itself in the reader as a strong partisan interest in
the actor's struggle
"
Lately we hear about a new type of story in which suspense is not import t. Outwardly, of course, stories have
been cbJl,nIP.·n..g. ~. leisurely, abstract, commentarial style
of Natha~ ~~orne, already giving way to a ter~er
realism in the daW -of Maupassant and O'llenry, ,becomes
the.clipped Objectiv~reCOrding of behaviour in Hemingway,
or the packed ima .sm of Kat~ne Mansfield. On the
other hand, comme tary rather than action, as· pursued to
its extreme in Pro*st. has not been without its elfect. for
example'in Williani Faulkner or Conrad Aiken. Gertrude
Stein toying with lords, in patterns of repetition has directly influenced H mingwayand through him newer writers. Jesse'Stuart, with a natural tendency for repetition,
indulges in it more than he would if it were not in the air.
Closely allied to re etrtion bas been a kind of rhapsody, also
repetitious, that is trong in Thomas Wolfe, often noticeable
in Saroyan, and ac Qmpanied in Jesse Stuart by a nervous
but sometimes eft ·ve use of the present tense.
The greatest ecent development in the technique of
story telling has b, ~n that -labeled stream-of-consciousness.
The author, instea 'of analyzing or commenting upon the
thoughts and feelin s of the actor in the struggle, endeavors
to give the reader he illusion of floating in the stream of
the actor's consci~ sness of events, and seeks to have the
reader identify hiiliself with the actor in thought and feel-.
ing; become the ac or, as it were, for the t~me being. This
technique of which Proust and James Joyce seem the fountainheads and Vir ·nia Woolf the exemplar may be seeri
at its clearest i~ ~ ~tory called "The New Dress" from VirOne of~he sparing
and subtle
ginia Woolf's
Mrs. tJalloway.
.
I
' .
users of the device as Katharine }1ansfield.
.
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With the aboved velopm~nts has come-also the plea for
sincerity in story telli g voiced by the editors of Story magazine, Whit Burnett and his wife, Martha Foley, and by
Edward J. -'O'Brien, ditor of the Yearbook 'of the Short
Story~ This pl~ has had good results. It has also had bad
results; too often int rpreted by writers, who have nothing
'worth saying, as a' ommand to record and publish their
run-of-the';mill perso al and especially sexual experiences,
I the demand for since ity has help~d bring about a peculiar
. lack of reticence in tories, which was at _ first _novel and
exciting, then bores me, proving nothing' except that sincerity alone. does not make an. artist.. With this wealt~ of ne~ ?eyices an ~uthor like Kath- .
anne Mansfield, a super-sensltIve'soul, was able to produce
brief masterpieces of fiction illusively formless and fragile
as puffs of wind. No central actor, no striving against an
. obstacle, just a delicate recording of impressions, says the
h~ty imitator, and asp~rants, tryi~g Katharine Ma~sfield's
wings, fall. flat. --True In her storIes the suspense IS .often
hard to define and the struggle deeply conceal~d or esoteric
as in her fuial story "The Fly," which her husband inteprets
.as her own struggle against death.
Memorable new stories have this in common with the
old: they still present a hero in struggle, with drama rising
out of the opposition, and suspense as one of the delights for
"
the reader.,
What then is to be said for the story without suspe~se?
If it is pureJy rhapsody, or if it depends for its interest upon
sensationalism or lack of reticence, it is beside, the point.
But if it is a story which represents a new spirit of the
times, it must be considered. Obviously three elements determine the course that stories will take; the writers, the
readers, and the spirit of the age: The spirit of 'the' last
century, though gt'owing more and more realistic through
the kngwledge of science, has never lost its. romantic interest
in the aspirations of the individual. Now, however, with
one-sixth of the world's population Soviet and presumably
I

- .q
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communistic, and kazi and Fascist presenting another aspect of ~ollectivistfand regimentation, we may stop to ask:
Does the old spect cle of an individual winning ~ struggle
(or .losing' if he b a villain) cease to be of interest? It
would hardly see ", so yet. The portion of the public most
collect~vistic in its tate of mind still seems to be the portion
that b11Ys its ficti n from the drug store' rack, ,where the ,
"pulps" contain othing but stories of the old pattern.
Nevertheless the niatter bears watching.
.
One of Jesse ~tuart's acquaintances says: "Jesse can
go into a r.oom in His boarding house or aI;lywhere and come
out after a little !hile with a long story written, and he
doesn't know ho~~e does it." This spontaneity is one of
his engaging trait, bursting as it often does into hyperbole,
travesty, burlesqu. So~etimes his actors· are distasteful,
yet they exert a f cination struggling in the maze of their
own imperfectnes He usually achieves suspense. The ex- L
ception which pro es the'rule is a story 'in August, 1937,
Esquire, called "II ey the Engineer." Read it. and.you will
find that iIi spite, f the wealth of mountain lore that it has
to offer, it is dull' nd will hardly keep you awake because
the central actor is engaged in no struggle. It does not stand
up beside the sam author's "Snake Teeth," or "Red Jacket:
The Knocking Spi it," or "Governor of Kentucky."
J esse Stuart· s an honest new writer; people like him.
If his work may be taken as a token, short stories, for a while
at least, will not' l fundamentally diff~rent from those in
the past.
'

OJ!
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The Sexes
By HANIEL LONG
Nevertheless, it is true
that you must live for me
and I must live for my God:
I for God only, you for God in me.,'
Yes, it is true.
And nevertheless, it 'is true
that I Imust live for you
and you must live for your God.
What matter what. happens,
you for God only, I for God in you--:
it will have to be true.

• • • • •
.

Into Delphiniums
(Garden of
I

Ci~lo

Alegre)

By 'HANIEL LONG

Into delphiniums
music sometimes rises: a phrase lifts
into the full stalk,
on toward another drifts
and then is lost.
At times, it almost re-emerges;
at times, one well-nigh sees'
where the tall flQwer surges.
Then fpliage comes back,
leaves thick and green,
weaving and woven out of
the unfelt, unrecognized, unseen.

,

\

(

,

\'!
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Desert
By MARINA WISTER
~pace

for the swift eye's
lVildest flight
Lost and free
the land of light,

r

~f heat and silence,

the empty land
1Nhere life goes over
Like blown sand;

. kan uprooted
~wings.in air
,fo shrivel between
lidless stare

+

I

Ple

hf earth and Sky,

~nd he ~ay crawl

'ithin his being's
.usty stall

r give himself
n yearning awe
o the cruel beauty
ose will and law
\'

\

re none of hist does not matter,
is dreams. are dust
or the wind to scatter.

[ 190]
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Strange Spring
By

I

CURTIS, MARTIN

T WAS LIKE something that didn't happen, like something

you feel after you wake up after sleeping in the day when
you are used to sleeping only at night, like the taste that is in
your mouth after you sleep in the.daytime.
.
I wasn~t very old, thinking about it now, and then I
used to hJ.lk about the many things that had happened and
you would tpink. that I was many years old' then, and now
not so old because the things that have happ~ned are old and
long forgotten, almost, and not new and I aon't talk about
them because they were long ago; now I dOh't' talk because
nothing new has happened, and you would thilJk me younger,
to hear me talk, than you would have thought Jn~ then.
When I think about. Norma it seems t t it wa~ in the
future, because 1 was old and now I am you ger 'and still it
'was so long ago that it happened and I was so old that I do
not remember it very well, and yet if I thin about it a little
more it is as fre~h as tomorrow and new.
Norma came when I needed, or perhaps"just wanted,
some one to listen while [ talked and pay attention and believe me and smile and not say or even think,\"How silly the
kid is." There are times when a young man wants to talk
, and say very' wild and very silly things and still have the
woman who hears them take them seriou,slyand Jiot think,
"How silly and young he is with his wild notions."
Norma cam~_then, when I needed, or wanted her, and
she listened and smiled and believed me. I know she did. It
was like being ~wake in the night and knowing that the
sun was shini~ although you knew that the sun was not
shining. It wa~ very much like that. Nol"DlW was. And I
did not love he1-. I only needed her. Or wanted her. Maybe
60th. I do not know. It was in the ~spring when she came. But ,a spring not
like other' spri·ngs. Even the weather was not like other
[ 191]
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springs.
came late and stayed on the sidewalks,
melting; but it h ng on the trees like cotton and not like
snow at all, and .he bare branches shoved up through t~e
cotton that was s bw. And me by my window looking out at
the snow and thi ·ng. How like cotton. Inside it was 'Yarm
anclliKe real spri g, but outside wet and not spring. Yet not
winter or summ'r" or autumn. Then too the coming of
Norma.
She came wh n I was thinking, how not like spring it is
and how not like anything at all it is apd how some things
in the world are like that, like nothing ~t all. Not really like
nothing that exi,~s but just like nothing. Nothing" ~t all
that was real, th~ could be felt or touched, that just ,went
,
through the brain' and was gone and was nothing.
The 'Snow wJs coming down that day too, floating and
lazy like the flak~ were ,being lowered by unseen strings;
the strings stoppihg as soon as the flakes touched things that
were real and CO~ld be touched, and me wondering if they'
would stop on tou ing the things that were in my brain that
seemed real but t at I did not know were real.
Norma ca~{ up the walk with her head down a little
from the flakes and her collar high and the flakes settling on
her, oh, so gentl~, melting as they touched her as if the
warmth of her bP.rly moved out and smothered them from"
something into n~thing.
She came alqng the.walk and I sat behind the curtains
watching her and'she looked up as she passed my window,
feeling my eyes p her, but not seeing me, and looking at her
lips I knew that \ anted her, and that she was the one~ and
that no one like h r had passed my window before; I mean no
one·like her for e. There' were others like her for some one
else but only he~ for me, and I knew it, and watched her
as she turned in~the big house next to mine and me knowing all of the ti . that she had rented it and was going to
live there, and I o~Id see her that same day in the snow
that was not rea, and many days after in the spring that
was not spring 0 anything, but was nothing, so many years
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ago when I was so old that it was lik~ ten years from now
will be to you. Like 1947.
'
Norma'~ eyes,had little flecks in them near the pupil
and you would think they were flecks of blood, they were so
like blood, and they moved as the pupil dilated. Many times
I have seen them at night, the flecks, bigger than all the
world and-in the day small and hard and like solid blood, not
liquid blood. I have seen them swimllling like a drop of dew
twirli;ng on a blade of grass, and I have seen them motionless
as the eye is motionless in death..
cotton snow and we
I saw Norma that afternoon, in the
I
did not talk or need to talk because she knew and I knew as
we all know when me do not need to talk, and I went many
nights into the long house, with the lights that never shone
directly into your eyes but were alwayS' shaded and hushed
and holding, not like real light, and I would say, "Nerma,
I'm glad to be here." And she would smile and say, "I'm
happy too." It was like that and 'we did marr things together and it was alllike'that; everything. .:
:Norma was so old that she was young as I am now, and
I was so young I was old then, and 11 talked like a youth who
was old and that is very foolish. Bu~ it did not seem so to me
then, and- N'Orma was wise enough that she understood me
being so old and experienced at eighteen, and smiled at me
and believed me and felt as I felt and did not say or think,
"How silly." And that was the way we were.
I never did love her. But we were one and the same so
much that we wanted the same things as one. As a boy I
wanted a woman for the first time and Norm~ as an old girl
gave herself to me and we were one and we understood, she
with the youngness of age and me with the oldness of youth,
and afterwards we went our ways not thinking of the things
I hav~ thought about since, and it then seeming as it has
never seemed since, not real, but only in the mind and
greater, but still very unreal and like"all else in that spring
with .Norma.
'
I
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We saw many things together and it did not seem that it
was we who were eeing them but that someone else like us
was seeing them , nd that we were having their feelings
about them, and n t our feelings, and when we walked it was
like that, and I r member a park where we sat one night
with the lights bri ht·through the trees, shining; something.
beneath us, I do n t know if it was a bench or the earth, or
. what, and we saw the dark twigs of the trees, darker in the
light, and the cold ,wind sharp and our' hands together, and
I do not even kno what park it was. In the same city I have
tried many times find that park but I cannot be sure that I
have located the ri ht one. Sometimes it seems that-the park
. west of the Lincolm building is the one, but I cannot be sure.
Perhaps one day,
night, I can go there again and know
that I am'standin where Norma and, I stood and· feel the
same.
It was after t e snows of that spring had gone and the
sun WaB more real nd like the sun of spring that Norma and
I stood in the gard n behind her house and the wind came in
softly, not really oftly but softly for Norma and me, as
those things are, d I nudged the earth with the toe of my
shoe and saw a gr n bulb springing there. It was like something telling me t at another world was coming for us a~d
between us. and· t at soon she must go and that with her.
going the world w uld change and I would come back to the
world I had .left in that ~trange spring. I looked at the bulb,
whitish-green in e sunlight, and said, "I'll kill it." And
~ before Norma pul ed me aside I crushed it to juice beneath
'. my toe, tving to ~eep the world as it had been by crushing
,. out the new thing 1fuat
was coming into the world• and chang..
I
ing it. Norma smi ed as with th~ wisdom tllat seemed so far
beyond her smoot . fair skin and lovely hair, she explained
that my crushing ht the thing had changed nothing since
after all it had b. en there and nothihg that God or man
could do would ch nge that, and I knew that-she meant·that
.
what had happen to her and to me was ours, although now
it was gOne as , the green bulb was gone, not really gone but
-

J
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changed into.:another form, and that we had been together
and understood and that now returning to our world, changing what had been, we were not changing the realness of.
what, to us, had seemed unreal. As unreal as that there had
been, for a moment, before our eyes the form of a growing
bulb.
We both knew that she was going. Neither of us knew
why. We only knew that ,our li~es together had come to the
parting and that beyond there was nothing for, us, together,
and that behind there was everYthing, and to keep that beautiful we were to part and take things less beautiful. We did
not linger over the cooling beauty of things together but
went suddenly and quietly our ways: she to her age and me
. to my youth, without thou~ of parting, of sadness, or
)onging, nor thoughts of thlngs past or in the future, not.
wondering if anything was real or unreal er was or was not.
We went to life, and the next day the sun was bright and it
'. was spring as other springs had always been.

~
or-

Sonnet V
By IRENE FISHER

Now you are gone from me. No moon, no stars
Are in the sky; there is no sky up----cthere.
All I can see are black and heavy bars:No color, light or motion. The leaden air
Of ,prison closes in upon me, taut
In pain, until I'ni stretched about to break:
Too dear were those bright hours of wonder bought
Too dear the cost of~ea:rtbreak for your sake..
The bitter peace to which I am returned
Is thick with ghosts whose lot it is to lose,
Whose days serene"by now were hardly earned
But freely chosen, even as these I choose~
For one can learn to ~ar a constant pain,
And ir.on-willed from pleasure to refrain.

~
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First the Road
B

JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

Now in a m ment the petals are blown
To the nort . Even this breath has flown
Like the IJi.~ken flower, the bright-winged fly,
Leaving no ore he might live by
Than a fall n roof and empty halls
And a flOa~g feather no throat calls.
The stars 'h ve drifted past his sight;
~he old fa ·liar friendly light
Is a smokink wick, a red-eyed ember
Left at the }vhite end of December.
Nothing is left from autumn's weather
But the fra I .ing end of a broken tether.

-,

Watch a lea where sunlight lingers;
. Spill the w ite sand through your fingers.
. Everywher , the shadows pass
Before his ot has touched the grass.
His was~a.iip.oment from the hour;
From all th~ field a single flower.

Once he.lOOLed and saw the hili.
And the gr+ road curling still.
One step past the edge he went;
One step to he vision spent.
This is the ind that curls the leaf;
This is his 'reath that cools my grief.

[ 196]
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What Makes a Literary Short ~tory?

\

By JOHN ROOD
obviously, is the author. This may sound
flippant because it- is so 'obvious, but I assure you that
no flippancy is intended; For, even though the author is
supposed-by all the rules-to keep out of the story, he is
there all the time; in every sentence. We know he is there
by what he says and how he says it'
.
Content and form? What is said and how it is said. But
naturally these are here. Something, has to be said and it
has to be said in·a certain way. Both of them are the author
at work. So, we always come back to'the author: what he is
saying and how he.is saying it.•
Like any artist, the author must be sensitive in special
ways. It is not enough to be sensitive merely to things; the
artist must also be sensitive to ideas. One might say that
"things" are the furniture, and "ideas" the motive force to
move that {urniture about. Artistry does n~t end with sensitivity; it begins there. There ar.e many people who aJ;e
sensitive to things and to ideas but who have no compulsion
to do anything about it. They just are sensit~ve, receptive,
,and they naturally are, the audience of the artist.
We might liken the artist to an electric light bulb! He
receives into.himself certain stimuli and gives off, because
of the stimuli, a radiance. This radiance, or glow, that permeates the work of an artist, be he writer, masician, painter,
is the thing that decides whether his work is "good" or
whether it is merely mediocre. All of us give off a' certain
glow but in most of us, it is· a very dim glow indeed.. '
To leave this rather precious atmosphere of "sensitivity," "glow," etC., let us be more specific. In my own experience as an editor, I read hundreds of so-called stories that
were not even good reporting, th.ough they were too obviously, in a strict sense, reporting: ~he author h~s seen something or heard of something and he describes it as best he

T

HE ANSWER,

[ 197]
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can. Perhaps the majority of stories written by would-be
authors are of thi sort. ,And woe'to the editor who tells the
author that the S~ry lacks reality! The immediate answer
.would ~e" !'But it actually happened." .That always makes
the author feel th ~ he is one up on the editor,who must be a
very stupid pers~' ! It is almost impossible to make these
"writers" unders nd that,there is a reality beyond what the
writer knows to "true." The editor of a literary magazine
.. is looking for the
lity that is the individual.creation of the
one writer. He is .looking for that writer's "idow," which
is unlike ~he glow, of any other writer. If the writer hasn't
any individual or ersonal !adiance, he just isn't a writer.
It comes do
to this : We are not interested in a story
because of what i tells, nor are we interested in how it is
told. But we are iIb.terested in what is told and how it is told
if throughout the}whole fabric of the story shines .a. rich
personality-the ~riter.
,
Let us illustr~te this by going into another field-painting. Take the Bridge at Arles by Van Gogh. The artist
paints a bridge.. .AIn right, we have seen bridges before. We
are not interested~ The paint is put on in small rectangular

patches. Sorry, . e have already seen that done. by others.

Then what is it i .the picture that holds us, that makes us
want to look~t it again and again, that fills us with emotion
and pleasuref a~d r. e desire to own the pic~u~e? Would t?at
not be the artIst Imself, and what he put Into the sayIng
and doing?
This brirgs
again to the writer. What can we who
wish to be Vrrite~, do to make ourselves rich inside ourselves? Obv~ouslYlthe desire is not enough and it is also obvious that we cannot set out in cold blood to make artists of .
ourselves ! rll1lE~re are no rules that we as individuals can
follow. If "te ha: e the emotional, mental, physical capacities, we are at I t equipped for the journey. But' even
so, it is no ~y ro d. And -there is no pot 9f gold at the end,'
barring an accide t or chance happening. We must forget

the dream oflVast tealth.for the writer if we have any desire
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to acComplish literary distinction. The money may come to

".

us, bu~ as I said above, that will be accidental and wi,ll have
no bearing on the judgment as to whether our work isP'good
or bad.
.
,,'
'I
.
Our time is one of the richest as well as one of the most
difficult times for the writer. There is so much to be known,
felt, organized, and wri~n. We are living in a time of violent social changes, and woe be to the writer who is oblivious
to these changes. Perhaps you will say, how can a writer
be blind to what.is going on about
him? My answer would be
,
that there are many people who are so busy looking back
that they see nothing about tpem. The young writer especially tries so hard. to see "how Hemingway did it" or how
Anderson or Cather or Mansfield did it, that he is receiving nothing into himself at all. It would be far better for
the literature of our time if all would-be writers forgot the
masters of yesterday and listened and looked hard at what
is going on about them now. There .is no necessity to spend ,
time trying to find "how" to say something if you are not
, going to have anything to say! And' if we are sensitive to
our time, we are going to have plenty to say-and'the way
to say it need not worry us, for that will come easily enough.
<i-

oil;

Grief
By

IRENE FISHER

There is a rhythm in the waves of grief
Spreading in circles' wide and wider still
From the stone drQPped
Within the depths of anguish.
The waves recede; farther and farther away,
Smaller and smaller as they go
And sorrow, heart close.
Is nothingness. It is not there 'at all.
I
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, Earth Horizon
(To Mary Austin)

By
As

'THERINE POWERS GALLEGOS

Ion sought the Middle Place,
Seen d-lmly through life's joy and pain,
And foun,t'still in your own heart,
In yo own. work of hand and brainyOl!l

,.

So in this I,nd of drought and sun
Two 10; Iy races struggled long,
Bent to an· .lien heritage,
Losing' Id art, and faith and song;-

.

Till you, w~o' saw our bitter need,
Retrac,d the path from which we strayed,
Gave us ag -in our ancient faith
. Insim}1l heauties humbly mad'e.
That 'faith' ' en be your monument!,
The lif you lived was not in vain
While, azur -circling, distant, clear,
Our E rth Horizons round again.
I'

t
I
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Why Not Die Now?
•

By GEORGE AMBERG
•
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happened ~o suddeny that I, can ~ardly believe it
myself. Last week I was just.a secorid-rate copy-writer
making thirty dollars a 'week; now J'm a full-tledged vicepresident Df the Shumley Casket Company with a salary
of forty'thousand dollars a year, two private secretaries, a
private office of my own and a whole lot of buttons to push.
And all this happened because I went ~ work one
morning half-tight and angry with the world because I had
fought the night before with Louise. Louise is my fi~ncee
now-last week she was just my girl. Tl].at's how things
happen to me.
I walked into the office of ,Schuster, Schuster & Mc-.
Gunthrie last Thursday morning as sore as a freslJ,man's
posterior after· a fraternity initiation.
I sat down at my desk and started to work on the copy
for a casket company. 'I knew what I was supposed to
write. It was an old routine that went something like this:

I

I~

i
~,

"

~

"

'T AIJ.

i

'

r

To everyone there comes a time in life when
he or she loses a dearly beloved one. 'These times
are particularly difficult, for in the depth of sorrow
a person may unavoidably err in his duty to his
beloved c;leparted.
It is in these times that thoughtful, sympathetic help is needed. And the Shumley Casket
,Compa-ny supplies that help for a sum that is not"
pnly reasonable but, is almost so negligible as not
to be considered at all.
.
For a slight down payment ·the Shumley
Casket Company supplies not only a modern, upholstered casket but the advice of one of the specially appointed Shumley' Funeral Directors. The
whole service is arranged on such a small installment plan that the money is never missed.'
[201 ]
I

J

L
\
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Shu~~~ Caskets areiScientifically designed to

withstand .t ~ rigors of all elements. They are
specially lin d with a weather-proof textile that is.
placed bene 'th the regular satin lining. Shumley
Caskets co e in three. grades: Silver Shumley,
a very mod
casket trimmed with silver; Angel
Shumley, al .a modern casket, differing only from'
Silver Shumaey in the trimming; Super Shumley,
a beautifulfy modern creation trimmed with
.
14-carat gol~.
Sbumlel Caskets may be purchased for as low
as one hundred dollars: easy payment plan.
SbOUld~OU be suffering from the loss of a
dearly belo d one, won't you drop in to your
nearest Shu ley Casket dealer and ask him about
our Shumle ·Funeral Plan?
It will ~y!
I had writteJ. at least four of tltese ads for the ShumIey
people, but toda I felt sore at the world and, obeying
a crazy impulse, rote the following:
The life of :plan is short. At .most, a man can
live but a hundred years or so. And those years
are filled w!.ly rigors of life that he can easily .
escape.
. """
Death s ~uld hold no fear for you, for the
ShumlelY Ca~ket Company can· bury you with the
pomp and cer-emony that is accorded a king. Our
specially de~igned Shumley Caskets are artists'
creations-l-smooth satiny linings for the empty
shell, tl\lat II be your corpse, to repose upon, a
beautifully-c rved exterior, silver and gold trimmings.-.-they have beauty-a thing that must be
paid for dea ly in life but which is given to you at
no extra cos through the generosity of the Shum,ley Casket C mpany. And for a cost so small that
even a poor man can be buried like a prince.
Since d~lath is inevitable, why prolong the
agony? Ju t make arrangements with the
Shumley Cas et Company for their specially conceived funer~l service and escape the. trials and
tribulationso~ a life that is, at bes.t, inconsequential.
Whywa ?

I"
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Why not die now?

I read over what I had written. It startled me-I
started to.tear it up. Then I thought, what,the hell, I don't
care about this job-I'lljoin the Bengal Lancers and forget
Louis'e and this whole business.
So instead of sending it into V. R. McGunthrie, who
bkeyed all copy written by the "drudges, I got a picture of a
corpse beautifully laid out in an ornate casket. I scribbled
an ill~gible V. R. MeG. on the bottom of the copy and put
the picture and' the copy into an envelope addressed to a

~

rnagazine~

" Then I went downstairs and mailed the envelope myself.
Mter I put it into the mail _box I was frightened. But it
was too late., The ad would be printed as it stood-MeGunthrie's inithl.ls were on it.
,
I went back upstairs and without saying a word to·
anybody, I got my hat ana ,left the office.
I went over to Joe's place.
Going over to the bar I s~arched my pockets. I had
$7.28. Besides this I had my;' fraternity pin and a gold
wrist watch.
I walked into Joe's and threw the seven bucks and the
junk on the bar.
"Take these, Joe," I said. "I'm going on a bender.
Don't throw me out until I've used up all this."
I don't remember anything that happened after the
fifth quick one I took. I guess it is just 'as well.
When I woke up I found myself in Jpe's back room.
I walked unsteadily out. J ge .was cleaning the bar with a
rag. He looked up.
"Oho! So y.ou finally woke up. Boy that was a
bender !"
"Give me a drink quick, Joe," I said.
After I had the drink I felt a ~ittle better but my head
~till felt like the Graf Zeppelin about to take 'off, and the,
burnt rubber taste was still in my mouth. Except for that
I' was all right.
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"What day 1s it?" I asked.
.
"Monday
I whisltled. Monday, 'and the magazine I had written
the copy for ca e out on 'Tuesday.
"Thanks Jo ," I said, walking away. "See you again."
"Wait a m nute, Mr. McCarthy," Joe said. "Your
boss was around here looking for you. What you do now?"
"Nothing, J e. Nothing at all."
I walked to ard the door. Then I remembered that
'"
I didn't have an money
with me.
"Gimme a . ck, will you Joe, so that I can get something to eat?"
Joe looked s though he wasn't going to give it to me
but I just stood there an<! finally he fished one out of the'
cash-drawer. "hat's six bucks you owe me," he said.
U!You ran up a . e buck bill on the cuff. You were buying
drinks for the c owd and running around yelling 'why nat
die now' or sotething like that. Whatsa matter, you
crazy?"·
,
I didn't ans er. Just took thrJluck and had something
"
to eat and went ome to bed.
Sometime Iter"the telephone awakened me. I got up
and took tie re eiver off the hook and drowsily said hello.
It was McGunt ~. e and the way he talked to me! Why I
never dreamed t at he even knew such words!
Finally I g sick of listening to his spiel and hung up
on him. But I as no sooner in bed than the telephone rang
again. This ti e it was Louise and she went to work on
me. She didn't mention anything about the ad, just kept
asking me why quit my job.
So I Just sa d :
"Got no rea on, Toots. I was just sick o~ it. Now hang
up and let me go to sleep."
I heard a b' ng on the other end so I went back to bed,
carefully leavin' the recei.ver off the h~ok.
And that w s the way it went for the ,next couple of
days. I skulke in and out of the house on trips to' the

-"j
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pawn-shop and the liquor store and the coffee-pot on the
other side of block. I kept the receiver of my phone off the
hook and tore up my mail without reading it.· I smoked a
carton of cigarettes and drank two quarts of rye in two days.
My landlady brought up the papers to me every night.,
Two hundred people had committed suicide within twentyfour hours' after the publication of the Shumley Casket
Company ad\1ertisement. Editqrials were beipg written.'
Each night th'e papers printed indignant letters from public-minded citizens demanding the identity of the writer of
the ad. I was scared stiff but I knew that things could not
go on as they were-there would be a time when I would
have to face things.
So on the third morning I made up my mind to face
the music. I placed the re~eiver back on the hook and
waited. I did no,t have to wait long. In a minute the phone
rang. I picked up the receiver, illY pulse jumping ten beats.
"Hello," I said.
'~Hello,',' said a feminine voice on the other end, "is this
Mr. McCarthy? ... M'r. Terence McCarthy? ... Mr. Shumey~ president of the Shumley ,£asket Company would like "
to speak to you. .Will you hold on?"
I held the receiver a little less close to my ear, waiting
anxiously for the verbal blast that would be Mr. Shumley.
Instead of a blast I heard a genial voice saying:
. "Mr. McCarthy? I'm so glad we located you. I've
learned from Mr. McGunthrie that you are the man that
wrote that fine ad for us."
I could hardly answer. Why all the kindn~s?
"But Mr. Shumley," I finally said. "Monday ~ight Mr.
McGunthrie called and gave ma hell for writing that ad.
He claimed that you saw the ad. in an advance copy of the
magazine and told him that your account was closed with
him. He told me t'hat I was fired and that he never wanted
to see me again and that if I were so much as to put my nose
int9 his office that I'd. be finding .use for one of your coffins.",
\
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"Ali, my b~! That was before we discovered that the
ad produced such great results. It's sensational! Why in ,_
the past two da~ we've sold more coffins than ,we'd sold for _.
weeks! And we have more advance orders than we can
I
handle. Furth~.ore, Mr. McCarthy, I'm glad' to learn
that you have evered your connections with Schuster,
Schuster & Mc nthrie because I'm sure that we can find
a place for you i 'our orga~ization. Our organization needs
a man with the. initiative, the spunk, the nerve that you
have shown.....'
That is ho . I became vice-president of the Shumley
Casket Compan .

..
She Is Lost
,

,

y JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

·slarch for her, wind.

r

,

Under and over;
I the misty sky
And the clean white clover.

J

all for her, win,d,
The whole night long,
ith a keening voice
Half sob, lilalf song.

-J'

eep for her, wind,
For she must' know
hat she is mourned
Above... below.

."..
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On the Fiction of Paul Horgan
By ALFRED CARTER

venture in the world to essay
an opinion of the work of ,a living author and say, "It
meallS thus:" for as surely as there is hope of a tomorrow
the creator of a fait accompli will contradict himself unless
he is living in a realm of stagnant thinking and cold, impotent performance. Conceive, for instance, the frightful
error of judging Shakespeare's "career" when he had but
finished the Roman plays. He had written both comedy and
tragedy by then; he had created a world with already illimitible vistas; he had dignified literature arid mankind with
the creation of sublime dramatic conceptions: He had done
much, but stilf had not produced his greatest work. Even
yet we misjudge him-after three hundred years we are
, still discovering him!
How difficult it is, then, to "criticize"· the work of an
author who has, comparatively speaking, just finished his
career: how professional critics still fight over Mark
Twain's significances, vainly trying to fit into categories a
nature with the breadth of all American character within it!
And how much more difficult, still, to comment intelligently upon a career which; is yet developing, its speculations still unbounded by the crevasses of repetition ~nd expressed, opinion which make critical judgments "safe." Yet
it is this latter thing I intend to try in this essay, and I apologize at the outse~ both to the author, Paul Horgan, and to
my reader, for making statements which sou~p both convinced and conclusive.
Paul Horgan has published four long novels and three,
shorter books of fiction, ~s well as a substantial bulk of magazine stories: enough to indicate an arc of the full circle of
his accomplishment, if one could but' estimate the radius of
that full circle exactly. But it is quite possible to mis[207 ]

I
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measure, alld the eby to void the meaning of the whole exercise. With this" ssibility explicit, let me proceed.
Within the ace of a hundred years or a little more,
the best in fictio has marched about-face in its philosophy.
From extravaga cies of the idle fancy, it has tur.ned to the
realities of life; from time-wasting entertainment it has
developed into a warding vicarious experience; and it has
turned away fro the petty tyranny of plot to exalt character above mecha ~ical ingenuity. The novel, developing new
breadth and fle ble bounds, now reflects consciously the
life of the author'~nd the time in which he lives-at its best,
it combines au 'iography with its own curreRt history.
Wherever the no elist turns today, he finds 'that writing fiction is a difficult ~frt in which, through allegory or,representation, he must <r>nvey the sense of living people and the
weight of a livini age.
'
Perceived m. st simply, the novelist's task is trace the
characteristics 0 ~ the race through an individual temperament (or at mos a few temperaments at a ti~) : the uni.:.
versal attributes, the national, regional, and Weal attribqtes,
must appear in concordant homogeneity-in a blending
which is sensiti~e and sincere. Short of perceiving, and
making use of, tl:iese resources, the writer of fiction today is
not an artist. I b Heve that Paul Horgan has'tried from the
beginning to int pret in universal terms the vicissitudes ·of,
individual lives.
More and m re clearly, in each succeeding/work, Hor. gan has express d his philosophy in terms of 'a-·borderland
tradition. Like illa' Cather, he finds the most typical
American qualiti '8 still extant in a region not much further
developed than t e frontiers of the last century were developed, and he us this regional sphere as a middle ground
from which to work toward the individual or the general
experience. In ~ region such as the Southwest, where life
is elemental an?!, its lessons are as clearly exppsed as its
, geology, he fuids the best opportunities for observing the
qualities of the bation and of the human race. With each

.

, ,
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new publication, he seems more completely conVinced that
the fiber of a new culture is the mo~ important contributor
."
to the growth and development of character, and where this
fiber is fresh' and unbruised he o.bserves it most clearly. Man
in the Southwest, he implies, is man still: his., isolation mag. nifies his individual importa~ce, and we may qbserve him ~
here with- the cOJIlpletest detachment and the greatest releH ,vance. Horgan's choice of the Southwestern scene is eon·
i ' sciously approached, for readers of The Fault' of Angels
Jmow his competence in handling the more sophisticated
tEast. .
'
In literal fact, as well as allegory, Horgan pictures the
struggle of men against the adversities of nature and of
society.. Intellectual growth on the land of wide horizons he
finds bitterly won, but fighting for it in any degree is a
triumph which pays tribute to the sturdy folk from which
the present generations have sprung. Feeling this impulse
so strongly, Horgan has avoided false antiquarian interests in' t~e Southwest: local color quaintness, traditional
treatments, and the like, he does not seem to feel conscious
of. The whole plant of American life interestS him, not the
rootless stalk or the flowerless branch. We see in his books
the East and the West mingling freely and unselfconsciously; in choosing scenes· he feels free to transpos~ char_acters to any setting. When he-dwells upon Southwestern
scenes, then, it is only because they help in picturing ·his
"
America.
I think that Horgan has set for himself the task of
interpreting America as fully as Mark Twain interpreted it
for the generations between the Civil War and the Twentieth Century: the fl\ct that he turns from West to East with
such unembarrassed freedom is evidence that this is true.
In The Fault of Angels, ~organ pictured a -sensitive,
.' enthusiastic humanitarian, in Nina Arenkoft', who repudiates whole-heartedly the material, mechanistic culture'of 'the
American East. The comedy of its superficie, its adolescent
hero, its eharming Russian expatriates, its cockeyed cari-

t
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catutes, deceived the public into a belief that this Harper
prize-winner was -rlight affair, and the critical press fell
as one into the sp· it of .that conviction, without giving tpe .
implications of t
story a moment's thought. That the
.industrialized Eas t typified by. Mr. Ganson, is not enough,
the au~horvery el rly indicat'es.
' .
In NQ Quane Given, Edmund Abbey, an eastern hero,
turns to the West or health's sake and for inspiration: he,
too, finds .the Eas~1 hIadequate in its over-busyness and its
complacent denial :f the creative spirit. Edmund bears the
burden of geniU~1:he is unhappy with illness and the
responsib,.ilities of /lis conscience-but he earns more contentment in Albu ~ erque and in Santa Fe than he had previously known, an .he taps the springs of inspiration, there,
1
fully.
The same les bn is more fully expressed in Horgan's
new project, whic~ began with Main Line West anp is conti~ued in A Lamp ~bn the ·Plains. In these novels, which are
the first two VOIU;,es of a projected trilogy, Horgan reveals
still greater capit lation to the sources of inspiration and
energy,in his hom land. In these books, it'is not the sophisticated element 0 Santa Fe which he speaks of, but the
rough and untr~nhnelled areas, for the mo~t part rurai regions of Kansas, qklah6m~, and New. Mexico, where a sense.
of frontier-remoteness still persists. Where that frontier
spirit resides, Hofgan finds the elements which are to contribute to Americ~n character-achievement for g~nerations
to come. Again, !Miss Ca her's belief in the middle-west
I

~

.

i

come~~mm~:a~o~~e:~~y m:ar~:~~wed of his achievement, it will be setn that Horgan's chief interests are simple
and fundame~tal he feels, I believe, that there are but two
well-springs to fe, d the advancement of America, and these,
in their proper;. rder,. are intelligence and labor.. Mark
Twain would hay approved this belief, and Sinclair .Lewis
has fought valian ly to make the public appreciate its worth:
it is a convictiori hich proves the worth of democracy..
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From the beginning, Horgan's characters have steadily
become more simple, more clearly perceived, more human.
Irma Milford and Wade McGraw are more significant in
every way than the lovely vision of Nina Arenkoff; and
-Danny MiItofd wi1l turn out, too, I trust, a better.man than
David Abb~y, with whom he might be compared, because he
is forced to build his character .solidly f~om tJte foundations
about him. With the In:owth of the author's experience we
might expect' that this achievement, technically, would follow: but it is of the worth of the characters as reflections of
. human nature, not of the skill with which those characteri" zations are set forth, that I should like to call attention in
this connection.
In May of this year, a work of pure history, called New
Mexico's Own Story, edited in collaboration by Horgan and
Maurice Garland Fulton, of Roswell, appeared. It is-literally
a labor of love, for only an absorption in the spirit of a place
and its people could induce two suc,h men to work for four
years upon a project which will mean more regionally than
it could ever mean outside the state: its very nature· will
limit its appeal elsewhere. But all of Horgan's fiction testifies to his contant interest in the Southwest's culture and in
its opportunities for unrestricted growth of the unqerstand- .
ing. Last year there appeared in The A meircan Caravan a
short novel, Far From Cibola, in which tlJ.e destinies of half
a dozen groups of people are brought together in a brief
tragic circumstance before they are finally dispersed. The
story is concerned with the period of depression when need
for governmental relief of the truly indigent was most acute.
Far From Cib'ola contains Horgan's most compact writing;
'its characters, likE! its incidents, are sound and hard. The
story was hailed by critics as .the most significant contribution to the i936 issue of the Caravan, and I wait irnpatientl~
for the day when it will be reprinted in a s~parate _small
volume, in format perhaps like that of The Return of the.
- Weed.
"

.

.
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From the Ro ~ l City, a suite of stories, centering about
Santa Fe, and co ring the span of history from Spanish
, supremacy in the days of the Governor Generals to the
Territorial incum ncy of General Lew Wallace, first appeared in the Win. r Number of the Yale Review for 1933.
Since its first publr, ation, it has been reprinted in a delightful book issued ~ I the Rydal Press of Santa Fe for the
Villagra Booksho .
.
The Return Q the Weed appeared, in both limited and
trade editions, un 'er the imprint of Harper and Bros., in
193~. It is a gro p of stories, independ~nt in plot, which
are brought togett r by the following theme: :
'

~
§

Life run~ inconstant, in a rhythm of change)
tending towai' growth. All we can ask a man to
show is that Ie has made his world, if only for a
little time. I that world lose. the life of human
purpose, it m y even 'so leave evidence of it. We
can learn fr m the past by thinking about its
lingering wa Is, built by men along. their way
through wild rnesses. The men are taken away by life or death; nd their houses stay until the weather
and the weed render dust. A government' report
has called the' , these abandoned places of human
passage, visi Ie evidences of failure. They lie
ruined, as m mories of audacities long-gone, and
poor judgme s; the almost inscrutable remains of
aspiration w~dded to tragedy:
So- here is a ijook commemorating the commonplace of
man's failure: and even here, <J,espite the ravage of nature,
.' is life and a sense of its passage. If it is melancholy, so is
life, when measured in epochs instead of days.
. In fJ.'h-e Return of the Weed, as in The Fault of Angels
and No Quarter Gi.ven, the criteria of success are examined.
Nina Arenkoff, the delicate heroine of the first of these
books, find!s Mr. Ganson without sufficient fiber to his spirit
and flees ijn pathetic anguish the America he representsbut, then, jNina Wlas full of humors. Edmund Abbey; depressed b~ tuberculosis, finds salvation only in his work,
I

"
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and does not care to judge its value, but he does repudiate
wholeheartedly the .spirit of mechanistic commerce which
so appalled 'Nina. Together, these characters point the way
for later characters who find the supreme good iJ} honest
intellectual effort; in consequence, they believe worldly success or failure insignificant. Even if he be isolated. in '
geography, man must escape the provincial conceit of a
limited mind, says Horgan: the value of effort, therefore,
outweighs the significance of failure-indeed, it redeems
failure in. advance.
Like Sinclair -Lewis, Horgan is a lover of "spaciousness
of mind"; for him, the' sources of intellectual power lie in
nature and in the unprejudiced conscience. Nature, to
which Beethoven and Goethe turned, and Emerson and
Thoreau, among so many others, must not be ignored. But
in itself Natpre stops with (at ~est) physical completion
and a low order of intelligence; the mind must use the·
natural impulses, directing them through grief or joy to
the highest disopline of self-responsibility. .nis is a
democratic belief of Horgan's, that men must be free to
choose their patterns of existenCe-and it is quite opposed
to the doctrine that all 'men are equal at polls wher~ the
machinery of' democracy spins on without regard for kinds
eor ,degrees of sense. What Danny Milford is learning, in
Horgan's latest novels, is that he is responsible only to' his
own conscience; in learning to evaluate his'own actions,
he derives a proper basis for the treatment of, others.
There are but two ways of making an appreciation of
Nature manifest in prose: ther,e."is the manner. of Flaubert
(his, because he brought it '00: its, .greatest perfection), of
1
showing it in a small ~pd preciousway, as if it were an
image seen in a convex Vutch. tpirror, perfect in"proportion
. but none-the-Iess a reduction to small compass: and there
is the manner of Balzac and of Tolstoi,. who carry their
interpretations of life up to heroic scale. Horgan's work
is tending constantly toward the Iatt~r pattern. In instances, such as in episodes of Main Line West and A Lamp

.

..
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;~n the Plains, to ekamine his scenes n:icroscoPiCally is to
i be more aware of pigmentation than of representation, if I
may speak for the loment in terms of painting: the spectator, by standing to close to the canvas, loses his grasp of
the design of the
ole. We recall that Gulliver offended
: the Lilliputians wi 11 his coarseness, yet'in the Land of
Br~bdingpag he w~s himself uncomfortably aware of the
effects of magnific"tion. Now the proper scale for the
appteciation of Balzac and Tolstoi, and of such modern
novelists as IJ:orgah, is the elastic measure of watching
human beings wh1may represent the heroic scale of a
national canvas, a whole continent. It was mystifying,
therefore, for Mai';'" ine West to appear without the promise
of sequels to follo:~ sq that a just concept of the -whole design might be appli d from the outset to Salesman Milford
and his family.
.
This still-inc ~plete trilogy is approaching the
panoramic chronicl in scale: it comes close to Somerset
Maugham (in Of !uman Bondage), Galswortl\y (in The
Forsyte Saga) and Thomas Mann (in all his ll(jvels since
Royal Highness)-' has the breadth of Hugo ~nd Dumas in
scale, but is less e ensive than the enormous canvas being
painted by Jules~R mains in Men of Good Will.
_Thus far, atte tion has centered about Horgan's delineations of char ters who have sought rationality and
bal'nce. Another houp of his characters, numerically
whole tradition of bizarre and outlarger, .constitute
landish figures; til·· e remain to speculate upon and to place.
Mrs. Monk and Mr . Wattleman, George Doore, and Leona
Schrantz, of The ault of Angels; Georgia Abbey, Mrs. '
Yafko, and Mache+eimer,of No Quarter Given; Oscar and
Fat and Kang H'SUl, of Main Line West,· the Tracy Cannons
and Pr<;>fessor Bu ington, of A Lamp on the Plains,. the
savage automobilis ali.ld that other Fat t of Far from Cibola
-they :flow into t e memory in a great procession. -Some
of these beings
e well-intentioned, and others clearly.
vicious, but to~r r they form a group which burlesques

l

a
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humanity in the pitiless fashion of Rowlandson or Hogarth.
What they represent, as a whole, is the idiom of thoughtless
folk-America: they are caricatur~ of sentient individuals, their wisps of wisdom, their gioss, one-sided behavior,
forms a stream of American life which is at once laughable
and upsetting., "
Caricature· was an early dis,covery of th~~author, and
since it is close parody of reality when it is most effective,
it is a resource proving freshness of impression and directness of apprehension. When such a trait is sustained in
maturity it has allother significance, for however well it
may be disguised, caricature 'is, inspired by ridicule and
dislike. The s~udent of caricature m~y always' find in his
study the ess,entials of personal philosophy which provide
clues to the mind of the caricaturist. In his most extravagant conceptions,' Horgan reveals his impatience" with deceit
and incompetence, which are proofs of laziness .and
stupidity; he ridicules gracelessness, for he believes that
life cannot be too rich or too meaningful; lie is merciless
regarding humbuggery,. which he calls "the great American
bogus"; he onposes mob spirit and mock humility. That he .1 i
can be deeply concerned with primitive people and with
homely, everyday events, it takes but the instance of Newt
Jimson's ordeal in Roswell, at the end of A Lamp on the
Plains, to show.
A remarkable achievement in Horgan's work, from his
-earliest stories straight through to his present writing, is
the freshness\with which he perceives his material. The
dullness and weariness of everyday experience becomes,
under his skillful manipulation, something to feel strongly,
as if quite original. He constantly arrests 'attention, as a
scientist might,~ to point out sublety in the commonplace,
to arouse wonder over that which we ordinarily take for
granted. ~- I recall a marvelous episode in No Quarter Given,
called Edmund'~ Mountain Summer, which illustrates this
artistry far better than anyone could describe its quality.
. It is a poetic faculty, this ability to convey immense power
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in simple imagery '''it is a proof of both originality and enthusiasm. The riter who has these things, and an
adequate field of r sources iIi which to display them, cannot
fail to achieve gre t distinction.

. .J

T
Magic
By

Nig~t

FAY SLOBOD GREENFIELD

There is a magic hidden here tonight.
• Even the moon and stars have taken flight
In this occwt and murky atmosphere,
There's a subtle unseen voice to hear.

<
• C>

A·voice that has a cryptic, stem appeal, •:.;,'
And one before which all of us can kneel.
A Power sending forth a somber tone,
And. one' which speaks to each of us alone.

.

'

SombeIS ... and yet, with soothing gentleness,
Imploring us with fervor to confess
That· F~ith must conquer the relentless dark,
And all unaided reach its hidden mark.
"
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man, but I used to see hitn once in a while,
shambling· down Polk Street with his peculiar jerky
gait. I was always curious about him, and I can remember
very well the first time I saw him. It was in a b.ranch-offiCf1
laundry establishment where you bring your shirts to have .
them done cut-l"ate. I think there were two or three other
down-and-outers there, one of them a big red-faced slouchy
fellow who was making fun of him. ' It seems ·he was trying
to buy unclaimed shirts, and the> woman behind the screen
Said they never had such articles for sale. She was tough.
She ha~ to be to hold down such a job on Polk Street, but
she was at a loss. to knoW how to handle him, and the big
slouchy fellow wasn't helping with his comments. She could (.
handle wise-guys and ha!rd~boiled birds, but she didn;t know
what to do when he began to ,hand her some fishy-sounding
talk. "My intention is t(J) purchase at least one, and perhaps
two, if I conclude that they are desirable," he said, and it
was as much the strange bodiless tone -of his voice and the
uncertain inflexions in it as the orderly English that disturbed her. The sloucl!ly bird imitated him, assuming a
mincing, prissy tone: "And please, lady, wrap me qp a
dime's worth of sox and a half a pound of button-holes."
. She repeated what she had said two or three times before,
that they had no unclaimed shirts, and never haa had any.
By this time it was evident' that the man was touched, a
; little goofy, and when the red-faced guy could get no more
laughs out o~ him he let. up. I "
But before the goofy" gu~ left he made· a statement at
large, and I think it was this that fixed tqe whole episode in
my mind. "You fools," he said, but in a distant, unbending
way that was at the same time, I thought, deeply bitter, "you
\, think William Shakespeare is the apogee of literature. That
shows your contemptible' ignorance. You don't even know
·
[ 2171
l-

I

I
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•

I
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who I am!" The-woman behind the screen and the birdshanging around didn't know what he was talking abou-t, but they laughed,- said he was nuts, and told him to go to hell.
Mter that I saw him several times, poking in the
narrow dark litter ,of Polk Street, shuffling along with eyes
bent downward. ~He always wore the same rags, a long
sack of a coat, gre~sy and tattered: anonymous and timeless
pants and shoes, hardly deserving the name. What he was
searching for I never knew nor perhaps did he, for I never
saw him pick up anything. But to anyone watching hi~
closely his manner gave an indefinable and yet definite intimation that he was "off." Whether it was the suggestion
of aberration, a s0rt of sidelong, erratic indirection in his
walk, or -a hint ot general irresolution and purposelessness
about all his movements I don't know. Anyway there was
something lost about him that gave ~he impression ~e was
cracked.
When you looked in his eyes this feeling was strengthened and driven solid into certainty. And the only time
I saw his eyes was when he made the remark about Shakespeare, yet I remembered it well enough-to be curious to
see them again, bht I never did. In them \you knew you
were)ooking into a flickering intelligence that one moment
shone fierce and bright arid again dulled ~nd filmed over
in perplexity and c<?nfusion.
But I did not notice him around for some time, arid
later leaving San Francisco I forgot all -about him.
A year or so later, back in town I ran across Doc
Herman, ~ Polk Stfeet friend who was with, a neighborhood
clinic, and we went into Klineman's for a glass of beer and
a sandwich. -We ound up by having another beer, talking
about ourselves an the people of ourl mutual acquaintance;
and finaNy we go around to the several odd habitues of
the street, ending . with~' mention of the goofy old fellow.
It was probably t
first time I had thought of him since
the last time I'd s en him.
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"Oh, you mean the 'Genius'-why, he· died months
ago," Doc said. "I guess you knew something about his
crazy ideas, didn't you ?"
I told him about the episode in the laundry.'
Herman laughed. "That sQunds like him.. I knew him
pretty· well. Blachard was his name; he was crazy as a
bedbug."
II
We were sitting in a booth and it was a 1Ilack hour;
the place was almost empty. The beer, and the fact that
we met again after some water had flowed under the bridge,
renewing a fairly warm friendship, had a mellowing effect
on us both, and leisurely conversation seemed to be what
was indicated. So I· asked him to go ahead and tell me t.
what he knew of the dead man.
"Well," Doc said: "to begin with, the first .:time he was
brought to the ward I saw at once that he was entirely harmless. His particular kind of dementia was not anti..
social and it was not congenital-I mean, not' the result of
degeneracy or anything like that. I've forgotten why he
was brought to .us, but I think it was on the complaint of a
landlady or someone. Probably he'd scared them by turning
loose a flood of big words or self-praise on t~m, ·but in those
days he wasn't so possessed with delusion~.f grandeur, so .
it may have been some other trivial thing. ~
"Because you remember, I guess, tha~ his eyes gavehim away. He ~ould conduct a brilliaI1~i ~c0!1versation- ,
more of a monologue, I guess:---but there a\tivays came into
his eyes that shutt~red, evasive look imposJRble to mistake."
"Anyway I got the case, and.
I tried to make myself
a
agreeable to him, to draw him. out if I could, although he
was sore as hell and resented me', the ward, and t_he whole
business. You see; he was lucid enough then, on everything
" . b!lt his particular mania. Well, I.took a lot of interest in
him, and in talking things over, casually of course, he soon
gave away the nexus of his dementia.
"He told me he had read every book in the world and
that he was the greatest' literary genius of the age.
l(I

j

1-

•

I
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Naturally I kretehded to believe him, and I did listen to
him with respect j,when he talked of bookS. From what
little acquaintan~c' I have with literature it seemed to me
he was marvelous y conversant with a tremendous amount
of ancient, classi I and modern literature. He wanted me
,to come to his roi' sometime and have a talk, and I went,
, but he did most
the talking.
"I can't reme ber how much he told me about himself
that first time, o~ the second or third. I saw him on· the
street, in front- o~ second-hand book stores, and I went up
to his shabby roo a few times. A little at a time, I gues~,
I got the whole t ing from him.
"He said he ad discovered the secret of genius, and .
as he was prima ily interested in being a literary genius
he applied his dis .overy to that. You remember his voice,
don't you ?-it w s high-pitched, without timber or depth,
sort of reedy.
d his command of language was magnificent. I can Imost hear it now, the way he used to
speak, and especrlly how he talked when he got on his
favorite topic. Tr,
"He insisted that I become a genius too. He was a
little reluctant a out showing his eagerness to havet'me
become one, and· e'd always say, 'Of course you must not
expect me to te you everything-there are secrets that' .
are sacred, othe ise everyone would' be great, and that
would never do.' Then he'd go right ahead and, tell. me the
secret.
'This much I will suggest,' he'd say, 'YOU must become
familiar, 80. fami ,iar with the works of other men. you
must read them a11, all! Days and nights, weeks an~ months, '.
long, long years ,f0u must spend reading. You .must give
yourself up wholr ,to acquiring the thoughts of other men.
There are thousalllds, millions, billions of books in the world
-there is no end ~f the making of books, but you must know
every o~e of the~~ Oh, it is a long and terrible task but you
must follow it thi'OUgp. to the very end. Oh, God, if there
were an .end! . ut you cannot keep up with them-they
!<

,_

II
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. never stop writing them! That is the hardest part, trying .
to catch up with them.
" 'Yes,' he said, 'but never mind. For a long time I
was bothered by that very thing. I worried -about reading
all the books·in the world. Believe me, my friend, when I·
say that I could not. No, even I could not read them all-)
but it doesn't matter.
"; "'Now, I have told you the foundation, the mere'
ground-plan, promise me you won't reveal what I've said l'
"He always exacted that promise, and 1 always agreed.
"'Yes, it is terrible,' he would say, 'very terrible to
read so many I?ooks. You will be~ome weary, you will
"shudder ~very "time you pick one u~. ;You Will come to
detest them, to be tempted to fling t~m from you in anger
and despair, but do not give in to' temptation: suffe.r the
· wretched things through to the very end. You will think
that yoU are being sapped of your intelligence' by the dreadful morphia of other men's thought~, you will think you are
losing your mind, but persevere, for you' will be rewarded.
" 'For when you are at the lowest ebb, wp,en all hope
has forsaken you, when you are almqst certain that you can
no longer think orie thought that may truly be called your
own, when your' mind has ceased to be an indepen.dent
· quantity by. itself, lo! suddenly you will be set free! You
will scatter the odious nooks to the four wind~! A, light
of fabulous brightness will flood your brain, for then you
will know simultaneously, in an eternal instant, all that
· you have read, all the wi~dom that men have toilingly
g~rnered since the, mythical beginning of time! Creations
of sublime beauty will come springing to your mind. Yoq
will formulate instantaneously masterpieces of enduring
worth. Your brain will .teem with ideas for the most
wonderful ~orks this -world has ever seen. You will· suddenly become a God, creating worlds out of the infinity of .
your wis4qm, ;:,.
. .-,
,
"'I can ,see,' he said, 'that you are awestruck by thisrevelatiOIlr, It is true, the inner workings of genius are
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always asto~ishil g to the ordina,ry mind-I can't blame
you for your am zement, only promise me you won't reveal
my secret?'
"I promised .As he talked there was that ~nervous,
tense and yet ev ive quality in his eyes and speech that you
probably remem er. Listening to him it was clear that he
was possessed bjl the idea of genius, and belieVed himself
to be one.
.
.
"'See these' he said, shuffling a heap of scribbled'
~apers, 'what W~Uld you say if 1 were to tell ~ou. that this
IS the MS. of m~latest work? You gasp, delIghted ·to see
one of the world s greatest masterpieces in fledgling guise.
Yes, I find every ne intensely interested in what I do, arid
that
1 can't blame th I'm. Why, it is absurd .. to think
. . men
.
have paid as mUf,h as $60,OQO for a folio volume of Shakesp.eare's plays, ajnd not even a first edition at that. AiId
yet, there is the MS. of my next work. As it~ lies there one
could say that it .s worth millions, millions! tAh, and I will
tell you another secret, my friend. That is why I never
publish any of y works-they are so much more valuable
as original man scripts!' He chuckled an~ winked cunningly at me. .' ou are dazed at my -shrewdness, eh? But
then, didn't· I sa
genius is incomprehensible to the rest of
..!I
, mankind?'
.
,"He leaned across the tab'le and lowered his voice.
'Don't whisper i to a soul, but I can tell you I have many
MSS. hidden aw y under the bed in the other room. You
can't say I'm n t provident-I keep them all, every one.'
A flicker of conc rn crossed his face. 'Often I get them out
and try to rerea "them. It is true that my handwriting is
not all one couldl~wish. Sometimes I can't translate what I
.have written, but that doesn't matter. after all. We may
safely leave tha ignoble task to less worthy hands~ So I
always tie them up carefully and replace them where nobody would 100 ~nder the bed. Of course,' he added
apprehensively, ('-you will not tell-? I place the utmost
r'
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confidence in you~ And if yon will be discreet I may show
them to yort.' .
"He had a habit of cons~antly passing his thin, dirty
hand over his face; and rubbing his lean jaws, and all the
. time he was talking he did this. 'My friend,' he said, staring
at me,-'when one comes to be recognized as a great master
one must put up with innumerable inconveniences. It has
been my, custom to go on long w-alks in order to gratify the
curiosity of society. Perhaps you will be skeptical, but it
is the truth that often I am forced to' go without my meals
in order to meet the obligations placed upon me. In' my
position I have to remember the problems and perplexities
of people not so clear-minded. As I have said, I frequently
forego my meals in order to do this. It is true that I have
at times suffered ~t the hands of society, but I willingly
forgive the slanderers an~ malcontents. I realize that they
are moved by jealousy. I am not vengeful. It pleases me
to gratify the innocent curiosity of the masses, and I have
noticed that it does them a" world of good, just to be able
to follow me on the street, to- give play to th~ir admiration
and respect.'
.
·"'1 can see,' he said, 'tnat self-same feeling in your
eyes. You·gaze fixedly at me, you raise your eyebrows and
smile. Yes, I see it is the familiar interest awakened in you
by anything that attaches to genius. But, pray do not
continue to stare.' I am, after all, human. I confess I
have not eaten4oday, nor, I believe yesterda;}{. I don't
know how long it. has been since I ate. There are so many
demands upon m~money is such \; sordid matter. I swea,:"
I will show you my MSS. . .w • '
, "While-J!.i didn't actually come out and ask, it was
easy to see th~t he wanted me to give him something, so I
laid couple 0 :dollars on his tablJe. 'I'll look 'at your MSS.
some other ti., e,' I said. 'I've been verY"much interested
in what you've told me.' 'I am a trifle faint,' he said. 'It is
true~ r am at times overcome by giddiness. . . .' The poor
old fellow shot me a pathetic, self-knowing look, and passed

a
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his hand over hil forehead, but the moment' of knowledge
was lost before hlf dropped his hand again. He straightened
up and smiled, re ching for the money. 'I shall be happy to
have you call a in/ he said. 'Of course 1 am usually very
busy.... , Doc Herma shook his· head, lifted his glass and drank
the last of the b~er. I had a.ready finished mine while he
was talking. "~ell, what finally happened to him?" 1 asked.
He shrugge~. "I don't suppose anyone will know," he
said. "He was .~und dead one morning in bed-the bed
under which he ~pt his piles of paper. Probably he died
painlessly and's 'ddenly, and he had- been dead for several
days before 'fa, 'f0ma~ who lived in the building became
curious, not havrng seen him about, and went in." ~
"But ~l].~t about those manuscripts, what was there
to them?" e·
.
"Oh," Her an said, "they were valueless-heaps of
incoherent scri bled notes.",
We rose an left the restaurant soon after and strolled
up Polk Street, looking at its familiar dingy store-fronts,
the littered sid alks and gutters, and the shambling, dis-.
consolate figur s of the wrecks of men.

"

t

Nature Lover
By KATHLEEN SUTTON

He talks 0," field and wood-the scent of pine,
The parjtridge whirring from its ficklecov.erAnd how ne crystal hour he brought down nIne
Gray d ves. He is an ardent nature lover.
And it is weet to note the simple pride
With w ich he dwells upon his furry brothers
So deftly ounted-oboasting how each died
, And' th -nking God next season there'll be~thers.

I

I

I
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The editor of Los Paisan08 being now in Eire (Gaelic
for Ireland) the Home Office will have to relay the news
from all fronts. First, from the Irish Free State or is it
Republic now? According to Si'zte Ceilthabair (Gaelic for
Julia Keleher )~, instruction in the schools of Eire is now in
Gaelic and English-speaking students are experiencing
something of the difficulty Spanish children have in New
Mexico when they go to school where instruction is in Eng- .
!ish. In Dublin our correspondent saw the final resting
places of Swift and his Stella, the magnificent English
Cathedral, St.. Patrick's, where Swift was d~an, the Dail
with the presence of both DeV~lera and Cosgrove, the Abbey
Theatre where Lennox Robinson's "The Far-Off Hills" was
produced. Eire is a land of '''Heart's Desire": to quote,
"Fuchsia bushes and crimson ramblers run' wild over
garden, waIl~, hedges of sweet peas offset beds .of lilies.
Beauty, you say. Yes, but over it all hangs a sadness for
me.· I can never forget the suffering which history unrolls
as I pass through village and town. We leave in the morning for the Aran Islands and th~ Synge and Joyce country."
The letter does mention a "mIsting" landscape, both wet and
cold, and an interlinear wishing for some New Mexico sunshine. We have some reward for staying home ~
And from Santa Fe, another letter mailed just before
the vacationist left for California tells us that Dorothy
Thomas is to have another short story in the Saturday Evening Post shortly and is working on a farm serial for the
same magazine. Aline Ballard has marketed a story to
Liberty and has signed a year's contract to write radio
scripts at a very large do-re-mi. Stanley Vestal has returned
from a. field trip to the Dakotas where he found new
#.
[ 225]
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material for th .book he is doing on the Santa Fe Trail.
Hanie} Long has ; ow seen three or four Jssues of the literary
page of New Me wo Writers he is editing for the New Mexico Sentinel.
mong the contributors have been Witter
Bynner: Spud J hnson, Thomas Calkins, Eda Lou Walton,
Paul Horgan, A red Morang, Marina Wister, Marie Garland, Dorothy B 11 Flanagan, and Paul Eaton Reeve. The
. Rydal Press has. moved to Canon Road from Tesuque and
has combined ~··h Willard Clark of Clark's studios. Their
latest book is 1.\1. rian Storm's "Life of Saint Rose." Ruth
Laughlin has a article in August Travel entitled "Towns
That Made Miil· ons," telling of Silverton, Telluride, and
Ouray, Colorado. Mr. and Mrs. Aldous Huxley have been
visiting Frieda Lawrence at San Cristobal this summer.
Thanks, Ruth. .-have a nice vacation!
.
Of Albuque queans and ex-Albuquerqueans there are
interesting rep rts and rumors. Harvey Fergusson has
been in town an out of it again to the Magdalena country
with Hollywood studio people locating s'ettings for the filming of Conrad R chter's Sea of Grass. Richter is in the east
but' we hear he ·s returning here in the fall. Lynn Riggs
of Santa Fe is . ack in Hollywood, and we hear that Paul
Horgan, too, i . there. Erna Fergusson is home for we
hope a longer. s y than last time. She is completing her
new book on V nezuela. The Southwest Review for July
contains an arti Ie called "Mary Austin and the Pattern of
New Mexico," b" T. M. Pearce. Curtis Martin is at work
on a novel in ad ition to th.e heavy ,responsibility of getting
out this number of the QUARTERLY~ Francis Fergusson has
done an origina translation of the "Electra" of Sophocles,
. . a' version whic he produced at Bennington College in
Vermont.' ,
August is mont~ ~f months in New Mexico: the San
Domingo Corn Dance comes early in it, and there are
dances in the T wa and the Hopi pueblos; the Inter-Tribal
occurs in Gallu and the month used to end with the Fiesta
in the State's C pitol. That event is pushed ov~r into. Sep.~
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tember now, whether to prolong or avoid the tourist rush
we don't know. In any C8l:Je, we vote a surcease soon to ,
typewriters and. copy paper. The slogan we give you is
"Viva la Fiesta" wherever you are.
Adios,
MATT PEARCE.

,;....- .-
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As an indictment of the half-consc~ous, half-submerged
social corruption, the furtive,> under-cover life of the small
town, the book is a bitter blasting document. .
It will be read by many·with careless amusement and
comment; by others with thoughtful realization.
.

.

->if-

IRENE FISHER.

-

Albuque-rque, N. 'M.
Ea,rly Times in 7'.ex(J,8 and The Adventures oj Big-Foot Walla,ce-John
C. Duval, reprinted from earlier editions in 1892 and 1870, and . .
edited by Mabel Major and Rebecca Smith-Tardy Publishing Co.,
Dallas, 1936.

Here are' two books which deserve to be widely known,
for they are authentic records of the past of pioneer America, written by an aristocrat of letters. I do not mean that
John C. Duval, the Jack Dobell of Early Times, is a Washhrgton Irving though his relationshrp to the earlier writer
is not so remote as New England and Texas might indicate.
Irving's The Early Experiences of Ralph Ringwood sets
forth the adventures of Duval's father when as a youth he
ran away from his Virginia home to fight.his way to success
in the new country of Kentucky. Duval's account of his
life in Texas begins with the departure from Bardstown,
Kentucky, of a volunteer company of Southern youths enlisted to aid the cause of Texas independence. Two of the
Duval boys were in the band that embarked from New
Orleans for Velasco, a small port at the mouth of the Brazos
river in Texas. Two Duvals were mustered into service of
the army of the embryo republic and marched to Goliad
where their group became part of Colonel Fannin's in·
fated' "capitulation" to Santa Anna's General Urrea. "Texas)
John'.' Duval alone of the brothers miraculously survived the
Goliad massacre; his account.is the best description of this
murderous betrayal of the group by their captors.
The wandering of Duval trying to get back to his countrymen makes one of the best' stories of. survival in the face
of hunger, thirst, alone and weaponless, American annals
I

'/
I

i;.-

·1

~
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afford. Escapes fr ,m wolves and bears, rattlesnakes, drow~
ing and a prairie fire, not' to mention h~man adversari~s
are a part of thIs rxtraordinary adventure tale.
.
This is the man who chronicles the life of his friend
"Big-Foot" Wallar. named for his prodigious feet. Wallace
and Duval served.ltogether in one of the early companies of
Texas rangers, amout 1845, and from tl;lis companionship
came the collabor· tion which resulted later in the life of
"Big-Foot" by "T :xas John." Duval, I said, was a literary
aristocrat. If E 'ly Times does not convince you of that,
Big-Foot Wallace will. Here the reporter-author can employ some creati e artistry in presenting his friend, and
though he may no :elaborate he certainly tt:.ims and dressesup "Big..Foot." Tl1e book is almost as good reading as Mark
Twain; and quite lin spots; "Big-Foot" will remind you of
Robinson Cruso~irhen he gets lost among the ravines and
picks up his maULFriday, 'a wolf-hound which he named
Comanche. H~ wv~,sound like Baron Munchausen when he
talks about the exploits of "Old Butch" his hunting knife,
and "Sweet Lipsf. his gun. The chapter in which "BigFoot" tells about ~~ing to' the theatre in New Orleans and
the meal he order~d in his hotel is one of the funni~st things
the reviewer evel read. To quote briefly from the latter
ep~ode:
.
, "What e se?" said the waiter, and I read on.
"Pate de :lois gras-some sort of yerbs, thought
I, and I never went high on greens, especially for
breakfast. I~ound most of the names of the. things
on the 'bill f fare' were French, or some other
foreign lingo and they were all Greek to me; but,
to make the f;aiter believe I knew very well what
they were,~
oly I wasn't partial to their sort of
"grub," I tol him to bring some "erapeau frica,see"
and "gumbo llet," and I wish I may never 'take
another "cha1!" of tobacco if he did not bring me a
plateful of flfied buI.l-frogs' legs, and another full
of their spa~,. just the sa.me sort of slimy, rop.y
stuff you see round the edges of shallow ponds. I
might have
own that everYthing French had

i

~

I

..
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frog in it in some shape or other, just as certain as
"chili pepp'er',' is found in everything the "Mexicans
,,'
cook. However, I made out a tolerable breakfast
on other things, but would have been much better
satisfied if I could have had four or five pounds of
roasted buffalo meat and 'a "marrow gut." ."
~e editors ha_ve wri~n excellent introductions. to
both bitoks, in which not only biographical data of the two
men'; given, but interpretations of the frontier movement
to Texas and'its growth are also presented. -Mr. Duval is
fortunate to have fallen into such- competent- hands. Notes
and supplementary reading lists are also their work. Block
prints by Jerry Bywater add visual charm to Early Times
and lithographs give excellent illustration .to Big-Foot
Wallace'.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

-
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The Story of Dict,atorskip-E. E. Kellett-E. P. Dutton. & 00.-$1.75.
Hitler's Drive to the East-F. ElwYn Jones-E. P. Dutton & Co.$1.00

T

The Profits of War-Richard Lewinsohn-E. P.

Dutto~

4 Co.--$3.00.

That there is nothing new under the sun, and least of
all under the political sun, is al,>Iy illustrated by Professor
E. E. Kellet in his book, The Story of Dictatorship. The
phenomenon of 'dictator,ship, which is causing' toIi&-ues to
wag' from one eRd of t~ earth -to the other, ':Lnd which J,s
working profound and far-reaching changes in the life patterns of millions of people, i~ nothing that mankind-has n9t
experienced before. The slogans and, catchwords may be
different; the methods of propaganda are subtler and more
effective. ;£litical theory may be playing a' larger part; but
undernea ,tpe motives and methods of Hitler and MussoUni and alazar are essentially the same as those which
served Akathoeles or Caesar Borgia or Carlos Antonio
Lopez.
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Beginning with .,Abimelech, of the Canaanite city of
Shechem, Mr. Kellett runs rapidly through the careers of
the important dictators of Western civilization up to and including those of today, pointing out the similarities, and uniformities which tend to confirm his thesis.
"The ancient tyrant,:' he writes, "began by taking ad"
vanta'ge of a riational emergency, or by inventing such an
emergency when, it ,was not obliging enough to exist, and
by posing as the one man who could save the state. Having
thus gained authority with a show of legality, he slaughtered
and banished his enemies. Next he got rid of po~sible
rivals or dangerous friends . . . He blindfolded the people
by public
works of beauty or utility, which had the incidental
•
~dvantage of impoverishing them and keeping them busy,
so that they. had time neither to think nor to conspire. He
kept a tight hand on the organs ofop,inion . . . and suppressed literary works which did not eulogize tyranny."
The modern tyrant, nee4less to say, has followed exactly the
same course.
Every one of the devices of modern dictators for ;retaining their power, "the suppression of public opinion, the ..
invention of bUg-bears and scapegoats, the deliberate cultivation of nation~l hatreds in the name of patriotism," is,
as Professor Kellett points out, "a mimicry of a trick practiced . . . two thousand years since, a:d'd probably twp thousand years before that." The only essential difference between ancient and modern tyranny lies· in the fact that the
latter is based on a theqry and is designed to give that theory
political expression by translating it into action.
A sample of the kind of action resulting from a dictator's attempt to remold a( nation's, institutions along the
lines of a political theory is to be found in F. Elwyn Jones' ,
Hitler's Drive. to the East. Late in 1936 Mr. Jones had the
opportunity to investigate at first hand the political situation in Germany, Austria, and the Balkan. countries, and in
this book he exposes German Fascism as he knows it, revealing in detail the Nazi method of direct intervention in
•
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the internal affairs of other countries, the corruption of
politicians through bribes and"subsidies, the widespread distribution of propaganda, the muzzling of newspapers, the .
murdering and kidnapping, the arming, financing, and
training of terrorist groups,. and concluding that "the ultimate Nazi aim is to create a German },fittel Europa, stretching from the' Baltic to the Adriatic, and fro~ the Rhine to
the Dniester."
.
'
Based as it is upon ,official records of, governmental
agencies, on contemporary newspaper accounts, and upon
the public utterances of high ,European officials, Mr. Jones' '
book is disturbing to those of us who stilI prefer peace to
war. The intentions of Germany a,re made clear' enough in
the quotations from German leaders. "Shells/' declared
General Goering early in r1936, "are more important than
butter." And Hitler, writing in My Battle, leaves no doubt
as to where he stands when he states: "In eternal warfare
mankind has become great-in eternal peace mankind would
be ruined.'"
Distressing as is the thought of war to most of 'Us,
,'there are those who view it in an entirely,different lig~.
Some of these are discussed in Mr. Richard Lewinsohn s
The Profits of War. So mucp. has been made recently of
the part the munitions manufacturers play in, starting wars,
that we are likely to overlook the fact that by no means all
the .profits of war go to the arm~ments makers. As Mr.
Lewinsohn shows, "4uring the last war,' vast fortunes were
'made in, trading in all sorts of war supplies"and also in
speculation. As a result of economic and technical developments as well as of the change in moral 'outlook on the subject of war, direct profits from war are becoming increaBingly difficult to rea1tze."
.,
In The Profits of War Mr. Lewinsohn traces the evolution of war profits, sho:wing, with numerous examples,
how it was the generals and soldiers who first profited from
war, how later those who financed wars, the great international bankers, gradually diverted the profits to themselves,

"
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how in the 19th century the makers of arms and munitions
became the leadin~ profit makers, and how now it is the con- ,
tractors, the purv yors of war supplies, whO, have the most
to gain from con·ct. .
.
In his chapte~,on m~dern war profiteers Mr. Lewinsohn
is outspoken in hfs accounts of the activities of American
bankers and muni!tions manufacturers during the last war,
and in his final c pter he summarizes the progress to date
in the movement owards disarmament and lists the arguments the'muniti ns.makerfChave advanced and the guile
they have employ d to keep 'that movement from becoming
effective.
Presenting, a they do, accurate and timely information
on debatable and ighly complex topics upon which 'the last
word has by no mans been writt~n, these books are all significant in
.. terms f present-day affairs. Mr. Kellett's historica,I backgro~n1 of diCtatorship.is quite adequate, although
at tirpes he has ~onsiderably over-simplified the forces by
which dictators> re brought into power;' Mr. Jones has
handled his sens tional mate~ial with objectivity, and his
book is weak onl in that after devoting much of his space
to showing how ermany is preparing for war, he pulls his .
final punch and i sists that, for -economic and political
sons, Germany is n no position to make war on anyone nor
is she likely to be' the near future. ,Mr. Lewinsohn writes '
what we already. ow-that wars are always very profitable for somebod , but he is careful to let us know exactly
who that somebo y is.
If there is a. oral to be found in these books, Mr. Kellett has stated it ~ery succintly. In deploring that in democratic .countriesle present attitude towards dictatorship
seems to be, one f toleration, he warns us that "we must
become ~s deter ·ned believers in ~ur system as the yofing
men and women f Germany are believers in Hitlerism or
those of Russia i Communism. The price of freedom is
eternal vigilance. The approaches of tyranny are silent and
crafty, and its fi, al spring is often totally unexpected. It

rea-
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finds its opportunity most e)lsily not in the activities of its,
-open 'supporters b\lt in the apathy and blindn~s of its
enemies." In other words, it ~n happen here!
LYLE SAUNDERS.

Albuquerque, N. M.
The Making 0/ a Hero-Nicholas Ostrovski-E. P. Dutton & Co.$2.50.

~
"

Like the' protagonists of the Elizabethan tragedians,
Paul Korchagin suffered from a tragic :flaw. In his ease it .
was faith, a naive and un'questionil1g faith in the Co~munist
ideal, which, when coupled with his restless energy, led to
his destruction. If he had ever doubted that the Communist
revolution would lead to the perfect State, or if he had ever
done one selfish deed, he might have lived.1onger ~nd, possibly, happier. But his faith remained unshakable--:unquestioning...;..,and his selfish devotion to his ideal led him to
the glory of selflessness-and 'death.
The Making 'of a Hero is essentially an autobiography.
Nicholas Ostrovski, who died in January at the age-of 33,
devoted the last two years of his life to the writing of it.
Blind, almost totally paraly~ed, bedridden, and kept from
acti~e service in the Part~, he continued to §erve in tI:ie only ,t
way open to him. His novel waS')VI'itten in the hope \hat it
might infect' others with his absolute faith in the Communist creed. ~But it is written so simply, wi~h sach assurance, and with so much light and so little heat t~at it is not
good propaganda. One recognizes the perfection of. Paul's
devotion, doubts that it cauld,have existed,and believes that
it did. But one is not moved to emulation; the faithful are
never the best proselyters.
The Making of a Hero.. is the story of Paul Korchagin
of the small village of Shepetovka in the Uktaine n~ar the
Polish border. Korchagin joined the Your.g Communist
League and fought against Petloura and his bandits; serving .with the Kotovand Budenny armies he was hit by an
exploding shell, suffering se,veral contu~ions of the brain and
I
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a"sPinal fracture;',hich was the event,ual-cause f hiS, death;
working on the tatioll' at Kiev he 'contracted typhoid and
almost died; as ommissar of the frontier guard battalion
Qf the Berezdov ,~erritory, he underwent further hardships.
In 1924, with his ealthcompletely shattered, he was retired
from the Party Q' a pension; and the remainder of his life he devoted to the • iting of this book.
I
To those wh cannot understand the driving power of
faith, Korchagin' absorption in the cause may seem a little
foolish; to thos ' used to sophisticated treatment of love
themESs, his infr uent and half-hearted excursions into romance will appe r unfeeling and dull. But if one will take
Korchagin's fai~n for granted and approach the book wi,th a
sympathetic at~i~de, he will find much of value. Judged_by
our materialistic standards, Korchagin's life was perhaps a
failure; viewed i terms of enduring human values, one can'
not be sure that it was not a great success. "All my life and
all my strength,' ,Korchagin wrote, "has been given to the
most beautiful t ing in the world-the struggle for the free~
dom of mankin .." What weapons can life hold against a
faith like that?
'
0,

LYLE SAUNDERS.

Albuquerque, N .. M.
'. ._
,
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Personally Speaking ,

Autobiography JDust be the easiest book to write. It
is never a failure. Oh, perhaps the soul-searching, painful
document may sell just enough copies to pay_ an installment
oli the alimony; it might even be a pretty poor book. But
it is always interesting in" ,some manner.,
,
,
Can we say the same about novels, about essays; are
,b<;>oks of travel al~ays fetching? There are agonized moans
,upon the midnight air; there is the sound of slammed books
and muttered unprintables.The hi~tory af autobiography
and its readers is different. Here's a test: Quick, name
three really poor autobiographies!
For one, you might select Stravinsky's Autobiography.
Little of personal detail is in this book, and less of that •
fruity probing and lubricious adventure which characterizes
many another memoir. H~re is a matter-of-fact account
of so many pieces of music written according to such and
such a demand' of the Russian' Ballet. Occasionally a hasty
opinion on music in general and listeners in particular interpolates. But, as memoirs go-, this one limps. It is a
cripple, and for the reason that it deserts the legalized
subject matter. An autobiography'is theostorY'not of what
a man does but of what he feels and how he thinks. Arnold
Bennett's Journals is an incessantly interesting series because~; like most journals from Amiel on, his divigates constantly into personalities and opinions. So his factual a~
counting of his yearly production finally bikes on' whimsicality, not boredom.
I am afr~id it is not so with Stravinsky.
He is a good musician, but not an autobiographer!
Undoubtedly reminiscences have a' pattern type. Rousseau may have set it. In his Autobiograp'hrv, John Middleton
culminates the type. How future writerS- can now continue
intense self-analysis, puzzled and w~1r psychoanalysis,
without danger of repetition is' difficult to1Jsee. Only if their
[ 237]
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environment is d~ ent-so different that the atmosphere
of the book breat'b~s of strange or transformed culture~
will they keep off 1\1: rry's heels. There is little danger, I
suspect; for where eIre have we the prototype of this friemt
of Lawrence and hU~band of Mansfield'? Read his life in
paris,' his love affair there, for the nostalgia Of',youth; and
the lIst pages of th book for the inconclusive arid dark
manufacture of adul hood. Or take the last dying years of
Katharine Mansfield! Murry for desolation. . . ' 1
.
Because his en ironment is different, in childhood
strikingly so, Carn on Doren treads carefully apart from
Murry in his life st ry, Three Worlds. Early life on an
Illinois farm was; d lightful, until city snobbery brought
shame to the boy; niversity life interfered only slightly
with his education; e:w York life-here is something else
again! Marriage, lIdren, activity were not enough for
him there. A mod tn hermit, he retreated to umbilical
revery in a pent-h use; woke from his doze to write a
biography of Swift then retired to inanition until came,
slyly, inevitably, th, year 1929.: That brought him down
from his pent-hous severed his relations with his urn~.
bilicus, and cast hi toward amazed premonitions of the
third world, the fut r e . ·
.
The farm lad arl, we understand, but the university
boy- and the sudden 'reveJlSal of character of the city man .
lea~e us puz,p.led.
ver his' early years Van Doren spends
loving'care; over hi successive years he paces too swiftly,
and with little of t e deftness that colors the first of the
Qook. Just what. C~rl Van Doren now is remains in mist;.
but what he was is pleasantly Visible.
.
But we have oily one out on the autobiography. One
down, two to go. And the game is shortly to be called for
reason of space. It will take a long time, too, to find the
three examples we set, ourselves. Of course there is a book
like Being tittle in.Concord (I forget the author) which is
utterly unreadable. Maybe it was Boston in which the writer
was little when e~y one 'else was big; in that case th~
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Abbotts and Cabots may enjoy the recollections, not I. But
this book is hardly a true autobiography. It is certainly not
more than an elderly woman trying to remember whom a
baby saw as she was trundled down the street.
Empathy, the identificati9n of 'self with anot~er character, no doubt explains mu~h of the grip that autobiopaphies have on us. The explanation is more than that,
however. The more.. . days that pass, the more we enjoy or
relish personal hiAtory. We too have eXperienced ; we' too
have failed, have concluded. We too.have passed ~ome time·
in living. Here 'is' another man-perhaps a much .greater
man-who has faced the little irritations, 'little shames·, little
gaps that we have faced. We don't identify ourselves with
him. But we. do stand aside and watch with absorption the
path of this man as he weaves his way_ through the same
days of life. This problem, this circumstance, affected us
greatly; it did not trouble him.. And why not ? Perhaps
because he was too wise to let himself bother. But here is
something we share alike. What course did he devise? And
see how we mre too clumsy to step it ourselves. Here is
something that meant the whole world to him, and passed
us by like distant romance. A burning bush to,him, a haze
by night to us.
Ever, ever the fascination perseveres. If we are wise
we may become. wiser' in the procession. If w~ are stupid
we may despair often, but also we are elate with discovery.
The time may well come when every man writes autobiographies for every man, just as in a certain town every
woman lives by doing the washing of another woman..
, The game is called!
.
WILLIS J ACOB~.
.
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